
See how Jazz for Peace funding starts with a simple 
comment by viewing our comments page below!

Have Questions? Watch our Latest Video, OR our Easy 
Instructional Video & Easy 3 Minute Grant Video and then 
simply submit your own honest comment to us by email 

(info@jazzforpeace.org) just like these people from around the world did 
below! This step completes Easy Letter A of our Easy Steps Process!
            
Below are “See it to Believe it” Examples of actual comments submitted.

See Many More Examples & FAQ’s here: http://jazzforpeace.org/moreexamples.pdf

Daily Comments from around the world.  

Received Aug. 31, 2022: “Absolutely great” ~ Tom MacDonald - Braintree, 
Massachusetts (Commenting on this Rick DellaRatta interview & performance on 
Tony Peter's Cool Explorations from Saskatchewan: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2VoQpU70m2M )

Aug. 26: “Amazing, Jazz for peace is still doing great things in this small 
world!!!” ~ Jean Claude Kamwenubusa - Canada

Aug. 25: “Rick is doing what he does, very well.... I wish you continued success 
and good work..” ~ Aldo Mazza - Montreal, Canada

Aug. 19: “please tell Rick I said hello, congratulations and keep spreading the 
LOVE!!! 🙏  ❤” ~ Stephen Clarke - Toronto, Ontario

Aug, 18: “Awesome” ~ Rachel Delgado - Wichita Falls, Texas

Aug, 17: “Wow! Listened to the first two so far. Super impressive. Good and 
important work!” ~ EB Weiss - NYC

Aug. 16: “Great!!!” ~ Wesley McCoy - Mumbai, Maharashtra, India 

“WOW!” ~ Darin Tolliver - Philadelphia

https://vimeo.com/355947554
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axHe99bKbQ0&t=58s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axHe99bKbQ0&t=58s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axHe99bKbQ0&t=7s
mailto:info@jazzforpeace.org
https://jazzforpeace.org/easystepscomparison.pdf
http://jazzforpeace.org/moreexamples.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VoQpU70m2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VoQpU70m2M
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAO0e2EBLaR8t0bosaIYiPne40K0wsfrrPc


Aug. 12: “Hell yeah! These are great, Debra!!!!!” ~ Jeff Fajans, PhD, ACE - 
Creative Leadership Coach | LinkedIn Learning Instructor |~ Denver 
(Commenting on Breaking News for August)

Aug. 11: “Man, your videos are fantastic. Loved your performance and your 
songs. I’ll definitely share it with my friend from Nigeria.  Wishing Jazz for Peace 
tons of more success.” ~ Bobby Harden - NYC

“Jazz for Peace has brought such an important message everywhere they bring 
their talents. Sharing the awareness of what they have accomplished and the 
passion they bring to each performance portrays the love of their project and 
intensifies the integrity of their mission and all individuals that have been so 
deeply touched. Jazz for Peace is the cog in this mission with Rick DellaRatta at 
the helm and the world should sing the highest praises for sharing their talents 
to promote, a kinder, more peaceful world.” ~ Lori LeDonne - Sherborn, Ct.

August 9: “👍 ” ~ Todd Barkan - Baltimore, Md.

August 8, 2022: “Dear Debra, the concert was successful…Hearty thanks, Rick, 
Debra, and Jazz for Peace, for the successful 20th anniversary Jazz for Peace 
United Nations Concert in Nigeria…..Many thanks, Congratulations, and well 
done! It was great to welcome you to Nigeria. It will be nice to build on the 
connections created from the event in Nigeria. I've been requested to organize it 
again. Some persons who knew about the event few days to the event and also 
after the event...expressed their interest to participate in the future.” ~ Ukpeme 
Okon - Abuja, Nigeria

August 7: “Super” ~ Duke Tshibuyi - Congo, Africa

August 4: “This Show is wonderfull! The best among those I saw.” ~ Hugo 
Braule - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (commenting on THIS video ~ https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4 You are AMAZING!….and the show 
was incredible. Thanks, Rick!” ~ Caffe Lena)  

July 31: “Fantastic!” ~ Marilyn Batchelor - USA (Commenting on: Breaking News 
for 7/22/22: Nigerian Armed Forces radio debuts Rick DellaRatta’s free JA part 
12 (first ever a cappella rendition!). Click here for this exciting interview Live in 
Abuja, Nigeria! https://youtu.be/mrSzqFdOItg )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4
https://youtu.be/mrSzqFdOItg


“You’re awesome, bro !” ~ Leo Traversa - NYC

July 30: “i love your Video content. this is absolutely awesome video.” ~ 
Mohammad Khan - Dubai

July 29: “It is great.” ~ Mikhail (Michael) Zorich - Philadelphia

Jul 28: From a thread:  “Jazzman is a great song, i love it” ~ Rommy Wuhe - 
Nigeria / “Yes, it is” ~ Oliver Brown - Los Angeles, California

July 27: “I love this.” ~ Steven Hausheer - Highland Park, Illinois

“Fantastic!” ~ Paris Hairston - Los Angeles

July 26: “Great presentation Rick. You have a serious gift and I am so glad you 
get to share it so far and wide and inspire so many wherever you go. Thanks for 
skiing!!” ~ GURU Dave Powers - Salt Lake City

July 24: “a top non-profit organization…..should take full advantage of the great 
opportunity you are helping them to benefit from…..and they would gain larger 
success in all their endeavors.” ~ Erick DeLoach - Athens, Georgia

July 20: “Wow” ~ Richard DiPilla - USA (commenting on Nigerian Armed Forces 
radio debuts Rick DellaRatta’s free JA part 12 - first ever a cappella rendition! 
Click here for this exciting interview Live in Abuja, Nigeria! https://youtu.be/
mrSzqFdOItg )

July 19: “Awesome….This is really really nice.” ~ Cathy Segal-Garcia - Los 
Angeles (commenting on this Nigerian Armed Forces radio interview Live from 
Abuja! https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=730943148119571&id=958495544209762&m_entstream_source=timeli
ne&anchor_composer)

July 18: “I am very grateful for the immense support for the successful, historic, 
Jazz for Peace Concert Nigeria.” ~ Ukpeme Akpan Okon

July 15: “I’m glad to learn about this. We need to continually develop critical 
mass aimed toward planetary peace. I also like the image of Star Beer in the 

https://youtu.be/mrSzqFdOItg
https://youtu.be/mrSzqFdOItg
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=730943148119571&id=958495544209762&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=730943148119571&id=958495544209762&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=730943148119571&id=958495544209762&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer


background. It reminds me of my trip to Nigeria decades ago.” ~ Karlton 
Hester - Santa Cruz, California

“Excelente!!!” ~ Onel Mulet - Queens, NY

July 10: “Many thanks for the successful 20th anniversary Jazz for Peace United 
Nations Concert in Nigeria. Congratulations, and well done!” ~ Ukpeme Akpan 
Okon - Abuja, Nigeria

*** Above is the comment received from this Empowerment Grant recipient 
following the completion of our Empowerment Tree and below is her initial 
comment which was the tiny seedling which started it all: ***

Received October 2019:
“I enjoyed the video —"The Making of Let's Send an Email to Local 802" by Rick 
DellaRatta, a jazz singer and pianist, peace activist, and advocate of the common 
interests of professional musicians, through the American Federation of Musicians Local 
802. The video commenced with an impressive historical introduction, and highlighted 
lofty issues such as: environmental harmony for peace, youth empowerment, fair 
representation, helping helpers, accountability, among others. Rick DellaRatta's 
advocacy, as seen in other videos extends the essence of goodwill, and leaving a legacy of 
good works by planting the seed of one, which yields roots of many. I will be happy to 
obtain this funding.” ~ With thanks, regards, and peace. Ukpeme Akpan Okon , Abuja, 
Nigeria Founder - Guild of Adjudicators in Nigeria (GAIN), Ambassador for Peace, and 
Author of award-winning The Values String: A book on Transitional Life, Compelling 
Fulfillment, and Profound Peace. 

July 7: “you are very eclectic!” ~ Candice Ann Moraga - Rochester, NY

July 5, 2022:  “First, I must thank Rick for his performance at the Jazz Forum Jam 
Session on July 3, playing Lazy Bird by John Coltrane. Very few musicians play 
this composition, especially at jam sessions due to its harmonic structure. Rick 
also adds lyrics which enhances the experience of the music. 

Reading through the Jazz For Peace material and the funding guidelines it is 
obvious that Jazz for Peace is participating in a unifying world wide healing 
process. Sadly, the United States is now in greater need than ever for the Jazz for 
Peace efforts given the horrific July 4, 2022 events, the assault on voting rights, 

https://vimeo.com/355947554


women's rights, climate change legislation and of course the attempted and 
evidently ongoing  overthrow of American democracy,  How do we channel Jazz 
for Peace to address these issues threatening America?  I think tackling one of 
these issues at a time, such as voting rights. might be a way to begin.” - Craig 
Purpura - Westchester, NY

July 3: “Iniciativa muito legal! É a arte salvando vidas! E é ótimo saber que a 
nossa música está presente. Parabéns aos envolvidos!!!” ~ Suzana Pequeno

June 30: “Beautiful….That’s wonderful and I'm so glad this is getting 
recognition” ~ Paris Hairston - Los Angeles

June 29: “Wonderful what you do, Rick!! I’ve followed your career for years…just 
great!!” ~ Dena DeRose - Graz, Austria

“This is awesome! You’re simply amazing....I really wanna be a part of this 
excellent movement” ~ Andrews Osei-Asibey - Ghana

“Beautiful” ~ Dr. Hashim El-Tinay - Washington, DC

June 28: "Dear 20th Anniversary United Nations audience at this extraordinary 
Jazz for Peace Celebration in Abuja, Nigeria: I would like to congratulate all of 
you for your participation in this historic event and also especially send my best 
wishes to all of the underprivileged women who have been empowered by Rick 
DellaRatta and Jazz for Peace™ throughout this Benefit Concert Series including 
today’s event to benefit The Values String.” ~ Jennifer Lopez (See video from Jazz 
for Peace Nigeria: Rick DellaRatta plays “Free J A”,  “Ruby My Dear”, “Stop & 
Smell The Roses”.  https://youtu.be/HXTw0lPG0Ow )

(See Jazz for Peace™ Nigeria Press Release & Video! https://www.prlog.org/
12917841-the-historic-jazz-for-peace-concert.html)

“I love these (videos)…. I’d love to learn more about him!” ~ Pamela Aubrey - 
USA

June 23: “Congratulations Ukpeme and Rick for your initiative to celebrate the 
20th Anniversary if the UN Concert as "Jazz for Peace” A plea to the citizens and 
many musicians of Abuja and the neighboring areas and countries to support 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVSJ2KBBHdqx47ZLp-mNUZA
https://youtu.be/HXTw0lPG0Ow
https://www.prlog.org/12917841-the-historic-jazz-for-peace-concert.html
https://www.prlog.org/12917841-the-historic-jazz-for-peace-concert.html


and make a success of this first UN concert in Nigeria. Let us remember Jimmy 
Hendrix, "When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world will 
know peace'.....and Shakespeare, "If music be the food of love, play on” ~ 
Mahendra Shah - Bali, Indonesia

June 22: “This is a very Noble Cause and i believe the world needs more of this. 
We need good men to advocate for peace and make our beautiful world a better 
place.” ~ Andrews Osei-Asibey - Ghana

June 21: “Great” ~ Patrick Carney - Gaffney, South Carolina (commenting on our 
“Music in the Schools” video presentation - 

“Beautiful….I love it…Thank you so much Rick…I appreciate this 
immensely….” ~ Andrews Osei Asibey - Accra, Ghana

June 14: “Congratulations!” ~ Dan Ouellette - NYC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWx86empaQE


June 10: “Great nite!…Damn great tunes..” ~ Jazz Vocalist Kathleen Hart - 
Yonkers, NY (commenting on this June 9, 2022 event: “Jazz Vocalist Rick 
DellaRatta and Pianist Bob Albanese featured guest artists at Davino’s Thursday 
Night Music Series in Hastings, NY https://jazzforpeace.org/guestvocalist.pdf  
see video here: )

June 7: “I want for you, extraordinary health, remarkable peace of mind, for all 
your wishes to be fulfilled immediately and perfectly and my your inner 
happiness increase always in all ways.” ~ Lich - Bristol, Ct.

June 5: “Wow” ~ Derek Scott Buchanan - Jamaica, New York

June 4: “Congratulations for your Nigeria Jazz Gig.” ~ marcel verplaetse - Paris

June 3: “Jazzforpeace has touched and help many lives and gives hope to the 
hopeless. It’s been a great and rare privilege to be part of prospective beneficiary 
of jazz for peace.  I’m highly honored and delighted and I promise I’ll not take 
this great opportunity for granted as I’ll be needing jazz for peace help to fulfill 
my career goals thank you in advance of your assistance” ~ Banjo Lawrence 
kolade. - Nigeria 

“Wow” ~ Ahasan Uddin Bhuiyan - Bangladesh

"I salute you Debra, indeed given the current context of my country Jazz for 
peace will be a very important event, being a region that loves jazz, I am on 
board.so I suggest you kindly send me full details of the process of its realization 
the necessary document in my Email:septuorarte@gmail.com” ~ Duke Tshibuyi - 
DR Congo, Africa

June 2: “This is amazing work Debra, thank you for sending these articles.” ~ 
Walt Weiskopf - Midlothian, Virginia

June 1: “Wow. I love that. The chord transitions are amazing and really have an 
emotional touch on  the flavor of a classic. Well done indeed.” ~ Guru Dave 
Powers - Salt Lake City, Utah (commenting on the latest Jazz for Peace 
arrangement of The Beach Boys Classic “God Only Knows”).

https://jazzforpeace.org/guestvocalist.pdf


“you are doing great work, using jazz as a platform to create unity and 
understanding.” ~ Dr. Fred Blum - Austin, Texas

May 30: “ I had time to listen to your song.. It is amazing and I can't stop 
listening…you are obviously extremely talented….We certainly do need peace.. I 
hope your efforts can make a dent” ~ Even Steven Levee - NYC

May 23: “Beautiful” ~ John Henry Soto - Nashville

May 21: “This is wonderful. Thanks for sharing :-)” ~ Hossein Martin Fazeli - 
Vancouver, Canada (referring to this performance/interview ~ Rick tells the 
amazing story of Jazz for Peace™, plays & sings “FREE J.A. Part 7" and Carol 
King’s “JAZZMAN" on DEDICATION POST ISOLATION from SCOT 
ALBERTSON and PROJECT 142 -  https://youtu.be/1NYozp88Jf4 )

May 18: “It is so inspiring to read about Rick's music journey and how he has 
used and still uses his talents to spread goodness across the world. We celebrate 
him!” ~ Ukpeme Okon - Nigeria

May 12: “Beautiful” ~ NGAMIJE ALAIN HERO - Rwanda

May 11:  “you are really a great musician….special touch on piano and nice 
voice” ~ Afshin Fathi - Iran

See thank you letter from Odds and Ends Podcast HERE (scroll down to 
“Testimonials”)

May 10: “I think it's a great idea! Rick's contribution is much needed now.” ~ 
Hossein Martin Fazeli - Multi-Award-Winning Filmmaker | Human Rights 
Activist | Professional Storyteller - Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

“I loved it...the mood and the proposal are very light and consistent...like the 
"Unbearable lightness of Being by Milan Kundera!” ~ 

May 8: “Congratulations! So happy for you! Welcome to Pakistan again. Praying 
for once again peace concert in Lahore, Pakistan.” ~ Aamir Sindhu - Lahore, 
Pakistan (See previous event here: https://player.vimeo.com/video/151107991?
h=220285ffea&amp;badge=0&amp ) 

https://youtu.be/1NYozp88Jf4
https://jazzforpeace.wordpress.com/about/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/151107991?h=220285ffea&amp;badge=0&amp
https://player.vimeo.com/video/151107991?h=220285ffea&amp;badge=0&amp
https://player.vimeo.com/video/151107991?h=220285ffea&amp;badge=0&amp


May 4: “Thank you so much for all of these wonderful tidbits of inspiration.” ~ 
Kyle Sofman - San Francisco

May 2: “I think Rick has been implementing for years what most people suspect; 
music brings people together, heals and most definitely promotes peace. Thank 
you to ALL the musicians that have stepped up to promote peace amongst the 
latest insanity in Ukraine.” ~ Bill Cole - Saratoga Springs, NY

May 1: “Congratulations! This is Incredible” ~ Kevin W. Thorbourne - Brooklyn, 
New York

“It's a great video” ~ Rommy Wuhe - Nigeria

“Scot, Thank you for sharing this wonderful artist with us and letting us 
experience his musical gifts. I was Rick’s fan the moment his hands touched the 
piano. Everything about this video was so enjoyable from start to finish. I 
especially enjoyed the repartee between you and the easy flow of music and 
information. Very inspiring!” ~ Vayle - NYC

April 29: “Very nice” ~ Whitney Marchelle - NYC

“Rick - I enjoyed your video with Scot Albertson. There was such an ease of 
repartee between the two of you. Your talent is amazing! I loved your 
arrangement of Carole King’s song and really enjoyed your singing. Thank you 
for sharing your gift for a cause.” ~ Vayle - NYC

April 28: “this is absolutely congratulatory and noble! 👍 ” ~ Konstantin 
Chitaladze - Karlsruhe, Baden-Württemberg, Germany

April 27: “That was awesome Rick.  What a great piece. You are just stepping into 
the next stage of pouring out of your Spirit…..Rippin’ the keys just like you rip 
the fall line. Dial it up, Dial it IN!!” ~ Guru Dave Powers - Salt Lake City 
(commenting on: Rick plays "FREE J.A. Part 7" and "JAZZMAN" in latest podcast 
interview. April 27, 2022 https://youtu.be/1NYozp88Jf4).

Also commenting on this same podcast above: “It was great!!! Your voice, & your 

...just wonderful” ~ Ana France - Sao Paulo, Brazil

https://youtu.be/1NYozp88Jf4


April 25: “Debra, you are amazing!…..I have no words to thank you and Rick, 
who gave me the opportunity to be part of this magnanimous project. Tomorrow 
will be another day with more hope and work Congratulations for the award! ~ 
Ana France - Sao Paulo, Brazil

April 23: “it is my honor to be able to write a few words about this unmeasurable 
project created to make a better life for all of us on this Planet, our home. I have a 
dream since my childhood: To be part of some kind of movement that will work 
for ending suffering, poverty, despair, social inequality and  especially WAR. I 
never understood why in this beautiful world ,we have to face all of this. Now I 
know: It's life itself  where Good and Evil are alive on this sensitive scale. 
Unfortunately Evil is taking charge on this matter through the establishments 
bloody hands. We must stand up and fight with love, tolerance, courage...  I 
believe together we can go far and wide. Every day we plant a seed of goodness 
and our posterity, hopefully, will get a better place to live.  Humankind, our 
family. Let´s nurture this beautiful tree. Rick DellaRatta, thank you from the 
bottom of my heart!❤🌱 🌴  ~ Ana France - Sao Paulo, Brazil

“The Dalai Lama of Snowbird. I had the great fortune to see Rick while getting 
my ski gear ready at the the Snowbird resort , Utah. I had not seen him for 
several years since Covid hit. He had  become a father. I was honestly surprised 
to see him again. He is a very special person. He is an environmental activist and 
pro peace. I don’t know much about Jazz. But I know that there is a lot of work 
out there for Rick DellaRatta to do. I never imagined there would be war in 
Central Europe again. But here we are. Let’s support Rick in bringing peace to 
the world and protect our environment.” ~ Frank Schwender - Originaly from 
Dresden, Germany now residing in Tennessee.

“You are a wonderful human being!!!” ~ Manuel de Almeida - Los Angeles, 
California

April 22: “Nationes Unitae, Jazz et poem magni momenti sunt in planetae terra et 
insuper, extra classica elementis clavis et musae exclusivae omnino requiruntur 
ad influxum galacticum et efficaciam in spatio et tempore! “ - Translated to 
English: “The United Nations, jazz and poems are important on planet Earth 
and, moreover, beyond the key classical elements and muses are absolutely 



essential to the exclusive galactic influence and effectiveness in space and time!” 
~ Konstantin Chitaladze - Karlsruhe, Baden-Württemberg, Germany

April 16: “Love this” ~ Steven F. Adams - Nashville, Tennessee

April 14: “Thanks for your great world work.” ~ Erick DeLoach - Athens, 
Georgia

April 13: “This is marvelous! Bravo tutti!” ~ Mark Schwartz - Scottsdale, Arizona

April 6: “Awesome” ~ Shawn Kingsberry - Kensington, Maryland

“Thank you for being an advocate for peace.” ~ Susan (Hillhouse) Leask - Santa 
Cruz, California

March 30: “I read the article and liked it very much.” ~ Derin Merve KARAÇ - 
Istanbul, Turkey

“Love your project!” ~ Amy Goldfarb - NYC

March 27: “nice song , nice voice and nice touch of piano” ~ Afshin Fathi - Iran

March 24: “THE ARTICLE IS SUPER INSPIRING I LOVE IT....really 
beautiful...thx you so much...it is great...I love this article...never saw it before” ~ 
Laszlo Bihary ~ Vienna, Austria (Commenting on our 2nd Jazz for Peace NFT 
https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/
460037411078063509586175722367608268691917724357177053872906856903430572
60545/ )

March 14: “It’s good to see you're still doing the Jazz for Peace concerts.” ~ 
Robert Bortner - Bellingham, WA

March 6: “I liked it very much, Rick. 👍 ” ~ Eric Cohen - Liverpool, New York

March 5: “Wow” ~ Asinati Kagoya - Butembe, Jinja, Uganda

Feb. 27: “Very good your songs and your initiative, as ever 👏  👍
Congratulations!” ~ Davide Piero Runcini - Sori, Liguria, Italy

https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/46003741107806350958617572236760826869191772435717705387290685690343057260545/
https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/46003741107806350958617572236760826869191772435717705387290685690343057260545/
https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/46003741107806350958617572236760826869191772435717705387290685690343057260545/


“Beautiful” ~ Grace Luyiga - Kassanda, Uganda

“Awesome” ~ Terry Hazlewood - South Charleston, West Virginia

Feb. 17: “Thank you…for your generous and most worthwhile cause.” ~ Brenda 
Miles-Goolsby - Greenville, North Carolina

Feb. 14: “Awesome” ~ Dan Ouellette - NYC

“I love what you are doing guys.You are doing magic, something incredible, you 
are visiting the country and you connect from the grassroots, hope all named big 
organizations have been doing the same, we would have been able to solve 
millions of challenges the world especially undeveloped countries are facing! 
Unbelievable but true of how you have funded and sponsored more than 8500 
projects worldwide. No one can mention an organization that can do that except 
you guys!!!” ~ Abaasi Walugembe. Founder and director. Email: 
abaasiw@gmail.com www.ciochumanitarianinitiative.org Mityana-Kampala 
Uganda.

Feb. 13: “I can see the amazing job you do!!! I am impressed….This is the first 
organization which highly successful and doing wonderful things. Hope I will 
apply for grant on behalf of our charity…. I am happy God direct me to you. 
you guys you are super humanitarians” ~ Grace Luyiga - Kassanda, Uganda

Feb. 8: “Awesome” ~ Rick Shelly - Ottsville, Pennsylvania

“Awesome” ~ Beto de Leon - Uruguay

Feb. 7: “it s been so cool seeing what you're doing! Love your Peace for Jazz 
efforts. Very cool. God’s speed!” ~ Bill Cole - Saratoga, NY

Feb. 3: “I am more than grateful to your Foundation for the opportunity to apply 
for a life-changing grant like this. I owe you all….This will change my life and 
bring peace to me.” ~ Ambassador Christian Sunday - Port Harcourt, Rivers, 
Nigeria 

“Great” ~ Linda (Thornton) Thomas - Temple Hills, Maryland

mailto:abaasiw@gmail.com
http://www.ciochumanitarianinitiative.org/


Reply from Jazz for Peace: We are excited to help those like YOU that have the 
dedication and will to help themselves!

Feb. 2: “Thanks for being who and what you are making the world a bit better!” 
~ GW Staton - Ann Arbor, Michigan

Jan. 29: “Several years ago you (or your PR person) ran an ad/promo about you 
that said something of this nature - “No one plays, sings or composed and 
arranges music like Rick Dellaratta”. I’m paraphrasing here, but I thought to 
myself “that is really a fantastic way to market oneself if you actually can do all 
of those things really well. Why not put it out there like that?” I think you were 
doing a string of gigs at maybe Tavern On The Green or some comparable venue 
at that time. While I have not lived nor played in NYC in several years, I kept up 
with the types of things you were doing and most importantly, the quality and 
the humanity in and of your work. That advertisement was correct and 
inspiring.” ~ Horace Alexander Young - Spokane-Coeur d'Alene 

“your organization is doing great work and helping those that are smart enough 
to be humble and accept your great help. GOD bless you….Keep doing your 
great work on the local, state, national, and world levels.” ~ Erick DeLoach - 
Athens, Georgia

Jan. 28: “Jazz for Peace seems to be a very worthwhile cause and my hat's off to 
you for your time and contributions to the organization and your 
accomplishments…..My vision is to put on benefit jazz concerts to provide 
Bibles, help build churches & to give financial support to the missionaries who 
spread the gospel to those who need to hear it.” ~ Kevin Golden - Phoenix, 
Arizona

Jan. 26: “Hello Jazz For Peace Foundation, A million thanks for allowing us to 
participate in your grant process!” ~Ambassador Christian Sunday, Port 
Harcourt, Rivers, Nigeria 

1. You are really doing great things, congratulations to the grant recipients.
~ John Kurotamunobaromi, Port Harcourt, Rivers, Nigeria (High School Friend)

2. It is awesome helping the lives of many. 
~ Caleb Ogigbah, British Columbia, Canada (YYAS Colleague)



3. Excellent work so far. This is great.
~ Isha M Sesay, Freetown, Siera Leone (YYAS Colleague)

4. Quite interesting, I will love to attend the event. Keep up the good work Jazz For Peace 
Foundation. ~ Destiny Anthony, Uyo, Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria (Friend)

5. Jazz For Peace Foundation is really a relief to the people with great concerns. Keep the 
great work going. ~ Oreoluwa Owoseeni, Tennessee, United States of America (YYAS 
Colleague)

6. These humanitarian works are significant, nice deeds Rick! ~ Martins Okwesi, Lagos, 
Nigeria (YYAS Colleague)

7. Great opportunities you all have provided to the needy. Continue the good work. 
~ Henry Stanley Chidozirim, Port Harcourt, Rivers, Nigeria (Supporter)

8. This is wonderful! Helping the needy is indeed a great humanitarian support. I love 
this.  ~ Babatunde Akinwale, Lagos, Nigeria (Friend)

9. It is lovely to see Jazz For Peace Foundation sharing love to the inhabitants of the 
world in need of getting a life through fundraising. Nice! ~ Stephen Christiana, Accra, 
Ghana (Friend)

10. Everything will look good on Earth if everyone has the same heart which Rick has. 
Continue helping lives.  ~ Daphne Agyemang, Tema, Accra, Ghana (YYAS Colleague)

11. What a stardom for artists. Super concerts all the way. I will have to visit Nigeria for 
this concert. ~ Grâce, Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire (YYAS Colleague) 

12. I'm happy to read about this Foundation. Absolutely, I'm speechless. ~ Ibibia 
Solomon, Ama Okrika, Rivers, Nigeria (Friend)

13. These VIP benefits are attractive, I will tell my friends as well. Jazz For Peace 
Foundation, you guys are really great. ~ Ime Obinna, Bayelsa, Nigeria (Supporter)



14. Christian, this Foundation are really trying their best to change the world. I love the 
way Rick sings. I will attend the event. ~ Rose Ufia, Abuja, Nigeria (Aunt)

15. Lovely Jazz For Peace, so helpful! ~ Donald Malik, Burkina Faso (YYAS Colleague)

16. I love the way this Foreigner is ministering his music and helping poor artists to rise 
to fame. It is indeed bringing development to the world. ~ Isaac Sunday Umoh, Abuja, 
Nigeria (Uncle)

17. Super work! ~ Raymond Fidelis, Port Harcourt, Nigeria (Supporter)

18. Awesome performances! Keep doing good, it pays. ~ Sharen Joe, Michigan, United 
States of America (Friend)

19. I will attend this event Christian. I will have to get a Nigerian Visa, LOL. Jazz For 
Peace Foundation is really doing great works and I love it. ~ Gombos Benjamin, Maine, 
United States (Intended Classmate in UMaine) 

20. Very interesting, JFP continue doing good. ~ Uduak Ekpeyong, Port Harcourt, 
Nigeria (Friend)

21. This grant will be beneficial to my team. Thank you for the opportunity. I feel like 
shedding tears, I don't know of words to express how I feel. Jazz For Peace Foundation, I 
really love all your awesome works. Thank you for your concerns in helping artistic 
endeavors all over the world. I am very happy getting to know Jazz For Peace 
Foundation. ~ Cerys Victoria, Maine, United States of America (Best Friend) 

Jan. 25: “Great!!” ~ Helen Lin - Singapore

“A million thanks Rick for the article...(https://jazzforpeace.org/
additionalnigeriaevent.pdf). It was really informative. I comprehended 
everything I needed to know about the next step. I look forward to starting the 
next step. Once again, thank you for everything!” ~ ~Ambassador Christian 
Sunday, Port Harcourt, Rivers, Nigeria

https://jazzforpeace.org/additionalnigeriaevent.pdf
https://jazzforpeace.org/additionalnigeriaevent.pdf


Jan. 24: “Good morning to you! You and your team have a heart of Gold, thank 
you for endeavoring every day to put smiles on the face of the undeserved and 
needy artists. I am emailing to attribute my honest comment for the tremendous 
good deeds of your organization as follows:”

“After a critical perusal of the good works of Jazz For Peace (JFP) over the years, 
I can proudly say this is worthy of emulation. You guys are really doing the 
unbelievable, what an excellence in a team. I am quite awed for your wonderful 
acts of kindness. The greatest surprise is that Rick and his team always intervene 
to bring hope to the hopeless, wellbeing to the needy, and peace to the unrest. A 
million thanks now and always; Jazz For Peace has really refined the lives of 
many through their priceless humanitarian gestures with love irrespective of 
boundaries or skin color. Rick, the world is very blessed to have you and you 
will always be in the hearts of many. I appreciate your hard work and dedication 
in sharing in the burden of people. For the 20th Anniversary of JFP Landmark 
United Nations Concert in Nigeria, the city of Abuja will be touched with the 
good rhythm of your music which brings peace to all men and the artists here 
will scream for joy for having you in-person. I know you have fantastic plans in 
mind for the visit and I know you will impact lives. It will be a very exaggerating 
experience for the Giant of Africa, Nigeria. Jazz For Peace is the true essence of 
humanity!” ~Ambassador Christian Sunday, Port Harcourt, Rivers, Nigeria

“awesome Congratulations!” ~ Lamine BA - Dakar, Senegal

Jan. 23: “Thanks for… this concert, enjoyed listening.” ~ Axel Niehaus - Brooklyn

Jan. 22: “Wow” ~ Maria Angela Lugina Zani - Glasgow, Scotland

Jan. 20: “Congrats on your first award of 2022” ~ Tom Chess - NYC

“Great idea Jazz for peace!” ~ Carlos A. Boyce Jr. - Minneapolis, Minnesota

Jan. 10: “I find Jazz for Peace a great idea and a noble cause to subscribe to.” ~ 
Davide Cerreta - 

Jan. 9: “good project! Would be nice to see in Austria.” ~ Eike Pi - Austria



Jan. 3: “I have a lot of positive vibes with you and Jazz For Peace. I have plans 
and guidance for years that I have not been able to put into practice in my 
country, and in others I have. I am a man of Jazz all my life and more of Latin 
Jazz. Both Paquito and Edsel are old friends and like them all of our musical 
genre. What I have planned is going to surpass other Festivals in the region, it is 
going to make a big hit. In addition, Venezuela has several years without a 
quality festival or even more with a wonderful slogan Jazz For Peace, it falls like 
a glove. I want to finish this whole introduction and get to work hard to achieve 
good results. I am even thinking of launching my book at the Festival and I have 
surprises that will undoubtedly cause an impact.” ~  Luis Raul - Venezuela

January 1, 2022: (Translated to English) “Dear Debra: It has been approved by the 
Board of Directors of Jazz Caribe to definitively ally with Jazz For Peace to work 
together to achieve other objectives set forth in the Constitutive Act of our Civil 
Association (non-profit). Because communication is difficult at this time when 
internet and telephone lines or signals are over-saturated, I beg you to wait until 
Monday to send material from our Institution to your email. And so start at once 
with the proposal that we will formally make. On the other hand, I inform you 
that as President of Jazz Caribe I have full powers to represent you, however, 
within our democratic custom, consider consulting and the support of my 
proposal was reiterated to me because it pursues an aspiration of many years. In 
this sense, once you review our comments, documents and experience, I ask you 
to inform us of the results. Happy New Year 2022 to you, Rick DellaRatta and the 
entire Jazz For Peace team !!” ~ Luis Raul Montell - Miranda, Venezuela 

December 29, 2021: “Beautiful. I love it” ~ Salvatore Sebergandio - Los Angeles, 
California (Talking about this live version of John Coltrane’s Giant Steps 

Dec. 28: “impressive” ~ Shaun Cook - Norco, California

Dec. 17: “Congratulations!” ~ Nathan East - Los Angeles

Dec. 14: “you are doing great work…..to America and world. I love watching and 
seeing all the great things you bring. And, I love watching the differences you 
make nationally and globally. What a true blessing you are. It makes me happy to 
be lucky to met and become a friend of your organization. Awesome and keep 
making magic everywhere.” ~ Erick DeLoach - Athens, GA



“beautiful” ~ David Brown - Charlotte 

Dec. 12: “Congratulations on the recognition and deservingly so.” ~ Jeffrey 
Chabon - San Antonio, Texas

Dec. 5: “BOOKS for PEACE is the House of Everyone, without exception, 
Maestro DellaRatta is a magnificent, wonderful person, he is doing a lot for the 
peoples of the whole world with his music, Jazz for PEACE and Mr. Rick 
DellaRatta are a godsend.” ~ Prof. Antonio Imeneo, DIRECTOR UNIFUNVIC 
EU- (BFUCA UNESCO BRASIL) CEO International Research Center Sport 
Prevention / Founder BOOKS for PEACE International Award - Rome, Italy  (See 
more details about Rick DellaRatta, Winner - 2022 BOOKS FOR PEACE 
International Award for Humanity and Culture HERE: https://jazzforpeace.org/
firstaward2022.pdf 

“The Jazz thing is like a sign from heaven. I advocate for human rights because 
of patient rights. My son was said permanently disabled in 2014……He got there 
(healed) by making a positive paradigm shift. By forgiving the past 5 years of Drs 
and therapies he didn’t need. He got there with JAZZ! I have groups Stanford 
Drs that will attest to this. It was a miracle surely but the healing frequencies in 
the music he chose are interesting.” ~ Rachel Elizabeth - NYC

https://jazzforpeace.org/firstaward2022.pdf
https://jazzforpeace.org/firstaward2022.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHL449_CdXk


“events such as yours are indeed great achievements towards humanity. That's 
exactly what the event meant to me…..I also attended…other Jazz concerts at the 
AQ (Artist Quarter)…by other Jazz musicians. However yours was the most 
outstanding and meaningful concert to me. I loved all of the songs. As far as I 
remember, there were some people with disabilities near the stage where you 
played the piano and performed. You played the song If I only had a brain for a 
student? for his or her birthday…..it was a fantastic Jazz experience for me. I kept 
listening to your records many times, especially in the subway on my way back 
home after work. This kept my day more joyful (at the least). Thanks again for 
your music!” ~ Britta Beeck - Hamburg, Germany

Nov. 28: “Love the latest.” ~ Cleo Silvers - Memphis

Nov. 24: “Beautiful….I love it…I’m very much interested in being a part of 
something of this magnitude for positive causes” ~ Terrance Robinson - Plano, 
Texas

Nov. 21: “Wow” ~ Rebecca Sey - Ghana

“For me, this opportunity to present Jazz for PEACE in Cuba is unique, despite 
the obstacles, I work hard for it.” ~ Félix L. Pupo Leyva (TITO) - Havana, Cuba

Nov. 19: “you ARE a Change Maker!!!” ~ Stephen Clarke - Toronto, Canada

Nov. 18: “Beautiful! Thank you!!!” ~ Sherry J. Hill - Jacksonville 

Nov. 15: “My blessings for an amazing future!” ~ Max Leonida - Oskaloosa, Iowa

Nov. 14: “Thank you for all you do for the world's peace agenda. I enjoyed every 
bit of your latest Peace Concert & Award Ceremony. I love what you are doing 
and I can't wait to see you guys in Abuja, Nigeria.Thank you once again. God 
bless you.” ~ GIDEON EDACHE SIMON - Abuja, Federal Capital Territory, 
Nigeria

Nov. 13: “Wow. congratulation for Rick” ~ BLAIR ALEXANDER AKILIMALI - 
Arusha, Tanzania

“Wow, sounds incredible. Good Plan! If you just keep fighting the good fight. 
There are not going to be any limitations.There are so many outstanding 



artists. They'll be happy." ~ Jennifer Williams - Washington DC-Baltimore Area 
(Here is information on our Artist Grants: https://www.prlog.org/12486816-
three-outstanding-acts-featured-at-the-first-jazz-for-peace-concert-in-
finland.html) 

Nov. 12:“Beautiful” ~ Dr. Martin E. Rosenberg - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Nov. 11: “Beautiful….Anything that can bring about a lasting peace and can 
promote charitable activities to make a positive difference and empower the 
vulnerable in society has my vote straight away.” ~ David Prosser - England

Nov. 7: “Thank you for your great contribution” ~ Anna Caron - Germany

Nov. 4: “Amazing work!” ~ DeSean Goree - Tempe, Arizona

“I received the..link..and was able to see the wonderful video you created. I also 
read the jazz committee proposal .pdf file and if elected, would like to support 
your cause….I particularly like the aspects of youth and self-empowerment, 
through jazz outreach and believe, as you do, that a synergy of our interests, 
could be mutually beneficial. I also admire using peace through jazz, as the 
unification motto…..It’s the fact that jazz brings diverse audiences together in 
appreciation of the music, that is what’s important! If elected, my door would be 
open to you, as well as, whatever resources the Recording Vice Presidential office 
can bring to bear. Please feel free to contact me…..to discuss this matter further.” 
~ Anthony Gorruso - Independent Candidate - Recording Vice President Local 
802

October 29: “I am so proud of you. You are involved in a great humanitarian 
mission.” ~ John Peter A - Tiruchirappalli, Tamil Nadu, India

Oct. 28: “Beautiful” ~ Marie Tamoifo Nkom - Yaoundé, Cameroon

“I watched, subscribed, and liked the video. He is very talented.” ~ Erick 
DeLoach - Athens, GA

Oct. 27: “Big Congrats to Rick!!!” ~ Sarah James - Union City, New Jersey

“Wow wonderful story” ~ KELSTAR Music - Johannesburg, South Africa

https://www.prlog.org/12486816-three-outstanding-acts-featured-at-the-first-jazz-for-peace-concert-in-finland.html
https://www.prlog.org/12486816-three-outstanding-acts-featured-at-the-first-jazz-for-peace-concert-in-finland.html
https://www.prlog.org/12486816-three-outstanding-acts-featured-at-the-first-jazz-for-peace-concert-in-finland.html
https://www.prlog.org/12486816-three-outstanding-acts-featured-at-the-first-jazz-for-peace-concert-in-finland.html


Oct. 25: “Beautiful” ~ Terrence Butler - Queens, New York

Oct. 19: “This is great” ~ Vernon Walker - Tuscon

Oct. 16: “Wow…..what a great performance” ~ Craig Purpura - Westchester, NY

Oct. 15: “How wonderful!” ~ Chriss Rimpel - Brooklyn, New York 

“AWESOME” ~ Archie Beaton - Algonquin, Illinois

Oct. 13: “Thank you Rick for being you and efforts and contribution to making 
our world a better place 🙏 🙏 🙏 ” ~ Mahendra Shah - Bali, Indonesia 

“Cool stuff!” ~ Lawrence (Spiral Up) Freiberg - Palos Verdes Peninsula, 
California

Oct. 9: “Awesome program.” ~ Cary Goulston, President Global Pioneers - USA 

“Wow That's great” ~ Cheryl Barnette - Pittsburgh

Oct. 7: “Wonderful” ~ Kami T - NYC

Oct. 5: “It’s a very good one.” ~ Alex Atuheire - Kampala, Uganda

Oct. 1: “Well said!! That's great😊 ” ~ Mika Karhumaa - Kaarina, West and Inner 
Finland (commenting on this quote from Sept. 29th “You got my show to really 
be an interesting show for a good number of well to do members on LinkedIn. 
Therefore, I want to continuously repay you for energy and expanding (our) 
vision for the show.” ~ Erick DeLoach, Host of “American Authors and Others” 
Podcast - Athen, GA)

“It is a beautiful cause.” ~ Yael Acher-Modiano - NYC

“It would be amazing!….To have a legend like you perform for PHOOLAN will 
indeed be an honour.” ~ Hossein Martin Fazeli, Filmmaker - Vancouver, Canada

September 30, 2021: “That's great , Peace is a main issue in my compositions.” ~ 
Shlomi Goldenberg - Israel



Sept. 29: “You got my show to really be an interesting show for a good number of 
well to do members on LinkedIn. Therefore, I want to continuously repay you for 
energy and expanding (our) vision for the show.” ~ Erick DeLoach, Host of 
“American Authors and Others” Podcast - Athens, GA

“i love that you are about peace” ~ Maria Angela Lugina Ferrari Zani - Glasgow, 
Scotland

“Super super super” ~ Roland Bama - Burkina Faso

“Really appreciate your efforts for Social activities and Nepal as well.” ~ 
Kabindra Burlakoti - Nepal

Sept. 28: “Beautiful” ~ Carlos A. Boyce - Minneapolis, Minnesota

September 23: “great Jazz” ~ Enrico Becerra - Mexico City, Mexico

September 22: “Amazing.” ~ Renee Redmond - NYC

“great!” ~ Svetlana Karpunkina - Greece

“Wow That’s great” ~ Gigi Adams - Canada

September 21: “my congrats to Rick for the recognition of his achievement!” ~ Ike 
Ikokwu - Alpharetta, Georgia

Sept. 20: “Very good song! Congratulations.” ~ Anne-Marie Paris-Leroy - Lille, 
France

“Great performance!!!…I Love it” ~ Anelca Fairbairn - Netherlands

Sept. 16: “Congrats….Keep the live music going.” ~ Manuel Santiago, Jazz club 
manager at Catalina Jazz Club - Los Angeles, California

“Nice rendition!” ~ Ukpeme Okon - Nigeria (More September Breaking News: 
Rick DellaRatta PLAYS “Free J. A. Part 5” and SINGS a song by "Earth, Wind & 
Fire” on "Living your Best Life With Lady Myya!”  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jJJRd_6GWag) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJJRd_6GWag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJJRd_6GWag


“Well hey! You've actually been doing this for 20 years! Keep it up! 
Congratulations!” ~ Lydia Lowery Busler - Montpelier, Vermont

Sept. 9: “big props to you singing that EWF song on the podcast. Killing !  Not 
many people can pull that off ;-) Well done, sir :-) “ ~ Leo Traversa - NYC 
(Commenting on our latest Podcast appearance: Rick DellaRatta PLAYS “Free J. 
A. Part 5” and SINGS a song by "Earth, Wind & Fire” on "Living your Best 
Life With Lady Myya!” )

Sept. 7: “I love it” ~ James Lidgett - Sweden

“Very nice!” ~ Barbara Ricci - Yonkers, New York

Sept. 4: “Terrific!” ~ Lydia Lowery Busler - Montpelier, Vermont

“wonderful. Beautiful performance! Rick is a gem!” ~ Hossein Martin Fazeli - 
Vancouver (commenting on Featured Video of the Day: Jazz for Peace feat. Rick 
DellaRatta performs to help the Victims of New Orleans! https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DapPVgjTUo) 

Sept. 3: “Woah! That is a great achievement, congratulations” ~ GIDEON 
EDACHE SIMON - Abuja, Federal Capital Territory, Nigeria (commenting on 
Breaking News: Rick DellaRatta named “EntreMusician” of the Month for 
September! https://theentremusician.com/entremunity)

September 1: “Well done with your new projects and supporting those seriously 
affected by the climate change that no one ever wanted to believe in. Not sure 
how much more real it could be for them….” ~ Rona Carr - NYC

August 30: “Excellent, really well done !” ~ Amanda Mitchell - Sydney, New 
South Wales, Australia

August 29: “…good interviews, putting JFP on the map” ~ Peter DeRosa - Green 
Brook, NJ

August 27: “Congratulations, this is great news to spread around! Thanks for 
letting me know.” - Ratzo Harris, NYC (commenting on: JFP celebrates 19th 
Anniversary with Breaking News: Rick DellaRatta has been named 
"EntreMusician of the Month" for September by “The Entrepreneurial Musician” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJJRd_6GWag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DapPVgjTUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DapPVgjTUo
https://theentremusician.com/entremunity


with podcast appearance along with his performance of “FREE J.A. Part 4” here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFJPJPY8z2s) 

August 26: “That was a great interview Rick. So glad to see you getting the 
recognition you deserve. You are so darn talented as a musician and a real force 
for change in the world. Rock On my friend!!” ~ “Guru” Dave Powers - Salt Lake 
City, Utah

“I love it” ~ Shreejita Francis - New Delhi, India

“I watched and listened to Rick's concert. Nice compositions, lyrics and 
performance. The Jazz For Peace is a wonderful idea. I hope it sees lots of 
success.” ~ Joe Parillo - North Kingstown, Rhode Island

August 25: “I watched your Part 4 Interview. I loved it and found it very 
interesting. I hope you still go far with your music. Thanks so very much for 
mentioning our discussion, I felt honored.” ~ Vera Shafer - Schenectady, NY

“awesome work Rick, I liked the video too. I watched, liked and subscribed.” ~ 
Salvatore Sebergandio - Los Angeles, California

August 24: “Please join me celebrate with Rick DellaRatta , a wonderful man 
giving cheerfully his talent for lives saving. Congratulations, hopefully we in 
Nigeria are getting prepared as we use our unity platform Organizational 
Partnership for Humanity to invite your presence.” ~ Organizational Partnership 
for Humanity - Nigeria

August 22: “wow. i love Rick!” ~ Cathy Segal-Garcia - Professional Jazz Singer, 
Voice Teacher, Composer, Producer -- Worldwide - Los Angeles, California

“Very cool” ~ Carl Lester- El - Chester, Va.

August 21: “Sounds good. A lot of heart.” ~ Alex Saltz - Queens, NY

August 20: “The Episode Begins Airing Monday Aug 23. A Great Conversation!”  
In Light of Everything Happening In the World, Especially #Afghanistan, We talk with 
Rick DellaRatta who’s organization #JazzForPeace helps to empower EntreMusicians to 
become Catalysts For Change!~ Jere B, The EntreMusician - Youngstown, Ohio

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFJPJPY8z2s
https://www.facebook.com/Organizational-Partnership-for-Humanity-106537118381143/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZV7h3evoSZuivslQ7fSfRrEhs7112FjZSx1tr1R9yhC2-7hLadnRtSyIv-U0iW7m1cveGIkXDV9-fYz7ECAmemp-9DJvtm3wrwQW5IhAw939UpiSHHTvOOiLd7HMFWwgfY&__tn__=%2Cd-UC%2CP-R%5D-R
https://www.facebook.com/Organizational-Partnership-for-Humanity-106537118381143/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZV7h3evoSZuivslQ7fSfRrEhs7112FjZSx1tr1R9yhC2-7hLadnRtSyIv-U0iW7m1cveGIkXDV9-fYz7ECAmemp-9DJvtm3wrwQW5IhAw939UpiSHHTvOOiLd7HMFWwgfY&__tn__=%2Cd-UC%2CP-R%5D-R
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23Afghanistan
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=%23JazzForPeace


“….Rick Dellaratta!!! So Grateful for Your Time & Conversation….Thanks! Your 
Episode will air the week of the 22nd I will send links to podcast and YouTube 
and You will be The EntreMusician of The Month for September” - Jere B - 
Youngstown, Ohio (via text)

August 19: “amazing!” ~ Bernard H. Flythe - Atlanta

“Rick, I watched all three of your videos and liked number 3 the best, I found it 
very interesting how you talked about your family growing up and how you got 
started with your music career.” ~ Vera Shafer - Schenectady, NY

“You are the best in the business.” ~ Erick DeLoach - “American Authors and 
Others” - Athens, Georgia

“I think this is so wonderful song” ~ GULSHAN AKIN IBADOVA - Outwood, 
England

August 18: “Thank you, Rick!!! Very cool.” ~ Roberta Donnay - Sausalito, 
California

August 17: “It is wonderful Very very Beautiful “ ~ Alois Rostek - Berlin, 
Germany

August 15: “Brilliantly Done!” ~ D.K. Grissett - Montgomery, Alabama

August 12: “Awesome” ~ Moshe Knoll - NYC

August 11: “GOD love Jazz For Peace. Awesome.” ~ Erick DeLoach - Athens, 
Georgia

“Awesome” ~ Emmanuel Ogola - Kenya

Grant Recipient from Memphis, Tenn. talks about here amazing event with Rick 
DellaRatta & Jazz for Peace™ at the beginning of this interview above and at this 
Memphis Testimonial below:

PS - here’s what Rick told us about that event - please note I forgot to include 
some information that he had learned from also playing with a well known 
Memphis Bass player named Jamil Nasser:



"on the plane to Memphis I kept thinking about how exciting it was to play 
there for the first time and also about how it really wasn't just a town where 
stars like Elvis Presley and Isaac Hayes came from but that it also had an 
incredible lineage of jazz musicians who developed there and then brought 
their distinct sound to New York. Most notably (at least to me) Pianists like 
Phineas Newborn, Harold Maybern, James Williams and Mulgrew Miller. 
But also some major names on saxophone that I especially liked such as 
Hank Crawford George Coleman and Frank Strozier. However once I got 
into the city and was on my way to the concert I kept thinking about a 
drummer named Tony Reedus. I got to the event early before anyone was 
there just to check out the space and the piano and once again the very 
first Memphis name coming to the top of my list was this drummer Tony 
Reedus who had passed away a few years ago. I kept wondering what kind 
of musicians I was going to be playing with on this day and if any of them 
were going to be of the lineage of these great jazz musicians who had 
come out of Memphis to make a name for themselves in New York. Finally 

https://vimeo.com/586489567
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MwUx3GuBR8


a person comes in and start setting up his drums. I went up to introduce 
myself and he started telling me how excited he was to play with me and 
how he had been given the set of drums that I was now looking at by the 
wife of the deceased Jazz great Tony Reedus. This déjà vu moment 
immediately made me realize that I was really going to be "hitting with the 
right cats" at this concert and the music was magical. After the event the 
musicians took me to a club on the famous strip known as Beale Street 
where we hung out and jammed until the wee hours! Everything that I had 
wished for with this opportunity to really experience Memphis ended up 
coming true and it was just an amazing experience!”

August10: (sent to JFP Admin Team Member Debra Cerritelli) “The article was 
great. Informative and inspiring. I also watched all of Rick's interviews with 
American Authors and Others. It was one of the best interviews I've ever seen! 
Rick is a great interviewee. Open, entertaining and inspiring :-)” ~  Hossein 
Martin Fazeli, Award Winning Documentary Film Maker, Fazeli Films Inc.- 
Vancouver, Canada

August 9: “It was quite impressive watching the youtube and hearing of the 
great work done by Rick DellaRatta and Jazz for PEACE……please keep up 
these efforts to help release Julian Assange. All the best for your work,” ~ 
Constantine Pakavakis and Melbourne PEN - Melbourne, Australia

“Hey Rick, I finally managed to watch the third segment of your interview. It 
was as great as the previous two segments with one difference, and that had to 
do with the fact that this was more personal than the other segments. Your 
openness about your life, your parents, your grandparents, how you grew up 
and the rest of it was exemplary. You’re a great interviewee :-) And I really 
enjoyed your stories. Each one is a great premise for a short film. From your 
grandfather being the godfather to all these kids without having enough money 
to pay for the parties and ceremonies to your acting stories, they all have 
something wonderful to offer. I really think we should take advantage of your 
acting skills in the actual doc. I’m still thinking of the right context. But I really 
think we should at least have you play you in terms of some of your more 
exciting travel stories. To be thought out... Being a writer in Persian, I really 
enjoyed the part about your mother’s language skills with all those idioms and 
sayings (“Time and tide wait for nobody”, a great one that makes sense in every 



language). Do you remember more of those sayings? Please send some of them to 
me. I have a gut feeling we can build something dramatic on them). Your acting 
stories were really funny. Do you have any recordings of your acting in theatre or 
cinema? If you do, please send them my way. You and I have something in 
common philosophically too and that is that both of us are fans of Marcus 
Aurelius. I carried his “Meditations” with me for a long time in Europe. He was 
the wisest and most spiritual of all the Western rulers, past or present. Stoicism in 
general is a very spiritual philosophy. It has much more in common with eastern 
spiritual paths like Sufism and Buddhism than it does with mainstream Western 
philosophical thought. So hey brother, Kudos! On a different front, my friends 
are sending me the feedback they’ve received from their contact about you and 
Jazz for Peace. I should be able to put them together and send them in the next 
few days. Ciao!” ~ Hossein Martin Fazeli, Award Winning Documentary Film 
Maker, Fazeli Films Inc.- Vancouver, Canada 

August 7: “We’re totally on board with your mission.” ~ John Paul Riger - Aspen, 
Colorado

“awesome….Love it” ~ Georgia Paris - Boston

August 5: “Thanks for the article. I found it helpful and impressive. Rock On!” ~ 
Ukpeme Akpan Okon - Nigeria  (Please Enjoy Today’s Feature Article on Jazz for 
Peace featuring Rick DellaRatta: https://www.newjerseystage.com/articles/
2021/08/05/rock-on-this-weeks-sound-bites8521/ )

August 2: “like it!” ~ Vladimir Grozdanic - Serbia

July 30: “Excellent work.” ~ Richard Honoski - Hauppauge, New York

“Wonderful music. Intentions and achievement also.” ~ Vernon Lewis - Morphett 
Vale, South Australia, Australia

“Awesome” ~ Anna Sutyagina - Bavaria, Germany

“Very cool” ~ Brett Colangelo - Buffalo

July 28: “Beautiful” ~ Joyce Aldrich - Toronto

July 27: “I love it” ~ Mauryne Magdeleyns - Brussels, Belgium

https://www.newjerseystage.com/articles/2021/08/05/rock-on-this-weeks-sound-bites8521/
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July 26: “Awesome” ~ Tony Aline Kabanza - Rwanda

“Nice!!” ~ Tei Brown - San Antonio (commenting on our July Breaking News: 
Rick DellaRatta debuts “FREE J. A.” and talks about the NEW Jazz for Peace 
Cryptocurrency on ”American Authors and Others":  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a9kBwsPACQ )

July 23: “Awesome videos Rick, thank you for sharing your talent with the world 
and also for your work  to make the world a better place” ~ DAZZ Letellier Veras 
- NYC

July 22:  “Beautiful” ~ Joyce Spencer - Dallas

“Thanks you for the “FREE J.A.”…..still watching, listening. JFP forever.” ~ 
Montana Dan - Salt Lake City - Utah 

July 21: “Thank you for your service and I pray for and am in agreement for " the 
Hedge of Protection" as you operate in obedience.” ~ Yve Evans - San 
Bernardino, California

“Bravooooo” ~ Taiwo Tammy Oshodi - Bronx, NY

July 19: “Awesome” ~ Mike Howard - London

July 17: “Received: July 17, 2021 (sent directly to Rick DellaRatta) : "I just finished 
watching the interview. It was great! You beautifully articulate some pressing 
issues facing social justice activists and I found that to be both refreshing and 
inspiring! I totally get it when you say that people who want to do good in this 
world spend most of their time raising money for their activities instead of 
actually doing their activities!!!That pretty much sums up the story of my life 😂
😁 . And I’m just one of many activists out there. So yes, trickle up as opposed to 
trickle down. That’s the approach!......It’s heart warming to see how positively 
people react to your thoughts and initiatives! Kudos my friend!" ~ Hossein 
Martin Fazeli - Vancouver, Canada

(sent to JFP Admin Team Member Debra Cerritelli) “Thanks again for sending 
the interview. It was truly informative and engaging. Rick beautifully articulates 
the problems facing social justice activists and offers solutions. I applaud his rare 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a9kBwsPACQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a9kBwsPACQ


insights. He is also a very authentic, passionate, and down-to-earth interviewee. 
That made the whole experience of watching the interview not only informative 
and inspiring, but also enjoyable and entertaining.  My hats off to the man and 
his vision! I know we're destined to work together 😇 🎹 🎥 ” ~ Hossein Martin 
Fazeli - Vancouver, Canada

July 15: “Good Morning thanks so much for Rick interview video and the 
letter ,you email me yesterday ,after receiving it i share it with Dynamic Team , 
Ms. Bruno from UK ,Ota Shiro Yokota Japan, Francis PInnacle Uganda, family 
and over 100 friends in Kenya and they also shared this videos with their 
families ,friends ,sisters ,brothers ,companies colleagues and everyone now 
wants to work with you Rick ,everyone need to cooperate with you and work 
teamly ,us we are talking now am much surprised and shocked with the letters 
and emails am receiving now, i have confirmed 7 mails from Uganda friends 
different people /Organizations want to work with Rick/Jazz For Peace team 
through my coordinates representation in Africa and ready all waiting to hear 
from us if you can agree with their request asking for partnership.” ~ Mr. 
FREDRICK O.OUMA - Nairobi, Kenya

July 14: “It brightened my day too, and with more zeal for our collective work for 
peace. We felicitate Rick and Jazz for Peace.” ~  Ukpeme Akpan Okon, Nigeria 
(Referring to the Brand NEW Interview: Rick DellaRatta debuts “FREE J. A.” and 
talks about the NEW Jazz for Peace Cryptocurrency on ”American Authors and 
Others":  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a9kBwsPACQ ) 

“Thank you Debra! We are determined to make this a colossal success! We love 
your cause and we too are about peace and respect for the individual. This 
information provides us the clarity to move forward with gusto.” ~ Dr. William 
M. White, CEO, The National Diversity Collaborative, Inc (NDC) - Washington, 
DC  See example HERE.

“people know that Jazz For Peace can help and have receive benefit from Rick/
Jazz For Peace, even me this 5 year working together with Jazz For Peace, us the 
Coordinator in Kenya Africa and we have work for these all years without any 
problem , i 1st represent Ciskon NGO in year 2017, all went well , i again 
represent Great Community Development also went successfully and well 
working with Jazz For Peace Foundation/Team , all this organizations through 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a9kBwsPACQ
https://jazzforpeace.org/ndcvipletter.pdf


Jazz For peace they are all now working internationally and us Coordinator this 
people has their own international donors, well-wishers and Volunteers helping 
them and this all happens because of Jazz For Peace through my 
coordination…..and bind our trust us we used to be in 5 years , many 
organization need our help out there.” ~ Mr. FREDRICK O.OUMA - Nairobi, 
Kenya

“deep.” ~ Gilbert Bita - Orange County, California 

July 11: “I love it” ~ Gary Hewitt - Albany, NY

July 10: “Wow! These are amazing little stories that go beyond organizing a jazz 
concert and touch upon human condition. There's a deep layer of spirituality and 
humanity in them that I really appreciate, Rick. Once we're ready to make the 
film, these stories can server as pieces of an amazing dramatic puzzle  :-) Thanks 
for all the info. The picture gets clearer each time you write. I'm all in! Work in 
progress on my part. I should be able to send the new feedbacks to Debra in a 
couple of weeks.” ~ Hossein Martin Fazeli - Vancouver, Canada

July 8: “Very nice projects! I like what you do and your commitment into these 
social issues.” ~ Fabrizio Borgosano - Messina, Sicily, Italy

“all the guys I contacted were absolutely inspired by your work. It's amazing 
how you can empower communities by the simple and all-too-human act of 
giving! Giving as a concept and as an act has to be brought back to our cultural 
lexicon, and you're doing an excellent job in that regard :-) “ ~ Hossein Martin 
Fazeli - Vancouver, Canada

July 7: “Rick! Awesome! Continued success! ” ~ Mark Peterson - West Orange, NJ

July 6: “The piece was very powerful. I watched further and the ensemble is 
wonderful! Thanks for putting Rick on my radar!” ~ Willie Martinez - Brooklyn, 
NY  (who also happens to be this weeks NY 1 “New Yorker of The Week!” 
https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/nyer-of-the-week/2021/07/05/willie-
martinez--new-yorker-of-the-week )

“Absolutely amazing….I shared it with my friends they loved it…They are all 
musicians” ~ Sanjeevan Bara - Gurgaon, South Delhi, Delhi, India

https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/nyer-of-the-week/2021/07/05/willie-martinez--new-yorker-of-the-week
https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/nyer-of-the-week/2021/07/05/willie-martinez--new-yorker-of-the-week


“Love the video” ~ Merlin Durham - Charmco, West Virginia

July 5: “Congrats Bro!!!” ~ Jay Rosen, NYC

July 3: “Awesome” ~ David Guitard - Bathurst, New Brunswick, Canada

July 2: “Great playing and singing! And congrats for your great commitment in 
charity projects…I like the spirit of the Dizzy dedicated one, very challenging for 
the singer, with those weird intervals, very bop! The solo by Rick is a little bit 
"Monkish"🤣 ” ~ Tommaso Bisiak - Trieste, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Italy 

“Congratulations!!!! That is a wonderful and well-deserved achievement 👏 👏
👏 ” ~ Hannah Neman - Wellington, New Zealand

“Wow That's great. Congratulations!” ~ Ibrahim Wallee - Ghana

“Very thought-provoking and impactful. Keep up the good work!” ~ Sheridan 
Rudge - Birmingham, England

July 1: “Amazing stuff Debra!!!  Congrats!!!” ~ Fernando Angel Carranza - 
Argentina

June 29: “I love it” ~ Bishop Luther D. Baker - St Louis, Missouri

June 29: ”Awesome music 😎  🎶 ” ~ Jacy Karmen - Brisbane

“Very enjoyable to listen to. Congratulations.” ~ Dr. Patricia Moore Shaffer - 
Williamsburg, Virginia

“WOW….amazing….you do not know how much this financial aid will affect 
my life and my family.” ~ Vahid Miri - Mazandaran, Iran 

June 28: “Heavy Coltrane tune!” ~ Ryan Estes - Denver, Colorado

“This is a truly humanistic way of thinking, Rick! This trickle up economic 
model. I’m all in on that. The world has suffered enough from the trickle down 
economic system of the greedy 1%! I agree that it’s time to change. And I believe 
that the time to change- and change structurally- is now.” ~ Hossein Martin 
Fazeli - Vancouver, Canada



“Very cool” ~ Lasana Akachi - NYC

June 27: “I love it” ~ Marc Mathekowitsch - Luxembourg

“Very cool!” ~ Danny Coleman - Trenton, New Jersey

“Amazing” ~ Asoh Vincentel - Jersey City, NJ

“Great tune” ~ Joseph Ryder - Dubuque, Iowa,

“It is absolutely amazing….My congratulations to Sir Rick and JAZZFORPEACE 
foundation” ~ Samuel Nnanna Okonkwo - Conegliano, Veneto, Italy

June 25: “Amazing” ~ Greg Dewing - Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

June 24: “Watching now and it is awesome!….this video you shared IS A RARE 
TREAT!!!” ~ Kimba Knight - NYC

“Inspiring” ~ Jay D’Amico - NYC

“It would have (been) great to be sitting there in person.” ~ Roxanne Davenport - 
Lewisville, North Carolina

June 23: “Very cool” ~ Cassia Johns - Los Angeles

June 22: “That’s awesome” ~ Clarke Jones - Osterburken, Baden-Württemberg, 
Germany

June 21: “I love it” ~ Carol Johnston - Los Angeles

June 19: “Amazing. I love it” ~ Maestro Daniel Adewoyin - NYC

“Beautiful…I love Jazz” ~ Ibrahim Wallee - Ghana

June 18: “I love it” ~ Mike Layne - Redlands, California

June 17: ”The documentary could be great" ~ Ron Moss (Chick Corea's Manager 
for 27 years) - Clearwater, Fla.  (commenting on the proposed Jazz for Peace™ 
Film Documentary).

“Super!” ~ Josef Bartoš - Kladno, Central Bohemia, Czechia



June 16: “Wow! This is great…..Congrats my friend! Great achievement.” 🥳  🎉  
👏  It's the importance of your project that gives me energy and optimism :-)) ” ~ 
Hossein Martin Fazeli - Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada (commenting on 
our latest Breaking News: Jazz for Peace™/Rick DellaRatta United Nations 
Event Sponsor wins International Award! https://jazzforpeace.org/
joshuaaward.pdf

June 15:  “great work I will be glad to be part of this, I will be glad to invite your 
team in Kenya” ~ Gibson Amenya - Kenya

“Beautiful” ~ Rick Price - Mount Holly, North Carolina

June 14: “Beautiful…Great 🙏  video…I love it” ~ Shyam baboo - Allahabad, 
Uttar Pradesh, India 

“lovely work” ~ Gibson Amenya - Kenya

“amazing organisation and program” ~ Vicki Allpress Hill - Auckland, New 
Zealand

June 12: “GOD BLESS YOU Brother” ~ Prof. Antonio Imeneo - Rome, Italy

“I love it” ~ Tom Czernirecki - Montreal

June 11: “Very Powerful….Amazing” ~ LeeAnn Roberts - Glasgow, Scotland

“Awesome” ~ 

June 9: “About the grants…I have watched (the) videos and they are pretty self 
explanatory….I have really liked this program. Of which would benefit current 
activities Jomas Foundation and the people of Uganda so much.” ~ Joshua 
Twinomujuni - Kampala, Uganda

“Beautiful song for the vets💕 👏 👏 ” ~ Loris Holland - NYC

“Bravo!!” ~ Paulo Natividade - Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil

June 8: “Amazing” ~ Ivanna Fabiani - Brazil

https://jazzforpeace.org/joshuaaward.pdf
https://jazzforpeace.org/joshuaaward.pdf


“Awesome” ~ Cassandra Decosta - NYC

“It is absolutely amazing….My congratulations to Sir Rick and JAZZFORPEACE 
foundation…Indeed very great great group of people” ~ Samuel Nnanna 
Okonkwo - Conegliano, Veneto, Italy

June 7: “Very interesting info. I had never heard of that before. Wow!” ~ Porsche 
Parcher - Aurora, Colorado

“Very cool 🔥 👍 ” ~ COVINGTON FRAZIER - Philadelphia

June 5: “I like it” ~ Mary Ellen (Brady) Bowen - Hohenwald, Tennessee

June 4: “Awesome” ~ JOSEPH ZAMMIT - Malta

“beautiful” ~ Pavel Hrejsemnou - Prague, Czechia

“I love what you all are doing” ~ IAM Versatile Records - USA

June 3: “Awesome” ~ Steven Goldberg - Long Beach, NY

June 1: “Thank you they were excellent!!! I really liked the tune the 2nd one when 
he sang.” ~ Thomas Alexander - Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

May 31, 2021: “awesome….The Dizzy tribute song was very cool! The first song 
is very good…..very heartfelt and well written.” ~ Vincenza Dante - Kingston, 
NY

May 28: “I love it” ~ Gregory Matkham - Newcastle Australia

May 27: “Very cool” ~ Yokhan Sebastian - Toronto

“Very cool” ~ Corey Lloyd - Atlanta

May 26: “Sounds great” ~ Jay Smith - Bakersfield, California

“Beautiful” ~ Andrew Solis - Fayetteville, AR

“I love it” ~ David Rabens - Ridgefield, Connecticut



May 25: “The first song was a very emotional tribute to the war….Great.” ~ 
Jeffrey L. Klein - Boca Raton, Florida

“I love it” ~ Sandra J. Rodriguez NYC

May 24: “The first track was quite powerful.” ~ Dominic Reilly - Ireland  

“loved it….Amazing” ~ Theresa "Mama T" Kemp - Bronx

“Great work” ~ Bruce Bernstein - Stuart, Florida

“I love it” ~ Gigi Adams, Canada

“I love it” ~ Peter Camilleri - Melbourne

May 22: “Very cool” ~ Andrea (Close) Calilhanna - Sydney, New South Wales, 
Australia

May 20: “Very good” ~ Ron Moss - Clearwater, Fla.

May 19: “Very good!” ~ Muriel Anderson - Nashville, Tennessee

May 18: “It is too moving and at the same time relevant this program of support 
to charitable organizations and associations. Your humanitarian action and your 
generosity breathe life into organizations which, like our association (Top Vision 
Secours Social), work for great causes.  In short, it is the big BOOM of all the 
social aid that we have just discovered through your links and videos. Our 
Association is already claiming its presence among you;  because Jazz For Peace 
responds a lot to our hopes. Please give us our contribution to make this tree 
grow for good purposes. Our congratulations and encouragement to Rick 
DellaRatta and the entire JAZZ FOR PEACE team.” ~ Afi Prisca Dotchou - France

May 17: “I like both of them but I like the first song best! Rick is a fabulous 
performer - I love to listen to him play.” ~ Lori LeDonne - Shelton, Connecticut

“amazing, uplifting work!!” ~ Janet Feldman - Clinton, North Carolina

“Rick, what can I say. Awesomeness dude, really. Fun, educational and a good 
feel atmosphere. Thank You. You have a friend here in Hollywood…Too cool that 
you bring the education to the schools” ~ Salvatore Sebergandio - Los Angeles



“I love it” ~ Eddy Malave - NYC

“Very cool!” ~ Lawrence (Spiral Up) Freiberg - Palos Verdes Peninsula, California

May 16: “Powerful!” ~ Mark Slauter - Richmond, Virginia

“Great” ~ Hastings Phiri - Malawi

“Beautiful….Great” ~ Adrian Benenstein - Israel

“Very cool” ~ Tom Ryder - NYC

May 15: “Very cool” ~ George Otieno Sera - Nairobi, Kenya

“Positively outstanding! Much obliged for your kindness” ~  R. Albanese ~ NYC

May 14: “Fabulous” ~ Ricard de La Rosa - NYC

May 13: “🙏  this is great!” ~ Greg Kitzler - Canada

“I love it” ~ Jean Claude Kamwenubusa - Burundi

May 11: “Positively outstanding…..Thank you for….being as thoughtful as you 
are!” ~ Greg Guggenheim - USA

“I am also a pianist so…all of the above were my favorites! Such talented 
artist! ❤ “ ~ Francisca X Ruiz - Jersey City, NJ

May 11: “I enjoyed this very much.” ~ Christina Tait - Ottumwa, Iowa

May 10: “I have enjoyed your Music” ~ Bob Mover - NYC

“Whoo Nice…like it” ~ Jungle Man - Toronto, Ontario

May 9: “I love it” ~ Sean Adams - USA

May 8: “I’m a piano fanatic and I thought it was beautiful ❤ ” ~ Danny Kirtz - 
Atlanta

“Very cool” ~ Samuel Obie - Charlotte 



May 7: “You always do great things with Jazz for peace.” ~ Jean Claude 
Kamwenubusa - Burundi

“I love it…Wow” ~ Francisca X Ruiz - Jersey City, NJ

“congratulations on your beautiful endeavor of keeping the Peace of Christ alive 
in The Music of Jazzers et al!!” ~ Diane A. - NYC

May 6: “Amazing” ~ Muhangi Emma - Uganda

“Beautiful” ~ Aytekin Peker - Germany

May 5: “compliments for the song!!!!” ~ Erika Ragazzi - Cantania, Sicily, Italy

“Ooh that first song - it’s a really nice one and I am so much in love with it!!” ~ 
Muserebende Hytham Ssali - Uganda

“Beautiful” ~ Rambabu Talluri - Port Chester, New York

“I love it” ~ Tony Small - Washington DC - Baltimore Area

May 4: “I love it” ~ Tom Tsilionis - Roseland, New Jersey

“He sounds great.” ~ Larry Pareigis - Nashville, Tennessee

May 3: “I love it” ~ Kado Sleeman - Mermaid Beach, Queensland, Australia

“Very nice!” ~ Nick Petrillo - NYC

“Beautiful” ~ James Wilson - Albany, NY

“I love it” ~ Robert Russell - Panama City Beach, Florida

“I appreciate Indeed Rick is a great person with a big heart” ~ Samuel Nnanna 
Okonkwo - Conegliano, Veneto, Italy

May 2: “Was a great piece, nice tribute” ~ Abbey Kawesi - Burlington, Mass.

May 1: “Nice” ~ Bootsy Collins - Cincinnati, Ohio



"gotta say I really loved the first song!! And the backstory, your genuine 
dedication..and then you guys groove so hard! Yes indeed I thought it was 
fabulous" ~ Hannah Nemen - Wellington Region, New Zealand” 

April 29: “I have been following you and you inspired me so much to start up 
charitable work and currently I also have a charity organization called BRING 
HOPE FOUNDATION and am hoping start doing tours as I organize musical 
shows and outreaches in our remote areas in Uganda in order to sensitize the 
parents and children about the dangers of early girl marriages, how to prevent 
domestic violence, drug abuse in the young and helping children to get 
education, clothing and medical assistance…Thanks for that great work bro, the 
good lord richly bless you……Yes bro I remember this tour very well, you were 
in evening in Newspapers here can’t forget.” ~ Rymon Cnary - Uganda

April 28: “I love it…It was beautiful.” ~ Soumya Biswajit - North Delhi, Delhi, 
India

April 27: “Rick has a big heart- and that's the greatest asset one can have in life! 
Fantastic! Beautiful poem. And it ends beautifully: "And see that the gift of 
giving/ is our greatest privilege" ~ Hossein Martin Fazeli, Documentary Film 
Maker - Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

“Beautiful” ~ Dr. Ludwig Albert - Hasselt, Flemish Region, Belgium

April 26:

“I really enjoyed.” ~ Hervé BEBERT - Fleury-les-Aubrais, Centre-Val de Loire, 
France

“Very cool” ~ Kirwan Audio - York, PA

“So beautiful and rocking” ~ Samuel Nnanna Okonkwo - Conegliano, Veneto, 
Italy 

April 25: “I love it” ~ Rita Samson - Lahore, Pakistan

April 24: “Wow! What a great story! Definitely worthy of a killer documentary!” 
~ Hossein Martin Fazeli - Multi-Award-Winning Filmmaker | Human Rights 
Activist | Professional Storyteller - I Create Meaningful Film And Video Content 



That Resonates With People And Produces Lasting Impact - Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada 

“Beautiful” ~ Ray Reach - Birmingham

”Dear Rick, you are a God sent to so many lives….Thank you so much for what 
you are doing to help the less privileged” ~ Samuel Nnanna Okonkwo - 
Conegliano, Veneto, Italy

“I have been following Rick's philanthropic work for about a decade now! 
Incredible!” ~ Terri Coleman - Rye, New York

“This Cafe Lena streamings are really a piece of artwork. I really envy this 
artists….” ~ Christian Valverde - Argentina

“Love the video!! BRAVO!” ~ Daniel Pantano - Philadelphia

“Nice, complex and real. A long song.” ~ Paul Frederick - Los Angeles

“Of all the many languages in this world, the one language we all speak is music. 
A community jazz fest would bring communities we serve together  for the 
purpose of  supporting those with substance use disorder/mental illness 
associated with it, and creating this support system would be a start to address 
the need for support to many communities on Cape Cod. We want to be a part of 
ending the opioid epidemic and the stigma, dehumanization that prevents 
wellness. Thank you for this opportunity.” ~ Donnajean Lopez - Mashpee, MA

April 23: “Beautiful” ~ Salvatore Sebergandio - Los Angeles, California

April 22: “Wow” ~ ANDREA KATZ - Huntington Station, New York

April 21: “a discerning artist” ~ Darren Singh - Edmonton

“I greatly appreciate it. “ ~ Mike Ryan - Newport, Rhode Island

April 20: “Beautiful! Very sensitive and touching” ~ Marko Pejcic - Chamonix-
Mont-Blanc, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, France  

“Very cool” ~ Diogene Ruganzi - Rwanda



“Nice :)” ~ Hoora Mohseninia - Austria

April 19: “it’s a pleasure for me and a big wish that we can bring us people closer 
together. I like your music very much because it's full open hearts and makes no 
difference between us people…..Regards from Austria your fan Matthias” ~ 
Matthias Weissteiner - Vienna   (additional statement By Matthias translated from 
German to English - “The dialogue in this group is based on empathy for one 
another and the mutual exchange about art and creativity in all its forms. We 
stand up for people from all walks of life and meet each other on an equal 
footing. In an increasingly performance-oriented society, we are committed to 
treating each other with dignity and would like to facilitate the overall social 
integration and inclusion of people affected by exclusion and discrimination. In 
doing so, we rely on solution variants that are based on existing social resources 
such as charity, solidarity and willingness to help. Social networking is an 
opportunity to strengthen our community spirit. We are treading the path of 
digitization in order to finance social events. We create sustainable framework 
conditions for active inclusion and want to anchor humanity and solidarity in 
our society” - Join this Group called Jazz for Peace and Arts Festival here: 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9056462/

“I found it very engaging” ~ Rodrigues Damaso Rosa - São João de Meriti, Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil 

April 18: “I love it” ~ Curt Sheffer - Fort Pierce, Florida

“nice tribute” ~ José Luis Lobato - Cuba

April 17: “I just love it! It is obvious that you are experts in this kind of music 
(Jazz). I feel that you cross hundreds of miles to be there and to make this such a 
good art. It is sad that today young people don't listen to and understand quality 
music today. You have my true support! 😊 ” ~ Arnold Feher - Szeged, Csongrád, 
Hungary

“I like the music very much” ~ Jere B - Youngstown, Ohio

April 16: “is great your work on live jazz during this pandemic!” ~ Guilherme da 
Fonseca -  Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9056462/


“I love it….i work with an army vet &  bilingual singer Vito Rodriguez” ~ Jenny 
Morales - Fort Worth, Texas

“Beautiful…I love it” ~ MARSHALL ROBINSON - Newburgh Junction, New 
York

“Wow” ~ Peggy Molloy - Bayside, California

“Nice thing to do my father was a veteran. Talented group” ~ Andrea Katz - 
Huntington Station, New York

April 14: “It is an Excellent combination of Voice and Piano, Melody and 
Harmony, a deep Jazz concept” ~ Esequiel Villa Vila - Havana, Cuba

“Very Cool” ~ Louis Roubaud - Saint-Mitre-les-Remparts, Provence-Alpes-Côte 
d'Azur, France

April 13: “I am really glad I waited till I had time to listen to your song.. It is 
amazing and I can't stop listening because I don't know how you will end this 
piece that just keeps going off in hypnotic directions. You are obviously 
extremely talented.” ~ Even Steven Levee, NYC

April 12: “Beautiful!” - Mark Schwartz - Scottsdale, Arizona

“I love the venue and the experience in general along with the song. Well done.” 
~ Celine Forster - Carlyle, Victoria, Australia

April 11: “I love it” ~ Ken Larson - USA

April 10: “THE GRANT'S ARE KOOOOL” ~ George Miller, Houston

April 8: “Great 👍  “ ~ Ricardo Johnson - Ft. Lauderdale

April 7: “AWESOME PROFILE…..KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK RICK…Very 
cool” ~ George Miller - Houston, Texas

“Beautiful sounds” ~ Riccardo La Barbera - Pavia, Italy

“Very cool” ~ Nicole Bittar - Melbourne



April 5: “Wow!” ~ Joanne Loewy, Director at The Louis Armstrong Ctr for Music 
& Medicine - NYC

“Awesome!” ~ Shawn Kingsberry - Kensington, Maryland

“very good love it” ~ Celeste Seferina - Curacao

“very nice!” ~ Dan Shinder - Globe, Arizona

“Very cool…Congratulations!” ~ Andy Fhiyahshua Jackson - St Andrew, Jamaica

April 3: “Love the music “ ~ John Hornsby - Waynesville, North Carolina

“just listened….. Excellent. really good!” ~ Mark Renda - Basking Ridge, 
New Jersey

“it's a wonderful song” ~ Aidil Syukri - Singapore

“Good job, Debra!” ~ Chris Knudson - Richmond, VA

April 1: ”I love it. It is very nice!” ~ Robin Cabral - Boston

Match 31: “Awesome” ~ CARLOS OROZCO - Ft. Lauderdale\

“Hauntingly awesome” ~ Michael Terzich - Sydney, Australia

March 28: “It was awesome Rick. Very cool” ~ Michael Terzich - Sydney, 
Australia

“I liked it….Wow” ~ Shaun Cook, retired 3 x Army Veteran - Los Angeles

“Very nice” ~ Prophet Adrian Ddungu - Barbados

“Very nice” ~ Ed Whitehead - Tuscaloosa, Alabama

March 27: “You are awesome!” ~ Erin Wehr - Marietta, Georgia

“Beautiful” ~ EVANS MUTAVI - Kenya

“it was a very good way to honor those that have served our country 
unselfishly.” ~ Steven Kite Jr - Kinston, North Carolina



March 26: “I love it” ~ Maryanne Piper - Australia

March 25: “Super!” ~ Paulo Bi - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

March 24: “I liked the first best. I sing the National Anthem for our Veterans 
ceremonies here for 30 years.” ~ Cynthia Saarie - Phoenix

“Very cool” ~ Andrea (Close) Calilhanna - Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

“I want to know more about how you've been growing with Jazz For Peace 
project over the years…All the miracles during the pandemic…You're doing 
wonderful wonderful work consistently :-)” ~ Robbi Kumalo - Portland, Oregon 
(Catch this upcoming interview for Robbi’s amazing podcast on Sunday March 
28th at 11.30am)

“I love it” ~ Triple OG BEz - Pompano Beach, Florida

“I love it” ~ Reynard Thomas - Fairfield, California

March 23: “starting from the music by Rick which is so amazing and beautiful, i 
also went around seeing the beautiful videos around the countries that JAZZ 
FOR PEACE were involved, all i saw was one beautiful story to the other and i 
do find it difficult to forget the joy that I saw on people's faces, most especially 
the beautiful smile from the children, my humble thanks to JAZZ FOR PEACE 
and most especially to Rick who is extending this important light to those who 
really need it around so many countries of the world, the joy that Rick has 
brought to the less fortunate out there has got me contaminated and that is why i 
am here applying for the seed, God bless JAZZ FOR PEACE and all that makes it 
to happen.” ~ Samuel Nnanna Okonkwo - Conegliano, Veneto, Italy

“Lovely music” ~ Asaf Sirkis - Luton, England

March 22: “Very cool…Congratulations!” ~ Joseph Mutaaya - Uganda

March 21: “I love it” ~ Gus Nikiforides - NYC

“really great lyrics….nice jazz…..amazing” ~ Sandy Jordan - NYC

“we appreciate your great efforts to enlighten the path to peace.” ~ Ajay Singh - 
Dhanbad, Jharkhand, India



“Very nice …I like it…..Cool cool !!” ~ Paul Cabezas - NYC

March 19: “What a wonderful talent, And thanks for supporting our vets!” ~ 
Janet Fisher - Kailua-Kona, Hawaii

“beautiful work!” ~ Mike Hall - Le Claire, Iowa

“I love it….Formidable” ~ mhamed ZERIGUI - Algeria

“Very nice” ~ ROSE Cole - Seattle

March 18:  Courageous Quote of the Day: "Hi Rick, Your powerful, opening song,  
speaks of the horrors of slavery (cheep labor). People who are working so hard, 
can't feed their family's, or make their rent. The people fighting for our 
(supposed) democracy, maimed, physically, and psychologically, can't make it 
here anymore. Those are the people, who need the government money the most. 
I agree with your idea, and wish our government would follow the example of 
Other governments (ie: Canada gave their citizens 8000$, each at the start of 
lockdown. Additionally, they've always supported their artists with large 
Grant's, when they go to other countries). Because of the long history of genocide 
(Native Americans, and Blacks), and slavery, this country has a long way to go, to 
(actually) become the promise of our Constitution. I Do believe, the poison has 
come to the surface, where we have a chance - a slim chance - of healing it. Those 
of us who want this (healing) must do the best we can, to contribute to that 
healing, with every breath, even if it's simply giving a kind vibe, to our 
neighbors......continue on, sharing your great music, educating and enlightening 
us for a better world, while (of course) paying your great band mate’s….. for " 
trickle up”…..maybe this Is a good time to (at least) present this idea. telling of 
all the great accomplishments of your organization. Thank you, for your 
service.." ~ Rebecca Levinson - NYC (Hear the opening song she is referring to at: 

“I like Take it or leave it.” ~ Joana Jordache - Bucharest, Romania

“Very cool” ~ Djarudi Habimana - Rwanda

“Very cool. Good job!” ~ Rita Samson - Lahore District, Punjab, Pakistan 

March 17: “Programs that generate funding for underprivileged communities 
should be a priority for everyone, particularly those in public office. The needs of 



the many outweigh the needs of the few. Never has that statement been more 
true than it is today. Unfortunately, the current legislative system in place today 
is dictating policies that are controlled by interest groups and represented by 
lobbyists who are funded by a selective few who are looking out for their own 
individual agendas, and not the needs of the people. We as a community need to 
vote strong leaders/representatives in government who can pass legislation that 
serves the communities that need it the most,  With that being said, Thank God 
that we have programs like "Jazz for Peace" that puts funding in the pockets of 
causes that need it the most.” ~ Derrick Jordan - Los Angeles

“Very nice….nice hearing Jay and Ratzo too” ~ Don Davis - Manchester, New 
Hampshire

“Thank you for this amazing concert!” ~ Franz Josef Gertrude Todt - Austria

“Beautiful” ~ Lashunda Rochelle - St Paul, Minnesota

“You're really getting it done Rick! This is my 2nd listen (the first one, was on 
FB). Wishing you great, continued success with Jazz For Peace! We need it!” ~ 
Rebecca Levinson - NYC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4


“I love it…..Amazing…my drummer passed away on January 27th….He was 
only 59….The Jazz link that you sent me made me feel better about the memory 
of him and everything that I hold dearly in my life....Right now I feel like "I'm a 
Lazy Bird!" Thanks Again for your healing words and healing music!!!” ~ Derrick 
Jordan - Los Angeles

March 16: “Very cool” ~ Patricia (Roberts) Antelles - Santa Fe, New Mexico 

“Very cool” ~ Mike Daniel - Waverly, Tennessee

“I love it” ~ Marion Kitt Potter - Kingston, NY

March 15: “I love it….Amazing” ~ Santhosh Kumar I - Bucharest

“Thank you for the performances….So nice to use the music to help people!!!” ~ 
Cristiana Rodrigues Pacheco - São Paulo, Brazil 

“I love it. Thank you!” ~ Paul Heiniger - Wurzburg

March 13: “Loved it” ~ Matt Robinson - Boston

March 12: “I love it” ! ~ pradhama rao - East Godavari, Andhra Pradesh, India

“Excellent 😁  🥰 ” ~ MR GLYN SINKINSON - Manchester, England

“fabulous” ~ Matthew Lwanga - Uganda

“Very cool…I Love it” ~ Bachir NIANG SO - Central African Republic

March 11: “Wonderful work. Blessed be. 💖 ” ~ Marta da Mata - Bari, Italy

March 10: “it was great, the song by Jobim was my favorite!” ~ Cristiana 
Rodrigues Pacheco - São Paulo, Brazil 

“Very cool” ~ Marvin Sparks - Kingwood, Texas

“I can listen to it the whole day or night.” ~ Akhona Damane - Johannesburg

🙏 💓 🌞 ❤  ~ Karine Shellshear - Sydney




March 9: “That was great!” ~ Ray Sepulveda - Fort Lee, NJ

“I was honored.” ~ Josef Bartos - Czechia

“I love this great development, yes am in.” ~ Comr. Amb. Ibrahim Hamed 
Opeyemi - Nigeria

“Love it I'm a veteran as well” ~ Mr. Pickney - Los Angeles

March 8: “Beautiful 🤩  music 🎼 . Reminds me of Karachi and Islamabad. I have 
very fond memories of Pakistan 🇵🇰 . I was there in 2018” ~ Joseph Mutunga - 
Nairobi, Kenya

“I love it” ~ Sub Teria - Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa

“I love it” ~ LAFAYETTE PARISH - Washington DC-Baltimore Area 

March 7: “Magnificent, a super talent! first-rate music!” ~ Regis Costa, Music 
Producer - São Paulo, Brazil 

“Awesome” ~ Joy Stephens - Seattle

March 5: “Very nice” ~ Mikael M - Orlando

“Very nice” ~ Armen Boyajian - Charlotte

“I love it” ~ Samuel Nnanna Okonkwo - Conegliano, Veneto, Italy 

March 4: “What you are doing with Jazz for Peace is nothing short of 
remarkable…….you have my full support.” ~ Bill Protzmann - San Diego, 
California

“Please show so much respect for such an extraordinary organization! 25,000 
people also get free coins! Please thank. So now I've dealt a lot with "Jazz for 
Peace", and I just want to say thank you to Rick DellaRatta. He has already 
played concerts at the United Nations, brought 850 extraordinary emergency 
situations, so to speak, to peace through music, funding and his energy with 
piano and singing at a live concert! Applying for funding with a simple comment 
is probably the easiest onboarding of all.” ~ Laszlo Bihary Markt Piesting, 
Austria (original untranslated version: “Bitte zeigt so viel Respekt so einer 



außergewöhnlichen Organisation! 25000 Leute bekommen noch dazu kostenlose 
Coins! Bitte Dank.  So habe mich jetzt ziemlich viel mit "Jazz for 
Peace"auseinandergesetzt, und möchte einfach einmal ein, Danke an Rick 
DellaRatta richten. Er hat schon Konzerte bei den Vereinten Nationen gespielt, 
850 außergewöhnliche Notsituationen durch Musik, Funding und seiner Energie 
mit Klavier und Gesang beim live Konzert sozusagen den Frieden gebracht! Sein 
Konzept mit einem simplen Kommentar ein Funding zu beantragen, ist wohl das 
einfachste Onboarding überhaupt.”)

“so nice, congratulations!” ~ Cristiana Rodrigues Pacheco - São Paulo, Brazil 

March 3: “OK…. let’s do this. What do you need from Music Care?” ~ Bill 
Protzmann, Founder, President, CEO, & Lead Consulting Educator at Music Care 
Inc - San Diego, California

“Very nice” ~ Claude Pironneau - Paris

“Wow” ~ b.y. Mari - West New York, NJ

“Very nice” ~ Rich l'or NACHRIST - Aurora, Colorado

March 2: “Congrats on your concert. Rick sounds wonderful!” ~ William Galison 
- NYC

“The joy of those you interacted with is infectious. You can't help but leave 
knowing you'll be remembered.” ~ Rosemarie Rogers - NYC

“What you're doing is brilliant, Rick” ~ Bill Protzmann, Founder, President, CEO, 
& Lead Consulting Educator at Music Care Inc - San Diego, California

“I love it” ~ Theogene KAREKEZI BIGENIMANA - Rwanda

“Just amazing 😻 ” ~ Ricardo Johnson - Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

“Beautiful really nice” ~ Koga Akinsola - Hartford, Ct.

“Very entertaining” ~ Dilli Raj - Nepal

March 1: “Very cool  Congratulations!” ~ Dr. Kenneth Dickerson - 
Washington, District of Columbia 



“wonderful that you're doing so much good in the world” ~ Amanda Tree -  
Brooklyn

“This is a great and exciting initiative worth supporting.” ~ Jamils A - 
Cameroon

“Very nice” ~ Thomas Stein - Munich

“Very Cool” ~ Christopher Alric Watt - Breckenridge, Colorado

“you're beyond special to me <333 💕 😇 🏘 🙏 ” ~ Faloni Carr - Los Angeles

February 27: “Outstanding!” ~ Louis Lee - Lawndale, Calif.

“Very relaxing! I enjoy jazz in the mornings, and Rick’s stories add a nice 
personal touch….and my favorite….I didn’t catch the name but it was the one by 
Earl Hines” ~ Eric Musonza - NYC

Feb. 26: “Nice tracks 🎼 👍 ” ~ Blair Sangeet - Patna, Bihar, India

“I love it” ~ K (rOs) Raushan - Delhi, India

“Very cool” ~ Dr. Nelson Harrison - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Feb. 25: “a lot of positive energy” ~ Paulo Tozzi - Sao Paulo, Brazil 

I love it  Keep it up! ~ Vince Carnevale, NYC

“Very cool” ~ Boris Brott - Canada

Feb. 24: “I would love to work with your group to help our nonprofit raise 
money.” ~ Courtney Pepper - Moreno Valley, Calif.

“I appreciate you, Rick. Love what you've accomplished! Dizzy was a friend.” ~ 
BILL EISELE - NYC

Feb. 23: “This is a great idea…Jazz always is a gift to all and all of us who are 
veterans dream of a world that is peaceful!” ~ David Amram, Pfc US Army 
1952-54 - Putnam Valley, New York

“I love it.” ~ Emmanuel M.I. Omokha,Sr - Bronx, New York



Feb. 22: “Really interesting and with a philanthropic character in a novel social 
work action, which offers opportunities to lovers of music and peace. My sincere 
congratulations…..for your initiative full of hope and love for your neighbor, 
there is no doubt that you are an anointed of Jehovah and may he always bless 
you in union with your loved ones.” ~ César Figueroa - Caracas, Venezuela

“Very nice” ~ George Cruz - Pembroke Pines, Florida

“Very cool” ~ Steve Harrington - Lexington County, South Carolina

“Very cool….Congratulations!” ~ Alan Rock - Orlando

Feb. 21: “Very nice” ~ Tom Gebbie - NYC

Feb. 20: “I enjoyed the video“ ~ Verna Fisher - Allentown, Pennsylvania

“I love it” ~ Michael Munoz - Bellmore, New York

“Groovy” ~ Jazzo Williams - Philadelphia

“Very nice” ~ segun oduwole - Nigeria

Feb. 19: “I really loved this piece, also the quote The nearness of you, around 1:03 
Great tenor sound also!” ~ Arie Kuit - The Randstad, Netherlands

“Nice” ~ Bruce Gertz - Boston

“Dude you guys are sick as ever man making me wanna jam with YALL….you 
rock! …Professional is a understatement” ~ Raymundo Caldera - Sacramento, 
California

“very nice” ~ Dennis Eveland - Laredo, Texas

Feb. 18: “Rick you’re a deep dude.. The first track Reminds me of A 70’s Folk 
Rock vocalist who came back as Thelonius Monk!!…musically very heavy!” ~ 
Bill (William F.) McGee - Richmond, Virginia



“it's a gut-wrenching, true song.” ~ Thomas Alexander - Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada

“this is great! I love jazz. Also my Grandpa was a Purple Heart awardee from the 
Battle of the Bulge, a Dachau liberator and late in life Holocaust museum 
educator.” ~ Amy Goldfarb - NYC

“Very nice” ~ Michael Black - NYC

“Cool….Love it we need music” ~ Maria Zani - Glasgow, Scotland

“👍  nice” ~ Stephen Almas - Chesapeake, Virginia

Feb. 17: “Veramente molto bella” (Really very beautiful) ~ Cav. Maurizio 
Albertini - Modena, Italy

“Very nice” ~ Ben Peterson - Sydney

Feb. 16: “Rick, it is amazing your interpretation.” ~ Douglas Toro - Ecuador & 
NYC

“Rick, I really loved your Jazz for Peace concert” ~ Celine Forster - Carlyle, 
Victoria, Australia

“Excellent!!! Thank you for sharing it with your humble servant …..A hug with 
Venezuelan warmth accompanied by blessings” ~ César Figueroa - Caracas, 
Federal District, Venezuela

“I can dig it…..so I listened twice, kudos” ~ Deacon Doc. - Chicago

“It feels soothing “ ~ Zaid S. - Atlanta

“Very nice…I like it” ~ Danillie (ROMEO) PERCHILLIE - Sydney, New South 
Wales, Australia

“An interesting perspective on modern day life. Not everybody might resonate 
with it but it was an interesting song structure. He's quite a pianist!” ~ Ivy 
Spillman - NYC

Feb. 15: “Very cool…it is really good” ~ Mercy Awuor - Nairobi, Kenya



“I love it” ~ Chef Ronald (valenti) Tongue  - Rochester, NY

“Very Nice” ~ Red Forrest - Burbank, Calif.

“Very cool….Congratulations!” ~ Zoria Schoen - NYC

Feb. 14: “Very nice” ~ Sugaray (Caron Rayford) Rayford - Phoenix 

Feb. 13: “Informative, YES…!!” ~ Carmine Conti - Coeur d'Alene, Idaho  
(referring to our latest interview - TRICKLE UP!!!  Using Cryptocurrencies as 
Grant Awards. Rick DellaRatta appears on Bruce Hurwitz Acclaimed "MEET 
THE EXPERTS!”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjKU5gYdlGc )

Comments from the 12 Member VIP Invitation Team of the Heritage Jazz for 
Peace Music and Arts Festival to be held in April 2022 in Palm Springs, 
California. Stay tuned and watch with your very own eyes as they “Help us 
Plant the ROOTS, so we can grow their Empowerment Tree!” just as we have 
done for over 850 others since our inception on 9/11/2001.

Yolanda, as a trustee with the Compton Community College District, this organization 
appears to really want to help us strengthen and grow. As creators of the 100-year-old 
jazz form our ancestors would be proud to know that we plan to honor them by bringing 
the art form of struggle home. I support this effort and I will ask the college district to 
extend their support as well. We can arrange for student workers to help with the project, 
encourage students to try out for the line up and I will put together my VIP list and 
letter for you. Thank you for helping us move to the next level. Trustee Barbara Calhoun, 
Compton community College District, Compton, California

As you know we are a family of jazz enthusiasts and incredibly supportive of seeing your 
African American Heritage Fund grow. I remember when you worked with Hazel Gordy 
and Joe Harris to put the organization together. Money has been a continuing struggle as 
you have worked to get needed services to homeless students. I think this Jazz for Peace is 
the group we need to help us grow that Teaching, Learning Community idea. As a retired 
educator from LAUSD, educators would like to see such a community built in our 
community. Thank you for thinking of me as a contributor. Shirley Cooke, Los Angeles, 
California. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjKU5gYdlGc


We entered the community development industry to make our people better and to bring 
resources to prepare the next generation for a 21st century world. The National Institute 
of Community Engagement, the organization I helped found, has been in the trenches for 
more than twenty years. Let me know what I can do to help bring the TLC to fruition. We 
have been blocked by limited economic resources. I am going to work on my letter and 
prepare to circulate it to my VIP list. Jazz for Peace is God sent. I really like the 
Empowerment Tree concept. Let’s plant that seed today!  James Davis, South Carolina

This is a great effort for a trying time. Thank you for stepping outside the comfort zone 
and modeling this for others to get involved. I'm into the support of people like you, who 
reach for dreams and weave them into the tapestries of their lives. Love what you are 
doing. Keep up the good work. Cary Winston Eatmon, VP AAHFund, West Covina, CA

Count me in. You know I had an idea to do a park event with music and art. S we get past 
this COVID-19 pandemic I would like to host an event in honor of my sister Tanya Finch 
who died last April. She didn’t have COVID, but we lost so many people in 2020. A Jazz 
tribute to our Detroit family and friends would be something I would like to plan with 
you. Let’s talk next week and see if we can co-host your next festival. Kay Eatmon, 
Detroit, MI

I am impressed. As an educator and artists, I am extremely interested in helping your 
organization grow. I never heard about Jazz for Peace until you made the introduction. 
Are they serious about help us raise the kind of money we need to make the AAHFund 
successful? Wow count me in! I will volunteer and work with you in Palm Springs to 
help your event be successful. I have many friends in the art community. I will commit to 
put together a list of people willing to plant the seeds of Empowerment. If you would like 
to use my tree art as part of your fundraising effort, I am available to donate my sweat 
equity to build this as a logo piece.  Nawilli Gray, Los Angeles, California 

We worked together on the Black Awakening with Wakanda Live in 2019. I was so sad 
that the college shut down in March, a month before our 2020 A. Philip Randolph 
Birthday party. I am available to return to the staff and provide event planning support. I 
worked with Cary to host the first Jazz festival in the city of Marino Valley. We can bring 
our expertise to Palm Springs as well.  I’m in! With the credibility of Jazz for Peace, this 



event can be big and timely. I will start working on my VIP list soon.  Chris, Moreno 
Valley, California  

Yolanda, you have been so committed to raising funds to support the A. Philip Randolph 
Institute and birthday party, of course we are in with this effort. I sent you a list of 5o 
names. What do I need to do to get them to commit to support this fundraiser? Norman 
Johnson, President, APRI/LA, Woodland Hills, California

I am extremely impressed with Jazz for Peace. We would be willing to host an evening of 
jazz, blues, and Negro spirituals at our church. Often our youth don’t even know that 
African Americans created theses genres because other people have adopted our music 
into the American melting pot. I would love to be a VIP contributor and help raise funds 
to send our youth ministry and church members to a weekend with the African American 
Heritage Fund’s Heritage Jazz for Peace Music and arts festival. Let’s start putting my 
VIP list together next week. Pastor Stephen, Los Angeles, California 

I am impressed. Our organizations must work so hard for every dime of support we get 
for black non-profit organizations. I teach high school chemistry and biology and our 
students need the support of the TLC. With Jazz for peace, our dreams are now possible. 
Count me in, I will donate monthly and work on my VIP list starting today. Husan 
Thompson, President, Brain Power, Hawthorne, California 

Artists should not have to struggle so hard to make a living. I would like to support you 
as you have supported me in my career. I have many artists friends I can put on my VIP 
list. We can contribute art for actions, and I will commit to raise $1,000.00 Kimanthi 
Abeje Touré

I am the fundraising chair for the African American Heritage Fund and the A. Philip 
Randolph Institute, L.A. Our organization have hosted many events and we have 
requested funding from unions and foundations. We finally raised $25,000 in 2019 only 
to be shut down in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. But Jazz for Peace gives us 
hope! We must go big and raise the necessary funds to staff up our volunteer 
organization. Our working families need help as they return to school and work. Yolanda 
O. Touré, Cathedral City, California 



Feb. 12: “Brilliant, Rick!….Your mission is extraordinary and just listened 
sections of your Caffe Lena vid, WOW POW!! And You're Solo 'round 55:00... 
Stunning! Ultra Talented DNA di ITALIA!!….Continued success to you and and 
God bless everyone on your journey!” ~ Diane Acciavatti - NYC

“Loved it” ~ Zulu King Shakiji Abdul - Atlanta

“beautiful” ~ Aldo Della Ratta - Caserta, Campania, Italy 

Feb. 11: “Just watched the show at Caffe Lena Rick….What a treat.  So much 
great stuff especially your opening song and your Waters of March.” ~ Marje 
Wagner - Director at Brooklyn Voice and Piano - Brooklyn, NYC

“I’ve been taking a look at your project, absolutely fantastic!!!” ~ Federico Antin - 
Argentina (see also his comment on 2/8)

“I love it” ~ Heidi Uiberrak - Haiti

Feb. 10: “Very cool” ~ Mike Layne - Redlands, Calif.

“You got me good I just subscribed to your channel. Jazz for peace. Keep 
spreading the love….. I have watched the video. Trickle up token is a Crypto 
currency used to reward any one who supports Jazz for peace project. Hopefully 
the value will shoot up one day and those still holding can cash out some. Please 
what are the steps to be qualified?” ~ Ali Ibrahim -  Accra, Ghana (see also his 
comment on 2/9)

Feb. 9: “I respect what you do please keep it up and thank you so much” ~ ALI 
IBRAHIM  - Accra, Ghana

“I dug it.” ~ Jere B - Youngstown

Feb. 8: “Now watching Bruce Hurwitz Presents MEET THE EXPERTS w/ Rick 
DellaRatta on Using Cryptocurrency as Grants Awards. Fantastic!!!” ~ Federico 
Antin - Argentina

“It is a gripping song. Beautifully performed…I will share it with a friend of 
mine who is a veteran and who works with vets on moral injury and post-
traumatic growth. He is also a bass player, I actually wrote an article with him 



that uses improv as a metaphor to alleviate the damage done by the metaphor of 
war (on truth).” ~ Sergej van Middendorp, PhD - Doorn, Utrecht, Netherlands

“Very nice” ~ John Oluwafemi Olla - Nigeria

Feb. 7: “What a Great song! i love it! 🙂 👍 ❤ 😘 ” ~ Gordon Scott - Rayleigh, 
England

“Very cool” ~ Jay Wanamaker - Las Vegas

Feb. 6: “Very cool” ~ Rick Shelly - Ottsville, Pennsylvania

“Awesome” ~ Donovan Henry - Los Angeles

“Beautiful” ~ Maria Zani - Glasgow, Scotland

Feb. 5: “enjoyed the show and sent you a sub and a like! :-)” ~ Michael Zeeb - 
Frankfurt, Hesse, Germany

“I love it.” ~ Nicole Jackson - NYC

Feb. 4: “good song!!” ~ David Brown - Beachwood, Ohio

“I love it” ~ Fred Moore - Ghana

“I like it” - Michael M - Orlando

“Brilliant. Thank you for submitting this statement….Courageous” ~ Judith 
Conley, NYC

Feb. 3: “Well informed certainly makes things easier in the grants merry-go-
round.” ~ Amanda Kay - Queensland, Australia

“Awesome…😎 ” ~ John Peter Maguire - Sumter County, Florida

Feb. 2: “ It's great! :)” ~ José Luis Sixto Rodriguez - Madrid

“I saw you somewhere in Kenya…and through you i was able to boost my life a 
bit.” ~ Pst Paul - Kenya

“This music is relaxing!” ~ Yvonne Redmond - Baltimore, Maryland



“Very nice” ~ Randy Green - Denison, Texas

Jan. 31: “this is a wonderful project” ~ Ken Page - Long Beach, New York

“Very Cool” ~ Todd Van Beveren - Somerset, New Jersey

Jan. 29: “the sheet you gave me is outstanding!….It’s all very self 
explanatory….And I know which groups to try and benefit locally.” ~ David 
Beck  - Union, Missouri

“…for people in need. Thanks Debra for your big heart.❤🙏 ❤” ~ Laurece West - 
Durham, North Carolina

Jan. 28: “very very interesting!!” ~ Tei Brown, San Antonio (commenting on the 
Breaking News for February 2021 - Find out how the Jazz for Peace™ Philanthropic Token 
can significantly increase your funding in the near term as well as multiply it many 
times over in the long term!  https://jazzforpeace.org/whitepaper.pdf

“Very nice.” ~ Dick Griffin - NYC

“I really liked the  harmony and melody.” ~ kazuhiro nakamura - Kyoto, Japan

Jan. 27: “thank you for the great music” ~ Christel-Silvia Fischer - Münster, North 
Rhine-Westphalia, Germany 

“Very cool” ~ Just Davies - Huron, South Dakota

Jan. 26: “I truly appreciate the wonderful work that you are doing.” ~ Nathan 
Titus - Polokwane, Limpopo, South Africa

Jan. 25: “It really is beautiful music! Rick the first song is amazing, the message is 
clear and comes straight from the heart. I love how it hits different perspectives 
on the lives of others. It brings close attention to the struggles of life… a lot of 
what’s wrong and we need to change. Keep it up! Much love and respect.” ~ 
Nicholas - Cochrane, Ontario, Canada

“very beautiful” ~ Costel Pacuraru - Valencia, Spain

“Wow your project is heart warming ❤ 🤩 ” ~ Shreejita Francis - New Delhi, 
India

https://jazzforpeace.org/whitepaper.pdf


“Beautiful” ~ Obinna Maduka - NYC

“sounds good :)” ~ Patrick Gross - Berlin

Jan. 24: “Very nice” ~ Mario Van Horrik - Eindhoven, North Brabant, 
Netherlands

Jan. 23: “I love it” ~ Qasim Thomas - Brooklyn

“enjoyed listening.” ~ Axel Niehaus - Brooklyn

Jan. 22: “U can get signed” ~ Raymond Bowers - Atlanta, Georgia

Jan. 21: “Super !!” ~ Jean-Paul Daroux - Toulon, France

Jan. 20: “That’s a powerful song. I am from an Army that was at the tail end of 
Vietnam.  The Warrior of more recent times have their own related demons. 
Different demons of battle and combat. But no less painful. Thank you for the 
awareness through your song.” ~ Grant Jones - Chicago

“you are a very good musician!!…Brilliant Project!” ~ Michael The GlitterKing - 
Berlin

“Nice show.“ ~ Kevin Julien - Phoenix

“I love it” ~ Guy Crequie - Lyon, France

“I love it” ~ Jared X - USA

Jan. 19: “A client of mine, jazz guitarist David Stern, recently wrote an article for 
JazzTimes titled "What Will the Biden Administration Do to Protect the 
Performing Arts?" which contains valuable insight on the state of music in 
America https://jazztimes.com/features/columns/what-will-biden-
administration-do-to-protect-performing-arts/. Mr. Stern and I are very grateful 
for all that you and Jazz for Peace do. We are working on spreading the 
message…” ~ George O’Grady - NYC

“awesome Rick kudos and congrats!” ~ Tom Chess - NYC

“Very nice” ~ Will Luera - Sarasota, Florida

https://jazztimes.com/features/columns/what-will-biden-administration-do-to-protect-performing-arts/
https://jazztimes.com/features/columns/what-will-biden-administration-do-to-protect-performing-arts/
https://jazztimes.com/features/columns/what-will-biden-administration-do-to-protect-performing-arts/


Jan. 17: “Rick this IS beautiful. Your Music lifted my Spirit today….(i) am so 
thrilled… congratulations on all you accomplished for peace and healing this 
crazy world.” ~ WENDY OXENHORN - Founding Director/ Vice Chairman Jazz 
Foundation of America

Jan. 16: “That was awesome!” ~ Maurice Hissink - Nuth, Limburg, Netherlands

“Cool” ~ Fred Moore - Ghana

Jan. 15: “Fantastic! Brilliant Rick!” ~ Eric Stadler - St Peters, Missouri

“that s a beautiful piece of live show . Really like it .” ~ Tom Glide - Ramsgate, 
England, United Kingdom

“Very nice” ~ Vladimir Anton - Turkey

“nice music!” ~ Philippe Vinçon - Sury-en-Vaux, Centre-Val de Loire, France

“Very cool” ~ Phill JD - Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia

Jan. 14: “I love it” ~ Chris Pasin - Wilmington

“Great job” ~ BJ Sam - Seboomook Lake, Maine

“It was moving” ~ Barbara Floersch - Montpelier, Vermont

Jan. 13: “You are truly a musical genius with a heart and brain that lives with the 
frequency of nature. You are a very important person for a lot of people and 
hopefully the world….you're a truly amazing piano player with a lot of feelings 
when you play.” ~ Albin Loán - Malmö, Skane County, Sweden

“This is amazing. You put the "Wow" in work for certain. Great job my friend.” ~ 
Jennifer Williams  - Hyattsville, Maryland

“Very cool” ~ Andrew Solis - Fayetteville, AR 

“This is great!…I love it” ~ Bonnie (Fox) Sirower - Glen Rock, NJ

“very nice” ~ tamoifo nkom marie - Cameroon

Jan 12: “Very Cool” ~ Paul Cabezas - NYC



Jan. 11: “ I love Jazz….The intro to 'Cheeks" reminded me a lot of Frank Zappa's 
Dangerous Kitchen!” ~ Eric Payne - Fayetteville, AR

“very powerful.  Sadly, the line "working 2 jobs and living in cars" is the reality 
for many people these days.” ~ Richard S. - NYC

“I love it. I love Jazz…… The cause is definitely one that is dear to me” ~ CARL 
SYLVAIN - Tampa Bay

“Awesome video!” ~ Allyson G - Rockville, Maryland

Jan. 10:  “awesome video :-)…I really appreciate it!” ~ Maurice Hissink - Nuth, 
Limburg, Netherlands

“I enjoyed watching your videos and….congratulations on all your hard work.” 
~ Rod Jones - Lake Arrowhead, California

“Very cool…I love it” ~ Jamil Lima - São Paulo, Brazil

“That's amazing song, Debra! It's right time to (be) United, nothing could be 
achieved in service of humanity, until we break chains of division and conflicts. 
Do everything for unity to ensure peace, love and tranquility across the globe.” ~ 
Arshad Mahmood - Pakistan

Jan. 9: “Beautiful.” ~ Amikam Kimelman - Israel

Jan. 8: “Very Nice” ~ tommy mc intyre - Titusville, Florida

Jan. 7: “Good song….needs more promotion power. Marketing strategy, and 
maybe a good label..” ~ Klaus Stracke - Berlin

“Very nice” ~ Rev. Dr. A. Louise Bonaparte - Brooklyn

“You are one of a kind. Blessings on you” ~ Adrian Ddungu - Barbados

“Wow” ~ Ashira Wijesinghe - NYC

Jan. 6: “vour work it is very interesting!” ~ Bernd Konrad - Constance, Baden-
Württemberg, Germany 

“Jazz and peace works together.” ~ Geraude Ayeva Derman - Paris



“I love it” ~ Mauryne Magdeleyns - Brussels

Jan. 1, 2021: “I appreciate everything you do” ~ MIKEY ADAM COHEN - San 
Diego

December 29, 2020: “super” ~ Mauryne Magdeleyns - Brussels, Belgium

Dec. 29: “Amazing” ~ Brian Henrish - Winter Park, Florida

“Very cool” ~ Shane Farmer - Franklin, Tennessee

“Very nice….I’m not a big jazz person but I enjoyed it” ~ Sam Chebbi - Bayonne, 
NJ

Dec. 28: “I thought it was awesome” ~ Ray Fellows - Boston

Dec. 27: “Great message Rick! 😎 ” ~ John W. Bailey ~ Park Forest, Illinois

Dec. 26: “Beautiful” ~ Nganyu Emmanuel Ndukong - Cameroon

“Beautiful” ~ Scott Marshall Brandon - Phoenix

Dec. 25: “excellent” ~ Avy Schreibner - Southfield, Michigan

Dec. 24: “It was really cool!” (C’était vraiment sympa !” ) ~ Sonia Boulanger - 
Courbevoie, Île-de-France, France

Dec. 23: “Very good song, excellent musicians 👏 👏 ”  (Muy buena la canción 
excelentes músicos) ~ Pedro Palma - Chile

“Wonderful initiative.” ~ Steve Linde - Jerusalem

“you're doing good out there for you and others.” ~ Brian Ostrom - 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Dec. 22: “Nice performance” ~ Liam Sonary - NYC

Dec. 21: “Great Song 🎶  Love ❤  your voice!” ~ Jamie Trent - San Diego, 
California

“I Love it.” ~ Sherry, Management for Sophia Daniz - Charlotte, NC



“Very nice” ~ Sean (Bang Sounds) Odom - Syracuse, NY

“wonderful project!…Very cool” ~ Manuel Loschu - Völkermarkt, Carinthia, 
Austria

“Proud of you both…Continued success” ~ JaRon (K) Eames, NYC

Dec. 20: “Great, my son-in-law is retired Navy and now the CEO of the Naval 
War College Foundation. my daughter is a DPT and has cared for many a 
wounded warrior...much appreciated. I’ll share it with them” ~ Dave Mohn - 
Doylestown, Pennsylvania

“Very strong Lyric. I love the Music. The Vocals are just Tough. I love it.” ~ Billy 
Angelo Stella - Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

Dec. 19: “look forward to the successful cooperation with you together with our 
organization, the company, to immediately help develop, strengthen democracy, 
freedom, human, civil, political, economic and social rights for all, tolerance, 
tradition, human rights, economics, solidarity, justice, value, security and 
culture.” ~ Francesco Carnelutti - Paris

“Very interesting use of dissonant chords for expression” ~ Marc Metal - Orange 
County, California

“Very cool” ~ Lachlan Feeney - Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

“Very cool” ~ Maggie Aliaga-Kelly - NYC

Dec. 15: “Jazz for Peace, is great. Best of Success to YOU.” ~ Billy Angelo Stella - 
Wilkes-Barre, PA

“Very nice” ~ Loren Ellis - NYC

“Very nice” - Susy Scholl - Sarasota, Fla.

Dec. 18: “I love it” ~ Chris Church - Missouri

Dec. 17: “Very nice” ~ H.E. Shahram Dantism - Washington, DC

Dec. 14: “Very nice” ~ Oliver Brown - Los Angeles



“Superb!” ~ William Ethridge - Vallejo, California

“I love it” ~ Ron Preston - Springfield, Missouri

Dec. 13: “Nice! Very good musicianship” ~ Romero Wyatt - Kensington, 
Maryland

“Excellent, very well done, the group also sounds fab!” ~ Dr. Matthew van 
Emmerik - Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 

“I love it” ~ Dany Pharel - Manchester, England

Dec. 11: “Very nice” ~ Robert Beck - Farmington, New Mexico

Dec. 9: “that does sound interesting and is along the lines of interview segments 
we plan do starting in Jan 2021….we will share more details as we get close to 
the show plannings and scheduling. I will keep you in the loop.” ~ Michelle 
Ingram, Owner/ Station Manager at New Jazz iRadio - Tampa, Fla.

“Very cool” ~ Marianne Kadunc - Sydney, Australia

Dec. 8: “I love it” ~ Path of Music College - Gurgaon, Haryana, India

“amazing….you are great” ~ Phaid - Domoszló, Hungary

“So great” ~ Simone Izzo - Ardea, Latium, Italy

Dec. 7: “I love it” ~ Vital G. Biebuyck - London

“Amazing work Rick!  It's really amazing. I love the work you do….Jazz for 
Peace would also make a lot of sense in Portuguese-speaking countries in Africa 
like Cabo Verde, Angola, Mozambique, Guiné_Bissau and São Tomé e Principe” 
~ Eduardo Lála - Lisbon, Portugal 

“Very cool…Congratulations!” ~ Peter Donahue - NYC

Dec. 4: “sehr gut” (“very good”) ~ Klaus Linke - Berlin

Dec. 3:  “I loved it. I can definitely relate” ~ Keith Clizark - Los Angeles



Dec. 2: “I really like the song” ~ Fabio Souza de Andrade - Fortaleza, Ceará, 
Brazil 

“Very cool” ~ Dobbs Franks - Melbourne

“Great concert love the John Coltrane piece and several others! 👏 👏 👏 ” ~ Lou 
Manna, Reno

“Very nice” ~ Zabulon NTIDENDEREZA - Burundi

“Very cool” ~ Ronen Nissan - Austria

Dec. 1: “good luck with your great success” ~ Patrick Talev-Karanfilovic - Shelter 
Island

November 30: “Very nice” ~  Leonardo E. M. Cioglia - NYC

“Very nice” ~ Mael Anasthasie MENGUE - Paris

“I love it” ~ Collete Adoyo - Kenya

Nov. 28: “I have read all the documents.  Such wonderful work and exactly 
aligned with the mission for Girls. …amazing ☆…you are absolutely amazing 
👏  those hands and the ease that you play the keys...what a gift” ~ Jasmine R. 
Gercke PhD - Montreal, Quebec, Canada

“Very nice….Great song” ~ yankuba daffeh - Kombo Central, Brikama, The 
Gambia

“I like Rick. He makes me think of Mose Allison” ~ Patricia Caton - France

Nov. 27: “this was absolutely beautiful….It is really amazing what you all are 
doing to assist artist during this challenging time.” ~ MIRIAM (ONEMIRIAM) 
LOVE - Malibu, California

Nov. 26:  I love the concept of jazz for peace! 💗  ~ Daphna Levy - Israel

“I love it” ~ mwasaha mwagambo - Kenya

“I love it” ~ Andrew Muvunyi, Rwanda



Nov. 25: “I felt the confusion, the frustration and the madness of the thoughts 
going through the veterans mind..... powerful” ~ Wanda Ryan - Toronto

“Very cool” ~ Patrick Acogny - Rennes, Brittany, France

Nov. 24: “Very nice” ~ Denny LeRoux - Atlantic Beach, Florida

“I complement your efforts.” ~ T. C. (Tom) Jackson - Los Angeles

“Very nice” ~ Benjamin Lewis Maxedon - Visalia, California

Nov. 23: “OH fantastic video thank you for sharing that to me Rick. Loved 
listening to your music and hearing first hand about what you are doing in the 
world. keep it up you are doing a wonderful job and making such a difference! I 
am looking into Jazzforpeace for what I am already currently doing. Will go 
through the website and start the application process :D. Wish me luck!” ~ Janice 
O’Brien, Palmerston North, Wanganui-Manawatu, New Zealand

“Very cool….and somber on the reality of what VAs  go through” ~ Matongo 
Maumbi - Zambia

Nov. 22: “I enjoyed every song man! I played with singers all my life , all of them 
great songwriting composers. I love your songs and voice. I can feel where it 
come from, there is a musical story and journey. Your playing is great man! 
Having those solos in the middle of your songs, in that context, is refreshing and 
surprising.” ~ Oscar Feldman - NYC (from Argentina)

“Very nice. I like the way its played, not loud and very very suitable for my 
liking” ~ Tonderai Giftrice Magaya - Johannesburg

“I like your first song for our Veterans "Can't make it here anymore" I find so 
much truth in the song I love the tune to it also….I was very impressed with your 
written statement to our State Senator on the impact of Covid-19 on Artists, and 
yes I did know that (about) Climate Scientist Guy McPherson, the worlds most 
important climate scientist. That must have really meant a lot to you having him 
attend your concert in Saratoga.” ~ Vera E Shaver - Schenectady, NY

 “great” ~ Kostas Siozos - Los Angeles 



Nov. 21: “Jazz For Peace is such a wonderful organization that came up to 
support the vulnerable children, youth, elderly and any other kind of project. We 
thank them for the love and spirit of support they have to the need.” ~ Senyinji 
Alex - Uganda

“Great! I served twelve years in the United States Marine Corps. “ ~ Jerome 
Elam, NYC

“VERY GOOD…JAZZ” ~ Ariel Molina Olano - Uruguay

Nov. 20: ’I love what you wrote Rick. Passionate, articulate and intelligent. Proud 
of you!’ ~ Sarah J. Cion, NYC (see letter from Rick to NY State Senator Serrano 
here: https://jazzforpeace.org/writtenstatementoncovid19andthearts.pdf) 

“We believe Jazz for Peace is Key; Critical; Must and God's work for all Mankind. 
Peace with the Environment CAO believes will be a Great Collaboration 
opportunity to serve with you.” ~ Akwasi T. Appiah, founder of Care Afrique 
Organization (CAO) - Accra, Ghana

Nov. 19: “Hi Debra I was totally consumed by the Opener! TU for sharing. Rick is 
an amazingly gifted artist! I met Dizzy once fall 1980 and he took me back to that 
special time.” ~ Edward Morgan - Philadelphia

"Wonderful this song Amazing many thanks" ~ Maestro  Giuseppe Savazzi- 
Udine, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Italy (commenting on this very first song for our 
Veterans and the 99%  - “You are AMAZING!….and the show was incredible. Thanks, 
Rick!” ~ Caffe Lena https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4 )

“I love it” ~ Michael White - Rossshire, Scotland

Nov. 18: “Woohoo!” ~ Lou Manna - Reno, Nevada

“Very interesting, I enjoyed it.” ~ Steve Michaels - Toms River, New Jersey

Nov. 17: “Wow that's super amazing” ~ Siuho Jayms Chow - Hong Kong

“I just watched…..such a special Jazz show!” ~ Konkankoh Joshua Ngwa - 
Montemor-o-Novo, Évora, Portugal

https://jazzforpeace.org/writtenstatementoncovid19andthearts.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4


“I have seen your video. Thanks for the work you do to the children in Uganda.” 
~ Lubinga Vereriano - Mityana, Uganda

“I love it” ~ Jaff Francis Agiamntebom - Cameroon

“Nice piece, I like the voice!” ~ Francesco Pirrone - Messina, Sicily, Italy

Nov. 16: “Your playing is amazingly good” ~ Curtiss Powell - Easton, PA

“Cool… :-))” ~ Scott Douglas - Bonney Lake, Washington

“Very cool” ~ David Williams - Santa Barbara, California

“It’s awesome” ~ Lisa Joanne Fredette - Austin

Nov. 15: “Very nice” ~ Bob Ransom - Hampton, VA

Nov. 14, 2020:  "very exciting....and with a lot of sensitivity" ~ Ulrike Ida Mayer -
 Düsseldorf, Germany

“The first song was a sad reflection of our country. It inspired me to ask how do 
we change these disparities. (?) It not is not a song I would listen to repeatedly 
because it was not hopeful, but a brutal realization of things.” ~ Dentral Holman 
Smith - Wilmington, North Carolina

Nov. 12: “I enjoyed it Debra!!!... The cohesion of Artists will help us all prevail!” ~ 
James Kennedy - Philadelphia

Nov. 10: “wow for all of us incredible” ~ Comr. Amb. Ibrahim Hamed Opeyemi - 
Nigeria

“I love it…..Amazing” ~ Frank T. Walsh - Boston

Nov. 7: “ 😄  ... awesome video clip.” ~ Alberto Matos - NYC

Nov. 5: “Beautiful…I love it… Amazing” ~  Shyam baboo - Allahabad, Uttar 
Pradesh, India



Nov. 4: “I love Jazz and find it relaxing and spiritual it's the music that's from the 
Soul and it brings us the inner PEACE WE SEEK. “ ~ Miguel A. Hernandez - 
Civic Activist for Peace & Justice - Brooklyn, New York

“Beautiful….” ~ I love it ~ Lisa Joanne Fredette - Austin

Nov, 3: “Nice video!” ~ Ephrem Tadesse Gebre - Lesotho

Nov. 2: “Beautiful” ~ Jerry Pellegrino - West Java, Indonesia 

Nov. 1: “I’d love to do an interview with Mr. Dellaratta, and how this could 
benefit Spokane / Coeur d’Alene, and Jazz for Peace..!!” ~ Carmine Conti - Coeur 
d’Alene, Idaho

“you know what song I still remember?...I've been mistreated...still can't believe 
it...and I don't know, if I'll ever make it back; I thought I could trust you...but 
deep down inside I knew: I gave my heart but you did not give it back! Great 
song, I remember you doing that in Boston in the 1980s….Maybe Ryles or a Jazz 
place in Cambridge? I think you played with Stevie wonders drummer. Also 
remember the song “with you here by my side...”Congrats on all your success.” ~ 
Bill O’Connor ~ San Francisco, California

“it's a very cool song.” ~ Carl Anthony - Miami

October 31: “Yeah….really nice!”

“amazing ability.” ~ Maurice Fontilio - London

Oct. 30: “These folks actually care! They follow through with what they say they 
will do and do it with class and style. I was delightfully surprised by this 
organization and their thoughtful ethics.” ~ Pauline McPherson Schneider - 
Poultney, Vermont (as posted on the BBB Web-site)

Oct. 29: “Beautiful” ~ Owen Liversidge, Atlanta

“Beautiful…I love it” ~ Comr. Amb. Ibrahim Hamed Opeyemi - Nigeria

Oct. 28: “Yay! Super excited to see artists making art.” ~ Jeremiah - Team ART 
www.artistrelieftree.com 

http://www.artistrelieftree.com/


“Inside I feel your Love, Rick.” ~ Gene Baker - Los Angeles

Oct. 27: “Jazz for Peace is an outstanding organization characterized by prompt, 
thorough responses and high professional standards. The staff are uniformly 
intelligent and compassionate. I cannot speak highly enough about Jazz for Peace 
and my interactions with its staff.” ~ Professor Guy McPherson - Poultney, 
Vermont (as posted on the BBB Web-site)

Oct. 25: “I love it” ~ Terry Minggia - Denver

“Great performances!” ~ Ricardo Alperin - Ganei Tikva, Central, Israel 

“Thanks a lot… for your music….and your video” ~ Carole Hemard - Paris

Oct. 24: “I couldn't agree with you more…. So absolutely 👍 💯  magnificent…
Bravo 👋 ”~ Mottled Zone - NYC

Oct. 23: “Well done for your performance at Caffe Lena!” ~ Ukpeme Okon - 
Nigeria

Oct. 22: “Wow…..Let’s look at having you next year,  supporting Suicide 
prevention. We are honored” ~ Elaine Elizabeth Presley - Memphis, Tennessee 

“Beautiful” ~ Eddie Boston-Mammah - Sierra Leone

“congratulations for the music and for the mission to unite the world in peace 
through jazz.” ~ Jon Luna - Madrid, Spain

Oct. 20: -: “Great Music!!” - Talia Ilan - Israel

Oct. 19: “awesome” ~ Mario Smith - San Antonio

Oct. 18: “amazing work you are doing” ~ Joram Mathenge - Nyeri, Kenya

“I love it” ~ Eric Cohen - Liverpool, NY

“awesome” ~ Niyonsaba Serge - Rwanda

“Rick's work is worthy of many commendations.” ~ J.D. Sage - Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada



Oct. 15: “You are AMAZING!….and the show was incredible.” ~ Sarah Craig, 
Executive Director, Caffe Lena, - Saratoga Springs, NY 

“I’m watching this now, great show show so far!  Love the opening tune….Nice 
accompaniment from the bass and sax cats as well! ” ~ Robb W. Patryk - NYC

“awesome set Rick.  Loved your comp underneath.. Brilliant!!” ~ Guru Dave 
Powers - Snowbird, Utah

Oct. 14: “Beautiful” ~ Jon Daux - Miami

Oct. 13: “Nice.” ~ J.D. Sage - Montreal

Oct. 12: “THANK YOU FOR THIS GREAT HUMAN AND CULTURAL WORK 
WITH MUSIC.” ~ Ariel Molina Olano - Uruguay

Oct. 11: From NYC Bassist Extraordinaire Ratzo Harris: “Just watched the vid 
from last night. You're fantastic!…..Thanks for involving me again in Jazz For 
Peace.” ~  RBH 

Oct. 10: “To Rick, with awe, with respect, and with love…..What a beautiful 
evening!” - Climate Scientist Guy McPherson - Poultney Vermont  Click here to 
see live stream of this amazing Jazz for Peace event and Award Ceremony! 

https://%20www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4%20Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fv-Lr41vdj4


Oct. 8: “nice video!” ~ 

ki Megumi - Fukuoka, Japan

September 29:  “Excellent video” ~ César Figueroa - Caracas, Venezuela

Sept. 27: “What a great concept…You got all my Respect and Honor. 👏 ” ~ 
Laszlo Bihary - Markt Piesting, Austria

Sept. 24: “Beautiful” ~ Jolanta Kwieciak - Monaco

Sept. 22: “Beautiful….thanks so much” ~ James T Decker - Lubbock, Texas

“Very good videos” ~ Carmenocre Bretón Figueroa - Barcelona

Sept. 19: “Amazing” ~ James Muthithe - Lawrenceville, Georgia  

Sept. 15: “Bravo Rick!…Much success with your performances and for your 
organization to grow and reach more people around the world. Many Blessings 

your way! ~ Eric Gottlieb-Vazquez - Miami 

Sept. 14: “Rick and I threw down together in '07 at one Burbank Jazz Cafe (for 
Jazz for Peace) along w Carlitos (Del Puerto), seen on bass here w Gadd and 
Vinnie. Carlitos is a VERY bad man!!!” ~ Louie Kuauhtlatoa - El Paso, Texas

Sept. 13: “Keep up your great work” ~ Andrew Andraos - Boston

Sept. 11: “Beautiful” ~ Casey Huo - Sydney, New South Wales, Australia 

Sept. 10: “Very cool” ~ Jimmy Masters - Hampton Roads, Virginia

Sept. 9: “The video is very good. The guy has done great things” ~ Amani 
Adolphe - Rwanda

Sept. 6: “😍  Wonderful!” ~ Betsy DrewsMullenixPickens - Lyle, Washington

Sept. 5: “Beautiful” ~ Danny Hayoun - Miami

Sept. 4: “Wow” ~ Naz Shahrokh - United Arab Emirates

Sept. 1: “Oh, wow” ~ Brett Colangelo - Buffalo

https://www.facebook.com/rick.dellaratta.1?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZVJUseFEfcYFVdKcV1eSpLdd-ZDJS4NxBwND_zT6dfSy3ZdZL9rlFUFvsY3WasMmAHhPZ286cFCXzwxRO1bPLcq5Ug4lTE6PpVPyAU2BxcViP1EOIZlFTLWWvcLuKzHyTg&__tn__=-%5DK-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010799055267&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZVJUseFEfcYFVdKcV1eSpLdd-ZDJS4NxBwND_zT6dfSy3ZdZL9rlFUFvsY3WasMmAHhPZ286cFCXzwxRO1bPLcq5Ug4lTE6PpVPyAU2BxcViP1EOIZlFTLWWvcLuKzHyTg&__tn__=-%5DC%2CP-R


August 29:  “Wow” ~ Don Cizzle - Los Angeles

“Great!…I get it!” ~ Phil Brink - Bankok

Aug. 27: “That’s a good job that you are doing,God strengthen you more than 
ever before….Thank you for this quotes that can help us to stay away from riot” 
~ Darlington Dadzawa - USA

“Very excited!!!!!!” ~ Susan Scholl - Sarasota, Fl.

Aug. 26: “Your video about how to connect and how to further empower projects 
is a warm guide. Thanks for this resource! I have had a dream for a long time to 
start a foundation that supports artists and your project is inspiring me.” ~ 
Barbara Ann Michaels - NYC

Aug. 24: “Wow.” ~ Marko Pejcic - Chamonix-Mont-Blanc, Auvergne-Rhone-
Alpes, France

Aug. 22: “I finished watching your interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LEvagt3U3cg . I am amazed. Could you please include our organization” ~ 
okeke chidi Chinwendu - Enugu, Nigeria 

Aug. 21: “That is awesome! Boy, I wish I could be a part of that.” ~ Carl Lester El 
- Chester, Virginia

“Nice!” ~ Alex Saltz - Astoria, New York

Aug. 20: “Love it” ~ Georgia Paris - Boston

Aug. 14: “Beautiful” ~ Adel Gana - Algeria

“Beautiful” ~ Jamal Abdallah Kidyogo ~ Kenya

Aug. 13: “Beautiful” ~ Bernard H. Flythe - Atlanta

Aug. 12: “Thanks…for the good work you do” ~ Layne Jackson - Chicago 

“Looks like a great project.” ~ Billy Ethridge - Vallejo, California 

Aug. 7: “ Beautiful…..I love it” ~ Dr. Kenneth Jandes - Indianapolis, 
Indiana

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEvagt3U3cg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEvagt3U3cg


Aug. 6: “Amazing!” ~ Ibrahim Hamed Opeyemi - Nigeria (referring to our latest 
TV interview “Around the World with Martin” on BRM Entertainment TV -  See 
HERE 

“Saw…post on Jazz for Peace…and loved it.” ~ Sandeep Ohri - Mumbai, India - 
referring to our latest article "A Contagion of Good!" New Nigeria TV Interview 
explains Jazz for Peace Grant - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/contagion-
good-new-nigeria-tv-interview-explains-jazz-cerritelli/  

“that’s awesome.” ~ Oscar Hernandez - Stevenson Ranch, California (referring to 
our Video “The Making Of: Let’s Send an email to Local 802”  Click HERE

Aug. 4: “Wow..beautiful, great job” ~ Art Page - Europe (referring to our Video 
“The Making Of: Let’s Send an email to Local 802”  Click HERE

July 31: “Beautiful” ~ Racine Ly - Dakar, Senegal 

July 23: “❤ ❤ ❤ ” ~ Annette Naif - NYC

July 21: “Sooooo awesome” ~ Patrice Hawthorne - Abington, Pennsylvania

“Sounds great” ~ THULILE ZAMA - Durban Area, South Africa 

“That’s awesome… Great work” ~ Annette Aguilar - NYC 

July 19:  "This sounds like a great project….You might contact the Boston Globe 
arts editor to see if they would like a story." ~ Peter Keough - Boston

July 15: “Excellent initiative..” ~ Amalorpavam John Peter - Tiruchirappalli, 
Tamil Nadu, India

July 11:  “That's different! REALLY nice!” ~ Laddie Dwyer - Orange Park, Florida

July 10: Featured comments of the day - Issac Okafor- Superb music concert in 
Nigeria. Much better than begging. Jazz for peace music concert program in 
Nigeria will help to support this less privilege to stop begging during school 
hour. Nigerians will benefit most from this event. What an interesting program!! 

Duke Onwuka- This program supersedes all I have heard of good work. Jazz for 
peace is 100% humanitarian organization.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEvagt3U3cg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEvagt3U3cg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/contagion-good-new-nigeria-tv-interview-explains-jazz-cerritelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/contagion-good-new-nigeria-tv-interview-explains-jazz-cerritelli/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/contagion-good-new-nigeria-tv-interview-explains-jazz-cerritelli/
https://vimeo.com/355947554
https://vimeo.com/355947554


See complete list here: http://jazzforpeace.org/draft-
quickconfirmationdiscountrequest.pdf

July 7: “Wow this amazing 🙂 …” ~ Angela MK - Namibia

“great mission!….appreciate you! ❤ ” ~ Jesse Guglielmo - NYC

July 5: “👍 🥂 👋 🙂 ” ~ Clovis Coeur - Switzerland

July 3: “That is amazing” ~ Todd Pearson - Miami

July 2: “Amazing work on Africa Rick!!!” ~ Fernando Angel Carranza - 
Argentina

“This is a wonderful opportunity.” ~ Cassandra Pinataro - Classical Vocalist at 
New England Conservatory of Music - Boston, Massachusetts

“Your org looks amazing. I love… Jazz!”~ David Reichel - San Diego

June 30: “Awesome” ~ Dr. Jose Leonardo Leon - Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

June 29: “Great Video and a Great cause.” ~ Gordon Scott - Rayleigh, England

June 26: “Your organization is doing Noble work which I love so much. This is 
the type of vision I am looking forward to support those in needs.” ~ 

June 25: “Wow, this is very cool!” ~ Nikki Armstrong - Los Angeles

“Whoever originated this jazz for peace project for Nigeria, need to be 
congratulated. An event like this, when it comes to pass, will be talk about for 
many months to come.” ~  Gidado Mayowa E. - Nigeria (See entire list of VIP 
comments received today at: http://jazzforpeace.org/nigeriahsdfviplist.pdf )

June 23:  “AWESOME” ~ Nathan East - Los Angeles, California  

“Wow  Amazing” ~ Teresa Marie - Jonesboro, Arkansas

June 20: “Cool!” ~ Piruz Partow - NYC

June 11: “Cool video and nice music ❤ ” ~ Tim Trocke - Chicago

http://jazzforpeace.org/draft-quickconfirmationdiscountrequest.pdf
http://jazzforpeace.org/draft-quickconfirmationdiscountrequest.pdf
http://jazzforpeace.org/draft-quickconfirmationdiscountrequest.pdf
http://jazzforpeace.org/nigeriahsdfviplist.pdf


June 9: “What an amazing experience so beautiful.” ~ Jacqueline Kapinowski - 
Jupiter, Florida (talking about the video: “The Making Of: Let’s send an email to 
Local 802” on Vimeo.

“👍  Awesome” ~ Dawnette Darden - Amityville, New York

June 5: “Beautiful” ~ Debbie Bagnato - Manahawkin, New Jersey

“Very nice” ~ CARLOS OROZCO - Fort Lauderdale, Florida

June 2: “I think what you are doing is absolutely remarkable! This resonates with 
me as the mission behind my voice is to spread love, bring encouragement, and 
help others. Very inspiring!” ~ Cali Summerland - 

June 1: “Wow” ~ François ESSINDI - Paris, France

May 31: “May I add, with all due respect to ALL of the writers of those quotes 
that I like your quote most, especially because I share that belief if I may say so 
myself.” ~ Cali Summerland

May 28: “Fun music on the video.” ~ Greg Turner - Los Angeles

May 27: “You people are doing a great job, more grease to your elbow. God bless 
you all” ~ Dominic Ajefu - Nigeria

“DYNAMIC PEACE RESCUE MISSION INTERNATIONAL & 
INTERNATIONAL OPERATION FOR PEACE AND SECURITY is all set to 
collaborate and cooperate with Jazz for Peace and cultural events tour, with my 
great VIP 23 reliable team members that will bring-stand with me as VIP, of 
which am well satisfied that each everyone of them will fulfill the principles of 
this great event by making sure everyone of theirs team members attend 
respectively as planned, I believe with this new opportunities-development as to 
global peace agenda summit in Abuja Nigeria is going to bring smile on 
everyone faces in the end successfully.- 
For dynamic peace rescue mission international & International operation for 
peace and security.”- Comrade. Ambassador. Admiral. Commandant. Director. 
Controller. Hon. Ibrahim Hamed Opeyemi.



May 26: “I loved this. Mr. Rick thank you” ~ Lorence Poteat - Los Angeles

“I saw your tour videos. Great vibes. Jumping-in-Kenya!” ~ Kevin Gaudette - 
San Luis Potosí, Mexico 

May 25: “Great initiative brother” ~ Jeanne Bastos - Salvador, Bahia

May 22: “I would love to reward JAZZ for PEACE with the special BOOKS for 
PEACE 2020 CONCERT award covid19 in Nigeria. would you send me all the 
information to fill in the award form?….. Thanks, it would be fantastic” God 
Bless You All. ~ Antonio Imeneo - FUNVIC EUROPE Director (FUNVIC 
UNESCO CLUB Brasile member BFUCA WFUCA) Director of the International 
Research Center FUNVIC Europa / Director General of International Volunteer 
Corps OSMBA (Orden de Caballeros de Nuestra Senora  SANTA MARIA de 
Buenos Aires) / Parlamento Mundial de Educaciòn PAME / Resp.le Italia / 
Member Consejo Iberoamericano en Honor a la Calidad Educativa / UPF Medical 
Assistance (Universal Peace Federation ngo UN/ECOSOC) UPF Sport for Peace  
(Universal Peace Federation ngo UN/ECOSOC)

May 21: “I love your great work Rick” ~ Richard DiPilla - Ocean City, MD

May 19: “Great work Rick!” ~ Chrissy Neaves - Mordialloc, Victoria, Australia

May 18: “Oh, wow…..That’s awesome” ~ Salvatore Sebergandio, Los Angeles

May 15: “I really love your focus on fundraising” ~ Ani Patty, Kelseyville, 
California 

May 10: “beautiful goals :)” ~  Liam Sonary - NYC

May 9: “awesome work Rick, love it.” ~ Salvatore Sebergandio - Los Angeles

May 8: “Jazz for Peace has brought a wonderful message every where they 
perform. Theres a reason they all work together for the better good. By 
awareness of what they have accomplished and the love they bring with them. 
Its worth the time because Jazz for Peace is the cog in this mission and the world 
SHOULD sing its praises.” ~ Lori LeDonne - Shelton, Connecticut



May 7: “Wonderful project. I think a public organization dedicated to jazz 
education could be the best recipient for this funding.” ~ Federico Antin - 
Argentina

May 6: “Wow - that's beautiful. …..Dizzy was the real deal - how great for you to 
be connected so closely. Great musical work here! Thank you!” ~ Bill Protzmann - 
San Diego

May 5: “You are so an amazing Jazz musician, love you Rick.” ~ Ibrahim Hamed 
Opeyemi - Nigeria (as left below this video performance of the Classic Jazz 
Standard “You Must Believe In Spring” - https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=bI8_EmS_mk8&lc=Ugx_wUdG9sPUgmRiK8F4AaABAg )

April 27: “Awesome”  ~ Donald Robinson - Narberth, Pennsylvania 

“Niiiiice….I think its great what you are doing” ~ Roland Brooks - Baltimore, 
Maryland

April 26: “The video sounds awesome…!” ~ Girum Mezmur - Ethiopia

April 22; “You’re such an inspiration!  Thank you for all you do Rick. It’s people 
like you who make a difference in this world 💜 ✊ ” ~ Jacy Karmen (Ohitika 
Win) - Brisbane, Australia 

April 21: “I love it. Love to play with Rick. He Rocks ~ Tony lujan - Albuquerque, 
New Mexico

“Waouw sounds great” ~ Benjamin Cimballi,ThekkoMusic - Barcelona

April 20: “Your work looks amazing. Bravo” ~ Sharny Russell - New South 
Wales, Australia 

April 17: “many thanks for your precious HELP and for all what did with me!” ~ 
Abderrazak BEN HAMMOUDA - Tunisia

April 15: “Wow great video” ~  Ricardo Johnson - Miami

“Excellent” ~ SEAN FRIDAY - Trinidad

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bI8_EmS_mk8&lc=Ugx_wUdG9sPUgmRiK8F4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bI8_EmS_mk8&lc=Ugx_wUdG9sPUgmRiK8F4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bI8_EmS_mk8&lc=Ugx_wUdG9sPUgmRiK8F4AaABAg


BELOW ARE THE NAMES & COMMENTS OF OUR “JAZZ FOR PEACE 2021 
HISTORIC NIGHT IN TUNISIA” VIP INVITATION TEAM!

If you are a friend, family member or supporter of any of the people listed below 
we look forward to adding YOUR name and comment to this list and welcoming 
YOU and your accompanying guest(s) to receive all of the perks and amenities 
that will be offered to you as VIP GUEST OF HONOR ATTENDEES of this 
historic event!

1. Hedi KHLIFI : A dream event, never believed that it will be organized in 
Tunisia, jazz for peace is a sustainable innovation and beneficial for all peoples of 
the world. 

2. Tarek FARHAT : With this exceptional event our country will enter the history 
of JAZZ for the peace from a great door towards the conduct of positive change 

3. Khaled GHRISS : I look forward to this action; I heard for the first time that 
there is an organization called JAZZ FOR PEACE in the USA of international 
scope and with noble objectives for humanity in this case peace! 

4. Samia NACERI : The program is radiant in history with very well engraved 
imprints, its rays will further clarify our vision for peace and human relations. 

5. Fayçal MEZHOUDI : This is the first time I hear about JAZZ FOR PEACE, but 
the program is very attractive for the noble objective, I also wish the integration 
on the environmental side that can be supported in the affirmative. 

6. Taoufik NASFI : A very rich program, with all my compliments for the 
management team, and especially for the singers, who are real accelerators of 
cause of peace in the world. 

7. Tarek FARHAT : This is how we can build an international partnership relating 
to peace and local and economic development; it’s really an attractive program. 

8. Nejib DEROUCH : The easy steps of this program allow a large number of 
organizations or individuals to quickly benefit from adequate funding for the 
good of others!!! 



9. Mounir GUFRACH : This is new for me but its content is excellent, to know 
where we are with someone, just listen to the jazz together that is full of love and 
peace.. 

10. Houcem AGREBI : As soon as I listen to jazz, I get back on my feet in an 
endless sky, this program deserves a lot of respect and to be valued especially as 
it assists associations to achieve human objectives. 

11. Nouri BOUROUKBA : Music and life are all about style. There are only two 
things: it is the love and the music of Jazz, The idea of JAZZ FOR PEACE, is 
fantastic it is intrinsic to highlight it we must go together very far towards a 
fruitful international cooperation and stimulating human rights. 

12. Boulbaba DHRAOUI Playing jazz is like telling a story. Once the music is 
gone and the piece is finished, there must be nothing left but happiness! A work 
eternal and that has no limit where borders is the oxygen ball for humanity 
hating terrorism its horizon is human affection to the infinite 

13. Othman ZAHAG - Jazz is, in my opinion, the highest theoretical expression. 
Therefore, it contains brotherhood. And I believe that with brotherhood there 
would be no poverty, no war. 

14. Mokhtar ZANAD - Real music is silence and all the notes only frame this 
silence, the program of JAZZ FOR PEACE is faithful to its customs by its 
unlimited supports for organizations in the world especially I like the objective 
of the gender equality. 

15. Abdelkrim ABDELKEBIR - When I think of the benefit of the JAZZ, the 
richness it brings, the nobility it gives, the emphasis it places on all our thoughts, 
on our feelings and on our emotions, I am amazed that its teaching is not 
absolutely compulsory and pushed very far, everywhere, without failure, to 
conclude the JAZZ FOR PEACE program remains deserving of all support and 
respect given its noble goals for humanity.. 

16. Taoufik LAABIDI - Music, the most sensual of the arts for souls in love, 
simply beautiful, the JAZZ FOR PEACE program! 



17. Jameleddine JAMEL : I love Jazz music, it is so noisy that you can talk all the 
time without others being able to hear what we say, the persistence of the 
program every year argues its success and its international influence! 

18. Tarek BOUCHEMMAOUI : The music of JAZZ, can make people better, you 
just have to constantly inject them with the plan drawn up by the team JAZZ 
FOR PEACE is very well put together from where many countries and 
associations are attached to your honest opportunities. . 

19. Walid LOUKIL : When can a saxophone give us a glimpse of another world? 
it is thanks to the consistent work of your organization that we will be able to 
bring about profound changes in our world towards sustainable peace.. 

20. Ikram BALGHAGI : If music is so dear to us, it is because it is the deepest 
word of the soul, the harmonious cry of its joy and pain, the actions of JAZZ FOR 
PEACE throughout its history have helped to relieve a lot of people's suffering, 
thank you JAZZ TEAM in USA! 

21. Salah GHANEM : We should ask ourselves what the music tells us, not only 
about ourselves, but also about the cosmos, JAZZ FOR PEACE FOUDATION has 
helped many of the disadvantaged people to realize their dream in life with the 
tendency towards social balance by rooting peace. 

22. Mokhtar FARHAT : Music helps us build our spiritual lives, soothes us, 
consoles us, gives us joy, makes us cheerful, makes us dance, sing. This is new to 
me but excellent program, I wish to JAZZ FOR PEACE team brilliant success in 
Tunisia 2021. 

23. Lotfi HADDAD : There is no difference between music, love and the 
wonderful actions of the JAZZ FOR PEACE foundation through its positive 
impact on many organizations and aggrieved people who have become saved. 
Thank you very much for all what you do ! 

24. Fawaz ATTOISSI : Whoever is able to feel passion is that he can inspire it. 
What we play is life, and the enthusiastic work of JAZZ FOR PEACE remains 
extraordinary given its human resources and especially their distinctive skills, 
they deserve to be saluted and towards more opportunity for a fair and 
sustainable, the world will always need your noble actions!!! 



April 14: “Awesome work Rick - so selfless . You deserve a BIG “way to go” and 
thank you for being a roll model!” ~ Lori LeDonne - Shelton, Connecticut

“I love it, Rick!” ~ Mark Schwartz - Phoenix, Arizona

April 13: “ I love your organization” ~ MIKEY ADAM COHEN - San Diego

April 9: “What a band!” ~ Les Leith - Tampa/St. Petersburg, Florida 

April 8: “I am forever willing to Serve and support….for it truly Is the Light at 
the end of the tunnel which reflects from the Artist, Musician their Music Lyrics 
and uplifting sounds, of the never ending story of glorious moments filled with 
both sorrow and pain, and Merciful Joy.” ~ Hank Renovato - Las Vegas

April 7: “That’s great” ~ Dan Borges - Boston

April 2: “Beautiful” ~ Donald Draft Jr - Philadelphia

April 1: “Wow” ~ R Albanese - NYC

March 31: “Love the jazz for peace idea.” ~ Justin Perkins - Boulder, CO

March 30: “Wow” ~ Andy Fhiyahshua Jackson - Jamaica

March 27: “Beautiful” ~ Mark Noble - Somerset, UK

BELOW IS THE JAZZ FOR PEACE VELVET VOICE SOCIETY VIP INVITATION 
TEAM LIST OF NAMES & COMMENTS.

If you are a friend, family member or supporter of any of the people listed 
below we look forward to adding YOUR name and comment to this list and 
welcoming YOU and your accompanying guest(s) to receive all of the perks 
and amenities that will be offered to you as VIP GUEST OF HONOR 
ATTENDEES of this historic event in South Florida! 

1. Irma Argro  - This looks like a good program for The Velvet Voice Society 
to achieve their goals, helping others. Many blessings to come. 

2. Russell Moore - Jazz for peace is a perfect fit for the Velvet Voice 
Society, for good exposure and support. You can count on me. 



3.  Gary Baxter - You finally found a program that gets to the point of 
achievement. Good chance to show them what this plan can do for you. 

4.  David Kent - I think that this is an excellent way to get exposure while 
raising funding for any organization. All the best! 

5.  Marlene Dawson - What a wonderful way to achieve your goals by 
spreading the news and helping each other, a perfect fit for The Velvet Voice 
Society. I will be there in support. 

6.  Robin Harris - I cant wait to see what Mr. Cole does with this golden 
opportunity, I think it's wonderful. God Bless you. 

7.  Fred Schecter - For years I have cruised and have been wishing to see 
Mr. Cole perform at sea, that once I saw this opportunity to expose the 
entire organization, I knew that this would be the direction for Mr. Cole to 
lead his musicians to glory. This program will make that happen. Thank you 
Jazz for Peace! 

8.   Brenda Vegan - I never knew of this program, so well put together to 
make a difference. The Velvet Voice Society will do great things working with 
Jazz for Peace opportunity. 
          
9.   David Tejada -  Jazz for Peace looks like a straight forward and a non-
complicated way to get the point across by doing. When you're in the 
winning circle, you can achieve so much more. 

10.   Ronaldo Rodriquez - My whole family has been following in support 
of Mr. Coles's for years and now his organization since it was The Velvet  
 Voice Productions, he just has a way of making things look easy. I think that 
this program will bring the necessary support he needs to fly. My family is 
there with you Mr. Cole. 

11.  Trina Gibbson - I like how well organized this program is and I know of 
a few friends that would also be interested in applying, I will have to tell a 
few friends. I believe that this is a very good way to grow your business, I'm 
impressed you can count on my support. 

12.  Milton Davison - I support The Velvet Voice Society and whatever they 
decided to do concerning entertainment for our youth and this program jazz 
for peace looks like a winner for moving in the right direction. Good luck and 
all the best, I will spread the word for a good turnout. 



13. Brian Smith - Anytime you can find a unique program that can give 
organizations a chance to build, its always going to be worth pursuing. I 
believe in Mr.  Cole and his relentless pursuit to achieve. All the best! 

14. Gina Lebron - What a Great program for supporting organizations that 
are doing their very best to help others, I had some time to look over jazz 
for peace and it is a very attractive way to gain support, after all, who 
doesn't like entertainment, like having fun while you work. So I support this 
in every way.   Thanks, Jazz! 

15. Debbie Dubois - Velvet Voice will do great things, once they have the 
funding, I am sure of that knowing what they have done so far without 
funding at all. I will be there with you guys. 

16. Patrick Watson - This seems a bit too good to be true but I hope that it 
is exactly what is needed and I wish you all the best Darrell with this project. 
Count me in. 

17. Stephany Davis - Cuz you have always been an inspiration, make this 
work for you and your artists to have a better future. I think the program is 
definitely worth getting involved in, a special opportunity. Lots of love hugs 
and kisses. 

18. Debon Andrews - People should know about this program and they 
should always work with jazz for peace because it looks like a very strong 
effort to achieve funding. Not only that but others get to know what can be 
done to move forward with great ideas. 

19.   Anthony Davis -  I cant wait to see how your organization will benefit, 
knowing how caring you are. The artists will be so excited and 
grateful, knowing that they are on their way. Thank you, Jazz For Peace. 

20.   Brian Tobias -  I am glad that Jazz for Peace knows who they are 
working with because Velvet Voice is a fantastic live performing and 
educational organization. Once they see what they can do, this will become 
even bigger than ever before. Good luck to you guys and all your efforts, I 
support you.  

21.   Cheryl Austin-Chaney -  "Thank you Rick DellaRatta for your timely 
creation of 'Jazz For Peace'. As you have said, music is the universal 
platform that unites people around the world. Kudos to your organization 
for promoting unity and peace across cultures through the performance of 
music".  



      
22.  Wendy Simmons - Jazz for Peace has the right idea in getting 

businesses involved to participate in this program as a way of exposure and 
also they seem to give credibility to the idea that they believe in you and so 

should everyone else. Thank you, Jazz For Peace! 

23.    Tanya Thompson - As I read through this document, I felt inspired 
that such a passionate organization as The Velvet Voice Society had run into 
this phenomenal opportunity. I know Darrell Cole and how he shines, so it 
was a no brainer for me that this is a winning combo. Let's see this happen, 
we are ready, lights camera action! 

24. Derrick Argro - Pretty amazing stuff that all of this could be possible 
and yet since they have done the groundbreaking over the years with a 
proven track record, so it would be the most relevant and direct approach to 
funding entertainment organizations. Great plan. 

March 26: “Keep up the great work” ~ Duane Eubanks - West Nyack, NY

“Brilliant!” ~ Bruce A. Hawes - Philadelphia

“Wow” ~ Steven Kite Jr - Kinston, North Carolina 

“Wow” - JOYCHANDRAN VU3JOY - Mumbai, India 

“Very cool! “ ~ Greg Szaro - Bway Drummer - NYC 

March 24: “Your work is very commendable” ~ arya ahmadi - Baneh County, 
Kurdistan, Iran

“Keep up your admirable work!” ~ Glen Macdonald - Westfield, New Jersey

March 22: “Love it!” ~ Dr. Tina Michelle - Phoenix, Arizona

“Righteous.  Much thanks” ~ Lasana Akachi, NYC

March 14: “Beautiful. Great sound” ~ Michael Nicholoff - Modesto, California 

March 12:  “Fantástico... show!” ~ Marcos (Marcão Trombone) Roberto Corrêa da 
Conceição - Franco da Rocha, São Paulo, Brazil



March 7: “great video” ~ Nicole Bittar - Melbourne, Australia 

Feb. 29: “Wow! That's amazing. ….Great work you are doing” ~ Bill Protzmann - 
San Diego

Feb. 27: “The music is Great 💜 🙏 ” ~ Dr. Kenneth Dickerson, Washington, DC

“The video and what you are doing are ..wonderful” ~ Alyce Brodoff - San 
Francisco

“Nice video! Sounds gr8” ~ Gene Baker - Los Angeles

Feb. 26: “That’s awesome” ~ George Freitas - Orange County, Calif.

Feb. 25: “ i think what you guys are doing is awesome 🙏 ” ~ Lorence Poteat - 
Los Angeles

Feb. 24: “Wow” - Ashira Wijesinghe - NYC

Feb. 19: “Maximum Respect” ~ Kaya Manga - Paris

Feb. 18: “Beautiful….I love the concept of Know The Funder” ~ Jake Strauss - 
Brooklyn, NY

“Great video” ~ Jimmy Spice Curry - New York, New York

“Keep up the important and inspiring work!” ~ Joon S. Han - San Diego

Feb. 17: “Your outstanding team members are doing very well. It is 
heartwarming to be blessed with such committed persons ..I am working 
closely…to advance to the next step.” ~ Ukpeme Akpan Okon - Nigeria

Feb. 16: “your music is fabulous.” ~ Lisa Ennis - Denville, NJ

“Awesome!” ~  Tina Elmergreen - Dallas/Fort Worth 

“Wow” ~ Ashira Wijesinghe - NYC

Feb. 13: “Awesome !!” ~ Jared Lewis - Canada

“Keep up the great work!” ~ Dion McInnis - Huntsville, Texas



Feb. 10: “Thats amazing” ~ Ms.Trace  - Adelaide, Australia

Feb. 7: “Beautiful” ~ Heidi Little - Buda Texas

Feb. 6: “your jazz efforts look amazing!”🎼 🎤 🎹  ~ Trish Causey, NYC

“Wow" ~ Godwin Odus - Bronx

“Wow” ~ Rupert Cheek - Kingston upon Thames, UK

Feb. 4: “Cool!” ~ Brian K. Housh - Yellow Springs, Ohio

Feb. 3: “Beautiful” ~ Frank Renovato - Las Vegas

Feb. 1: “This is awesome! “ ~ Marie Gabrielle - NYC

Jan. 30: “Oh, wow” - Assane Ndiadiane NDIAYE - Senegal

Jan. 29: “beautiful” ~ Zahra Rostami  - Istanbul, Turkey

“Beautiful” ~ Philippe EFFA  - Cameroon

“Great info, very nice ….love what you are doing.” ~ Danie Cortese - Canada  

“Wow Congratulations” Abdul Hameed Jamali - President at EQUALITY FOR 
ALL Organization - Pakistan 

Jan. 28: “Beautiful” ~ Evgenia (GéNIA) Chudinovich - London

“very proud of you” ~ Sean Brian - Las Vegas

Jan. 23: “Wow” ~ Richard Kates Jr - Philadelphia 

Jan. 21: “I’ve been looking into what you guys do….and I’m really impressed 
with all that you’ve accomplished.” ~ Tom Bell - Tampa, Fla.

Jan. 17: “Congratulations, courage, and success!” ~ Guy CREQUIE - Lyon, France

“Great” ~ Dr. Rev. M. R. "Doc" Michaud - Boston



Jan. 15: “Wow! This is something!!!!! Great lyrics/images and video!!” ~ Georgia 
Paris - Boston, Mass. (Talking about the video - Hear Jazz for Peace perform Billy 
Stayhorn’s Classic ISFAHAN: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=v_ahjHHM7-s )

“That was amazing” ~  Angela Moore - Sydney, Australia (commenting on Our 
brand NEW video filmed on our latest trip to Africa and designed to help 
revitalize our countries Unions. It also contains the direct link to obtain this 
Grant!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI )

“This is such a monumentally profound and wonderful thing Rick. What you've 
done is of tremendous import towards the evolutionary escalation of 
humankind.” ~ Eric Stadler - St. Louis

Jan. 14: “That’s awesome” ~ Eric Stadler - St. Louis

Jan. 13: “What an awesome cause!!  Great job!” ~ Sandra K. Lynne - DC

Jan. 7: “This is a great achievement for Jazz for Peace for your Outstanding work 
to promote peace through music.We look forward to your proposed concert here 

in Kenya.” ~ JORAM MATHENGE - Executive Director at Kiangure Springs 
Environment Initiative, Kenya

Jan. 6: “Perfecto” ~ Luis Lugo - Argentina

Jan. 5: “That’s awesome!” ~ Laura Luther - Pflugerville, Texas

Jan. 4 “Great that you are doing great things!!You should be very proud! I am 
proud to know You!!” ~ ~ Linda Reindel - Westwood, NJ

Jan. 3: ”Beautiful  Love it” ~ Thomas Alexander - Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

“Wow” ~ Virginia Simmons - Macon, GA

Jan. 2: “This would be an amazing way to not only gather our supporters, 
families and friends in one place to thank them, but to also provide education on 
the devastating epidemic of homelessness.” ~ Leah Henry, Project Coordinator - 
Dudes Ranch Rescue/Animal Aid Network.org - Lancaster, CA (LA County)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_ahjHHM7-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_ahjHHM7-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI


“I am humbled by your presence and efforts to bring about change  and so much 
more.” ~ Hank Renovato - Las Vegas

December 26: Translation: “VERY interesting video; combines two of my great 
passions: jazz and civil commitment. So far I have never found a way to deepen 
the second, nor to join it with the first, so I thank you for this in a particular 
way!” ~ Alessandro Loi - Grugliasco, Piedmont, Italy 

“Grazie a te, Debra! Video MOLTO interessante; unisce due mie grandi passioni: 
jazz e impegno civile. Finora non ho mai trovato il modo per approfondire la 
seconda, né tantomeno per unirla alla prima, così ti ringrazio per questo in modo 
particolare!”

Dec. 25: “Wow” ~ Lori Blum-Fagien - Delray Beach, Florida 

Dec. 24: “Wow” ~ John Gist - Las Cruces, New Mexico

Dec. 20: “This sounds great.” ~ John Henry Soto - Bayonne, New Jersey

Dec. 19: “nice work thats so nice.” ~ Sophia Daniz - Charlotte, NC

Dec. 18: “I’d love to learn more…. I have followed the evolution Jazz for Peace 
and been inspired by the work accomplished over the years.” ~ Yvette Dubel - 
Greenville, North Carolina  

"Wow  Amazing  Congrats" - Sean Lamb - Charleston, South Carolina 

“Always great to connect with people that strive to make a difference.” ~ Carl 
Norloff Jr. - Boston

Dec. 15: “Wow” ~ Jamil Lima - Sao Paulo, Brazil

Dec. 11: Random Excerpt from over 100 VIP Comments which arrived today 
from Abuja, Nigeria:

“Jazz for peace is a remarkable idea and a smart and attractive way to negotiate 
for peace in Africa.”

“Nice music video. I like the idea of coming to Nigeria.”



“I'd really love to see this live”….“such talent.”

“Nice video. I definitely can't miss this being a fan of jazz myself.”

“Beautiful!!…..it brings togetherness, jazz for peace concert will change souls.”

See all 100 plus VIP Guests of Honor (over 200 VIP’s total including their 
accompanied guests) for this event and read their actual comments in their own 
words here! - https://jazzforpeace.org/viplistnigeria.pdf

Dec. 11: “great undertaking, congratulations and I also like your all blues solo in 
the video …” ~ Wolfgang Seligo - Perchtoldsdorf, Austria

Dec. 10: “wow!! Had a good look around, you are doing great work!” ~ Hellmut 
Wolf - Reutlingen, Baden-Württemberg, Germany

Dec. 7: “Jazz for Peace has recently become my major preoccupation, and I'm 
working steadfastly to progress with the needful steps. ~ Ukpeme Okon, Nigeria

“Wow” ~ Jerome Taylor - Chicago

“I loved it! I didn't want it to end!” ~ Amy Elizabeth Taylor (O’Leary - 
Middleboro, Massachusetts 

Dec. 6: ”I am impressed & inspired you are calling out the Unions (who are in 
bed w/corporate) & create the "orgy of hypocrisy".  TRUE DAT!” ~ Lisa 
Schumacher, NYC

Dec. 5: “Thank you and congrats for your great work!” ~ Irini Tsirakidis - Greece

“Well done” ~ Barry Walker - Coffs Harbour, Australia 

Dec. 4: “Looks like a great project.” Scott Swinney - DC

Dec. 1: “Wow…Amazing 👍 👍 ” ~ Tony lujan - Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Nov. 29:  “Reconnecting with the youth in Abuja and it's environs with 
music…..my plan is to organize music classes for (and also teach) youngsters 
between the ages of ten and twenty one using the Jazz for Peace Event as a pivot 

https://jazzforpeace.org/viplistnigeria.pdf


for balancing the mental health of many youngsters….inviting more professional 
motivational speakers, purchasing music equipment and hiring instructors and 
hopefully, expanding this dream and the impact of a stable and peaceful society.” 
~ Patrick E. Eteng - Nigeria

“Wow” ~ Lori Smith - Nashville

Nov. 26: “I love it” ~ Georgia Paris - Boston, Mass.

Nov. 19: “Awesomeness 💜 ” ~ Apollonia Kotero - Los Angeles

Nov. 18: “Thank you for… this thrilling video which I watch on my birth day. As 
a peace activist displaced by the genocide going on in Cameroon with human 
and environmental calamity, it touches my heart to see how with you we can 
organize an international Jazz festival for the benefit of the orphans of the war in 
Ambazonia. How can you help this process to happen? In Community with Love 
& Peace,” ~ Konkankoh Joshua Ngwa - Cameroon

“Wow” ~ Brandon Maddox - Nashville

Nov. 17: “I have watched the video on your visit to Africa and even to Kenya 
Baba Dogo. I acknowledge your effort in helping communities fight this 
multibillion cooperation and entities against destroying the ecosystem, earth’s 
environment and oceans for example in Africa, we are faced with challenges like 
water and air pollution, deforestation, desertification, poverty, hunger strikes  
and low standards of living. Despite all the above, governments do not seem to 
bother. I hope your organization stays in the front line against these multibilliion 
organization entities in order to continue  assisting more  and more people.” ~ 
Lucy Sure - Nairobi, Kenya

Nov. 15: “Inspiring work Rick, I'm proud of you. Coincidentally I come from a 
trade union back ground……I worked on a development project in Mozambique 
and was involved in the anti-apartheid movement so feel connected to Africa as 
well…….Many thanks for caring.” ~ Kevin Hester - Aukland, New Zealand

Nov. 8: “The Making of Let's Send an Email to Local 802" by Rick DellaRatta. The 
video kicked off with a very captivating subject matter and some bygone events 
that happened in Africa, it drew special attention to Inter-community. From the 



video seen so far, I understand that the concert was attended by people of all 
backgrounds, religious beliefs, race and culture with the purpose of building a 
world where peace, equality and justice shall reign. It would be a great privilege 
to be receiving this benefit concert grant from the foundation, and to bring such a 
highly exciting show that has earned its place as one of the most significant 
cultural events of our time!” ~  Gideon Edache Simon - Abuja, Nigeria

Nov. 4: “Great Song! Great Message!” ~ Leslie Nolan - NYC

“Beautiful” ~ Sylvanus S. Murray - Sierra Leone

Oct. 29: “Hi Debra, thanks for your encouragement, which has helped me in the 
process. As a Trailblazer, I am grateful for this opportunity to be a pacesetter 
again, through Jazz for Peace's historic presence in Nigeria. I look forward to 
completing the VIP expansion stage, and excited about the exciting event 
confirmation day. In peace, and solidarity, Ukpeme” ~ Ukpeme Akpan Okon  - 
Abuja, Nigeria

Oct. 28: “Very nice!” ~ Eric Cohen - Liverpool, New York 

 ”Fantastic👏 👏 “ ~ Tiziana Njeri - Nairobi, Kenya 

“Very impressive…! I had no doubt you were taking this to the next level…” ~ 
Bradley Stoler - NYC

Oct. 24: “awesome video.... I really appreciate it!” ~ Aubin Oscar Zoetyande - 
Burkina Faso

Oct. 23: “As you celebrate your birthday, I just want you to know that In life you 
will realize that there is a purpose for every person you meet! Some are there to 
test you, some will use you, some will teach you and some will bring out the best 
in you. Some may cause you pain but you'll learn to move on! So let go of the 
people who can't treat you right and hold on to those who love you and see your 
worth. The only person who can hurt you is yourself for holding on to the things 
that are not there anymore. No one can hurt you more than the way you will hurt 
yourself & Remember, the gift of life is life itself... .. God gave a gift to the world 
when you were born - A person who loves, who cares, who sees a person needs 
and feels it. A person who encourages and lifts people up, A person who spends 



energy on  more than himself, Someone who touches each life he enters and 
makes a difference in the world because ripples of kindness flow outward as 
each person you have touched, touches others. Your birthday deserves to be an 
international holiday because you are a special treasure for all that you've 
done. May the love you have shown to others return to you multiplied. I wish 
you the happiest of birthdays and many, many more so that others have time to 
appreciate you as much as I do. HAPPY BIRTHDAY ONCE AGAIN” ~ Price John 
- Nairobi, Kenya

Oct. 21: “Thank you so much!” ~ Patrick Longo - Albany, New York 

Oct. 18: “What a great project. Herbie Hancock has to be one of the finest 
musicians on the planet. Keep it going man” ~ Jonathan Hennessey-Brown - 
Burpham, Surrey, United Kingdom

Oct. 14: “This is absolutely one of the highest levels of professional jazz music for 
mature and experienced listeners. It's amazing how those few could put together 
such awesome music. You would almost believe an orchestra was behind all that 
if you weren't watching.” ~ Patrick Eteng - Abuja, Nigeria

Oct. 10: “Warm greetings!  I am excited about this great opportunity for the first 
ever Jazz for Peace appearance in the history of Nigeria.   I have also explored 
possible collaboration with a forthcoming Jazz Festival in Abuja.  I am still 
collating the comments. I have 9 comments at the moment, and waiting for at 
least 15, before sending them to you.  There are no questions from the VIPs as 
yet.”  ~ Ukpeme Ambassador for Peace, Author of award-winning The Values 
String: A book on Transitional Life, Compelling Fulfillment, and Profound Peace. 
www.thevaluesstring.com

Oct. 9: “Jazz for Peace is an extraordinary project. Music, culture, stories can 
change the destiny of a territory. I'd like to design something together with you. “ 
- Vittorio Macioce - Rome, Italy

Oct. 6: WOW! ~ Phyllis Fox Olchowski - Saint Augustine, Florida

“Very nice” ~  Ken Abraham - Dover, Delaware

Oct. 5: “Beautiful” ~ Laszlo Leonardo Bihary - Leonding, Austria

http://www.thevaluesstring.com


Oct. 4: “I am happy to be involved in this remarkable process. I'm thankful that I 
discovered Jazz for Peace! I am grateful to you for your time, responses, and 
assistance.” ~ Ukpeme Akpan Okon  - Abuja, Nigeria

Oct. 3:  “I enjoyed the video —"The Making of Let's Send an Email to Local 802" 
by Rick DellaRatta, a jazz singer and pianist, peace activist, and advocate of the 
common interests of professional musicians, through the American Federation of 
Musicians Local 802. The video commenced with an impressive 
historical introduction, and highlighted lofty issues such as: environmental 
harmony for peace, youth empowerment, fair representation, helping helpers, 
accountability, among others. Rick DellaRatta's advocacy, as seen in other videos 
extends the essence of goodwill, and leaving a legacy of good works by planting 
the seed of one, which yields roots of many. I will be happy to obtain this 
funding.” ~  With thanks, regards, and peace. Ukpeme Akpan Okon - Abuja, 
Nigeria  Founder - Guild of Adjudicators in Nigeria (GAIN), Ambassador for 
Peace, and Author of award-winning The Values String: A book on Transitional 
Life, Compelling Fulfillment, and Profound Peace. www.thevaluesstring.com

Oct. 2: “Jazz for Peace lives the reality that music doesn't just help build 
communities, but that music is community!” Peace and blessings, ~ Adam 
Greenwell - New Zealand. 

Sept. 30: “I admire your passion and the work you are doing!” ~ Vic Donnell - 
Gainesville, Florida

Sept. 25: “great work!” ~ Llise Ramos - NYC

Sept. 24: “Thanks for the Jazz !!”  G-rado (gvelezmail velez) Chief Entertainment 
Officer at GVP Productions LLC - Honolulu, Hawaii 

Sept. 23:  “This is great video” ~ Emmanuel Marfo - Ghana (commenting on our 
latest video, “The Making of: Let’s send an email to Local 802” - https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI)

Sept. 22: “I am honored.” ~ Guy McPherson - Westchester, NY  (Our 2020 Jazz for 
Peace Honorary Ambassador Award Nominee)

http://www.thevaluesstring.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI


“I love it. Such passion for you to develop such a great program. “ ~ Marchelle 
Jackson, NYC

Sept. 21: “It’s fantastic. And I’m interested in the grant.” ~  Alexander Carney - 
Astoria, New York

Sept. 19: “Congratulations!” ~ Istvan le, bassiste - Paris

Sept. 16: “I think it’s amazing that this helps so many people. This Grant could 
help me do things that I need to take my music career to the next level.” ~ Shay 
Lynn - Country Music Singer Songwriter Composer Shay Lynn & The Dusty 
Backroads band - Nashville, TN

Sept. 15: “Dear Winner BOOKS Special Award for PEACE 2019, I am pleased, 
happy and honored to put your name in the big BOOKS for PEACE family……” 
See entire Award Letter HERE.

“The video was AWESOME!!! ….You are helping to make the world a better 
place and was wonderful to see and hear on my birthday!!! I am a classical 
pianist……I loved your keyboard solo!!! Many Blessings your way!!!” ~ Eric 
Gottlieb-Vazquez - Miami, Fla

Sept. 12: “Excellent video, beautiful live performance.” ~ Koffi Christophe 
Kouakou - Cote D’Ivoire, Africa

“I think your initiative is fantastic! I'd love to collaborate with you.” ~ 'Alex' 
Alejandro Blanco - Chapel Hill, North Carolina

“Love this!” ~ Amy Goodden, The Music Cafe - Milwaukee 

****All comments above (and below during the month of Sept.) are specifically 
about our brand NEW video filmed on our latest trip to Africa and designed to 
help revitalize our countries Unions contains the direct link for you to obtain this 
Grant!****

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI


Sept. 11: “Amazing” ~ KARORERO DAVID - Denmark 

https://jazzforpeace.org/awardceremony2019.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdh9x1SbScI


Sept. 7: “Wonderful music!” ~ Jean-Marie Audrain - Paris

“Very cool bro...........It's VERY needed!” ~ Jay Rosen - NYC

Sept. 6: ”this video looks wonderful.” ~ Greg D’Alessandro, WWN - NYC

Sept.  2: “Loved the video and music.  I think your efforts are commendable.” ~ 
Linda Lukes - NYC

August 26:  “Beautiful!…..Love it!” ~ Amy Goodden - Milwaukee

“Wow” ~ BUGINGO Annanie - Rwanda, Africa

“excellent videos.   You sound great :)” ~ Jon Seiger - Rochester, NY

“Looking good!” ~ Phil Brink - Bangkok, Thailand

August 23: “Very cool Rick! Keep breaking down the walls that divide!!” ~ Eric 
Elwell - Nashville

“Rick,…. I still remember some of your songs from Boston in the 1980s..."I've 
been mistreated, just can't believe it; and I don't know if I'll ever make it back..." 
Great memories, glad to see you're doing so well. Cheers, ~ Bill O’Connor - San 
Francisco

August 21: “your project is fantastic.” ~ Berta Jottar - NYC

“very joyful.” ~ Ger Madden - Ottawa, Canada 

August 19: “Sounds and looks wonderful” ~ Vasumi Zjikaa - Tasman, New 
Zealand

“Love the video and project. You guys look and sound fantastic!” ~ Randolph 
Borden - Sevierville, Tennessee 

August 17: “Very very Nice 😊 👍 🎶 🍸 ” ~ Alois Rostek - Berlin

“Awesome” ~ Bruce A. Hawes - Philadelphia

August 15: “Cool solo on All Blues!” ~ Christopher Simmons - Toronto, Ontario



Aug. 12;  “Keep up the good work.” ~ Craig Latson - Houston

Aug. 11: “I’m fascinated with the Jazz for Peace concept.” ~ Michael Barton, 
Officer at UNICEF USA - Boca Raton, Florida 

August 10:  “Thank you for being wonderful.” ~ Joanne Hunter-Kemp - Stone 
Mountain, Georgia

August 9: “Great video I loved it” ~ Iara Negrete, NYC

“Keep fighting the good fight. We need peace.” ~ Max Holm - Boston

August 7: “I love it” ~ Clementine Uwingabire - Rwanda

August 6: “Quest Nation networks with musical artists of all genres from all over 
the world.  We have also partnered with "Mothers Against Gun Violence." to join 
in the fight in making our city streets safer.  We have an award winning podcast 
and two very popular radio shows. I have watched the videos, and I must 
applaud what you all have done.  Just watching the footage fills my heart with 
joy and excitement.  It would be an honor to become a part of this movement, 
and to have the heads of your organization as guests  on our shows.” ~ Roy 
Washington - Milwaukee, Wisconsin

“Jazz for Peace is wonderful…….Awesome! :)” ~ Newton Lee - Los Angeles

August 5: ”Jazz for Peace is truly committed to empowering the local community 
by working hard to preserve and celebrate the arts. The world is a better place 
thanks to the work that Rick Della Ratta and Jazz for Peace are doing.” ~ Kayowa 
Tania Kasongo, www.YowaEvents.com - Los Angeles

Comments received from the VIP INVITE Committee members of an upcoming 
event we are planning in Abuja, Nigeria. Please enjoy and STAY TUNED for 
more exciting updates!

Seeing what you are achieving through your selfless service to humanity, I 
am motivated to be a part of this.
Rev. Dr. Mercy Ubile Essein

http://www.yowaevents.com/


This interests me, would love to feel the wholesome joy music fills the soul 
with as well as savor the happiness that comes with touching lives.
Awe Lawrence

This is an exquisite innovation
Garba Anthony Dorori

This is what you call a holistic approach; touching the soul with melody and 
touch the mind, soul and body through the gift of love.
Sadiya Abdulsalam

It is a privilege to be part of this move.
Gegu Umar

I'm so expectant about this upcoming event.
Engr. O.S.V. Oduwole

Took sometime to listen to your music, can't wait to enjoy it live.
Yahaya Abdullahi

An extraordinary achievement, keep it up.
Dr. Francis B.A. Akwash

What an awesome project.
Joshua Eniojukan

I'm impressed by your work, would love to participate in this edition.
Ackot-Joe Dien Räch

you are achieving a great feat through this projects, I have to be part of this 
coming program.
Prof. Jonah Agunwamba

Superb, I'm captivated
Henry Kate 

Wonderful projects, i believe you are coming to Nigeria fully loaded, can't 
wait to experience it.



Hon. Chris Ogbam

This is classy, trendy and at the same time humanistic, keep it up.
Joc Wisdom Onebunne

I love jazz music and what you are doing with it is mind-blowing 
Uchenwoke Faith Uchenna

one word for what jazz for peace is doing; "amazing"
Julius Asaolu

I'm so into this, feeling the feel already.
Odili Johnson

I can't wait to experience live what you have been doing
Idris Usman Muhammed

A great exploit, keep trailblazing.
Hon. Alh. Suleh Maina

Quite intriguing
Godwin Ejodame

This is the type of event the world needs, keep it up.
Garba S. Yaro 

Great job, see you there
Samuel C. Ohaegbulam

Jazz for peace is doing a great job, keep it up
Dr. (Mrs.) Ngozi M. Obichukwu

This is a great idea, I'm in.
Barr. Helen Edwin

What else can I say, thank you for making me part of this great event, see 
you soon.



Blessing Kejeh Promise

It only takes a people with the heart of love and care to always remember 
the needy.
Okechukwu Oforkansi

Good thinking, great service, nice one
Okafor Comfort

Consistency pays, keep it up.
Ijwo Ogah

I'm really interested in the event, please keep me posted
Rev. Dr. Atubowe Chimereze Uchemmadu

Thanks a lot for touching the lives of the less privileged.
Dr. Love Arugu

this event is already a success, can't wait to see the day.
Daso Peter Ojimba

Your love and strength has no boundary, keep the flag flying.
Ramfat, Damian Zwanlnan

Your events have great impact on the society, I believe in your course. keep 
going.
Sarkin Paiko

Noble actions that brings so much joy to the people, I'm glad to be part of 
this.
Imam Abayomi

keep on with the good work.
Dr (Mrs.) Ladi Mairo Shambo

I go with Jazz for Peace
Elder (Dr.) Dabaye L. Shambo



I'm with you and the good work all the way.
Agbionu Clementina Uchenna

Gracefully would be part of this event.
Oziegbe Clementina Uchenna

Example #1.  Helping an organization go from Easy Letter B to Easy 
Letter C on our Easy Steps Link!

Dear Aamir,

Today we learned that even though it is January 31st in the USA, 
it is already February 1st in Abuja, Nigeria! 

Below is an organization that just successfully completed the Easy 
Letter B Step that you are on at this moment (Going from 
Seedling to ROOTS) and is now ready to go to Easy Letter C 
which by EXPANDING these ROOTS to their greatest potential will 
enable them to confirm their Historic Event “With Funds already 
raised for their outstanding cause and IN THEIR BANK 
ACCOUNT!" as our team embarks on our long, laborious and 
wondrous journey to Grow each of the majestic branches of their 
Empowerment Tree!

Please review the VIP List below and let us know if you have any 
questions.

Regards,
The Jazz for Peace Grant Administration Team

From: LUMAZIO PRODUCTION <lumaziopro@gmail.com>
Subject: comments from VIPs

Date: February 1, 2019 at 2:31:46 AM EST

To: Jazz for Peace <info@jazzforpeace.org>


This is a great movement, I feel so fortunate to have known about this great 
move and that I thoroughly enjoy, and I wanted to let you know that you’re 

https://jazzforpeace.org/easystepscomparison.pdf
https://jazzforpeace.org/easystepscomparison.pdf
https://jazzforpeace.wordpress.com/about/


a big part of those who can change the World through your charitable 
works to humanity. Your enthusiasm and support to humankind make it a 
pleasure for me and i want to be part of it. I just thought you should know 
that you’re doing a great job. 

Thank you so much for this great opportunity

H.E. Amb Justin Kingland (Abuja)
Founder JKLFoundation

This is highly commendable, I really appreciate the good work Rick 
DellaRatta and team  is doing.
Demola Sanyaolu 
CEO/Producer BackstageStory TV (Nigeria)

I love your music, I love "Jazz for Peace", I love humanity
Alhaji Abudukerim Kediri
DG National Commission for Museum and Monument, Abuja.

Rick DellaRatta is a blessing to this generation, a rare gem, talented and 
blessed with a heart of gold. I can't wait to meet you in person.
Amb. Lerato Nkabane
Leader, Movement for a Winning South Africa.

Having read through your past exploits and viewed some of the videos, I 
am convinced that there is more in you and greater exploits are ahead, 
Nigeria is anticipating your arrival.
J Leo Uche
CEO Jleo films, Pioneer, Nollywood Action Film Club (Lagos, Nigeria)

You have been an answer to many's request for hope, peace and love. 
"Jazz for peace" is doing great deeds. Rick DellaRatta is inspiring.
Dr. Waheed Musah (Ghana)
Founder and CEO, Hafrikan Prince Art World (HPAW)

This communication of peace and hope through Jazz is amazing. I'm really 
happy to be part of this.
H.E. Amb Rommy Wuhe



Founder, Atomgbe foundation (Nigeria)

Great works guys, keep the fire of peace burning.
Amb. Adams Ijah
Director, Ati Productions (Jos, Nigeria)

I see endless positivity in your pursuit to impact the society through Jazz for 
peace.
Prince Matthew Chiazor
CEO, VM Global African Commodity (UAE, Dubai)

Your music is laudable, and what you do with it (Jazz for Peace) is of 
inestimable value
Kaneng Helen Nyam 
MD/CEO Kaneng foundation Kaneng Foundation(Nigeria)

This is an opportunity for me to impact my community and also to rub 
minds with men of substance, in addition enjoy good music, this is called 
killing three birds with a stone.
Alaribe Betty Eberechukwu
Proptrietress, Victory Int. Christian Academy(Jos)

Rick, you are such an amazing person and your team is the best.
H.E. Amb. Salami Oludare Benjamin
Director, DASLAREE SOLUTION Child Education and Crime 
eradication(Nigeria) 

This is a beautiful contribution to our society, we can't wait to have you and 
your team here in Nigeria
Otunba Jafaru Braimoh
African British in Diaspora NGO UK

The joy and peace you have contributed to the lives of many is evident in 
their testimonials, I'm glad to be part of this.
 Cmrd. Ali Zaki
Chairman, Association of Movie Producers, Kogi State, Nigeria



You have no idea how excited I am about this event and about how long 
this would go to promote peace and unity in Nigeria.
Dr. Prem Parkash Grover
International Governor, The World Leaders Forum

Jazz for Peace is awesome
Amb. Amankwa Albert (Ghana)

I'm so happy about the exploits you and your team are making through 
Jazz for Peace
Director John Dankai
Director, Community Mobilization, Lumazio Global Aid Mission Int,l (Nigeria)

The smiles goodness always brings can't be exchanged for gold, thank you 
for bringing men smiles  
Director Franklin Okoro
MD/CEO, Klinta Communication and Investment co Ltd (Nigeria)

It's the first time I am learning about it and I find it quite interesting
Yibain Emile-Aime Chah
Director, Film Maker (Cameroon)

I'm highly expectant, can't wait to see you replicate your good works once 
more
Rotarian Mark Adams Maimako Q.S. (Nigeria)

Below are VIP Names & Comments submitted on 10/29/18 for “Jazz 
for Peace™ Returns to Portland, Oregon for Voices Set Free!" See one 
of our previous Portland Events HERE

Drucy Swakhammer (Supporter): This sounds like a wonderful idea, and I am very 
excited to get the chance to hear some great Jazz. I think anyone would 
appreciate the efforts of this organization to help with fund raising. Thanks again. 

Joyclyn Bell (Supporter): Thanks so much Ms. Louise, I'm sure I would like to 
particpate and I'm going to look it over right now.  

https://jazzforpeace.org/voicessetfreeevent.pdf
https://jazzforpeace.org/irco.html


Glenna Hayes (Supporter): Looks a bit complicated, but I will help out if you 
decide to do it. 

Kimberly Perez (Secretary/Treasurer): I think Jazz for Peace is a wonderful 
opportunity to raise funds and awareness. Can't wait. 

Ruth Fishburn (MSW therapist at Voices Set Free): I just finished reading the letter 
and watched the video. It looks like this should be a wonderful project to help VSF 
have a strong financial success. It seems complicated to really get started but 
hopefully it will actually be really simple to promote the Jazz for Peace concert. 
Although Jazz is not my favorite kind of music, I don't dislike it - and I am willing to 
pay the $25 to attend the concert and support VSF. Thanks for the email and the 
the information in the attached file! 

Eric Welch (Supporter): I am ecstatic that Voices Set Free has an opportunity to 
put on a Jazz for Peace concert. I would love to support such a wonderful event 
for the agency that has had such a huge impact on my life. Their work around 
Childhood Domestic Violence has had a great impact on my personal growth. 

Terry Swakhammer (Supporter): After reviewing the material, I see this is a very 
good approach to an issue that is a serious social problem right now. This is a 
common sense and practical way to impact the problem. I would encourage 
everyone to support this to the extent they can. 

Matt Johnston (Supporter): Jazz for Peace supports non-profits in doing essential 
work so that they can focus on their missions of helping communities! 

Scott Pressler (Supporter): Sounds like a good idea. Looks like things are going 
well for you. 

Matild Jakab (Board President): Music is truly the universal language of humanity, 
and we at Voices Set Free are proud to work with Jazz for Peace in making use of 
this language to empower children and families that have been impacted by 
violence and trauma so that they may break the cycle of violence and thrive! 
Through music, may we create an ongoing dialogue that can unite people and 
change the world! 

Nina Byrd (Supporter): After watching the video and learning more about Jazz for 
Peace I was impressed to learn they are involved in so many world changing 
initiatives. As a long time fan of the arts this organization has found a winning 
combination. Non-profit organizations across the world are in constant need of 
support and they seem to accomplish that need well. I look forward to learning 



more about their endeavors as they partner with Voices Set Free to raise 
awareness around the important issue of childhood domestic violence.  

Barbara Nelson (Supporter): Voices Set Free is doing a great job of educating 
about the vicissitudes of living with Childhood Trauma. Without intervention and 
education, we are facing generations of children whose life has been stunted by 
insidious setbacks to adulthood. Education is the only way forward, and Voices 
Set Free is the solution.  

Becky Smith (Supporter): What a wonderful opportunity we have in joining Jazz for 
Peace this year. We at Voices Set Free strive to bring about peace at its roots, in 
the home. Through our work with children and their families, peace has a chance 
to bloom in the midst of violence. Thank you Jazz for Peace for being our 
champion of peace worldwide. 

Serene Clowdus (Supporter): I think it is absolutely wonderful Voices Set Free is 
moving forward and becoming more known and people can hear more about it all 
over. I was able to connect with different counselors and different organizations 
that help out the community for children and adults that have lived with domestic 
violence. I think this is a wonderful way for Voices Set Free to grow and be more 
recognized in the world. So, I'm just thrilled about this whole concept of Jazz for 
Peace fundraiser. Being someone who grew up as a child with domestic violence 
and as an adult who experienced it, this is just so wonderful to feel empowered. I 
like the idea of the empowerment tree, as well. Thanks.  
na Bondarchuk (Supporter): Voices Set Free is an amazing and powerful 
organization that provides professional support to victims of domestic violence and 
childhood abuse. The staff of the agency are always available to assist victims and 
survivors and their children, either at the agency's setting our in the courtroom and 
legal system. The agency organized several trainings on Childhood Domestic 
Violence and educated communities on this topic. The agency will benefit from any 
available grants which will help the agency's staff to serve more survivors of 
Childhood DV. 

Michael Simon: I think that Jazz for peace should support Voices Set Free to help 
victims of domestic violence here in Washington County. 

Morgan Comenghagen: There is no question that jazz music is a powerful vehicle 
for human expression, both culturally and spiritually. Jazz for Peace, through the 
power jazz and working with Voices Set Free, is helping children and families 
through their hardships. This is a truly beautiful thing to see 

Dan Ploscar: Jazz was born as a balm on the wounded souls of a suffering 
people, seeing it used by Jazz for Peace and Voices Set Free to help children and 



families that are suffering does right by the spirit of jazz while paying respect to its 
origins. It helps bring us together as a people to help those suffering. 

Anne Perrine: Jazz is the music of empathy, it can convey happiness and joy as 
easily as sadness and heartbreak. Jazz for Peace uses this empathy to break 
down the walls of apathy and help Voices Set Free bring hope to victimized 
children and families, binding us together as a community regardless of our 
differences. 

Lora Baker: I can hardly wait to see what Voices Set Free can do when they team 
up with Jazz for Peace! Voices Set Free has done so much in the past this next 
set is exciting! 

Anya Valsamakis: It would be phenomonal to have a concert that benefits the vital 
work of Voices Set Free. Please count on me to join in and volunteer to help make 
an event like Jazz for Peace a success! More people need to know your 
organization's story and learn about your value to our community! I would love to 
see this event happen! 

Hipsia Keister: I vote yes. It's a great idea/opportunity! 

Jamie Welch: By Voices Set Free and Jazz for Peace coming together to break 
through barriers and unite people, more providers in the community can be 
educated around Childhood Domestic Violence, and more families can be 
empowered by being given the tools to thrive. Voices Set Free and Jazz for Peace 
are doing amazing things by setting souls free together! 

Debbie Breeding: I think a jazz concert local for benefit would be a great idea. I 
look forward to hearing more. 

Laura Rose: I am grateful for the work of passionate people at Voices Set Free to 
make a difference at many levels, for children and families in our community and 
society at large, to heal from trauma.  Music has a profound effect bringing people 
together especially during the holidays.  The world-renowned group Jazz for 
Peace is coming to Oregon this December for an amazing dialog event with 
Voices Set Free through music that you won't want to miss! 

Carlos Briceno: Hello I like ir amor. Thank You! 

Duane Vasquez: Wow what an amazing event that I get to be a part. I'm so glad 
voices set free gets to be involved as well what a wonderful growing experience. 

Daniel Medina: I would love to attend. Sounds amazing. Thank you for the invite :) 



Ariel Fauley: If Jazz for Peace came, it would increase their fundraising ability to 
connect with more partners to increase their funding abilities to increase long-term 
awareness for children who have experienced domestic violence in their home. 

Marianne O'Neill-Tutor: Music is a universal language that promotes unity and 
healing. 

Helen Buckingham: Jazz for Peace is an inspiring event. 

Ailene Farkac: One good thing about music, when it hits you feel no pain… 

Audrey DeCoursey: I look forward to the healing power of music..bringing 
community together. 
Sally Joughlin: Music brings people together to produce peace and justice in the 
world. 
Robin Kellet: Very cool, that's awesome! 
Trisha Elizarde-Miller: Jazz is a wonderful way to bring community together! 
Sheba Hulsing: I would be absolutely thrilled to attend a Jazz for Peace concert, 
especially knowing that the funds would support survivors of Childhood Domestic 
Violence. This sounds like an amazing event and I would love to be a part of it. 

Zach Morris: I'm inspired by Voices Set Free and love Jazz for Peace. It would be 
so great to attend this event 

Amber Woodmansee: I would love to get to hear Jazz for Peace perform in my 
community. 

Robyn Bernard: This sounds so great! I would love to hear these talented jazz 
musicians, especially for a good cause such as this. 

Vanessa Timmons: What I love about Blues is that every note speaks to hope and 
joy in ways that make me want to dance.  

Dan Ryan: Yea, I think Jazz for Peace sounds like a great idea for Voices Set 
Free. 

Erica Buchanin: Jazz concert and a VIP while raising funds for Voices , can't get 
better then that. 

Doyle Smith: JAZZ FOR PEACE is something we all can enjoy together while 
raising money for Voices Set Free, it sounds like something Dual Diagnosis might 
be interested in later as well.  



Carolyn Gailey: JAZZ FOR PEACE HOW COOL is that for them to come to 
oregon for Voices!! 

Julia Yoshimoto: We would love to see jazz for success to bring their talent and 
concert to Voices Set Free! 

August 4: “Lovely video” ~ Pratima Strong - Daytona Beach, Fla.

August 3: “Wow wow. Just took my time to watch your Kenya Concert. 
Fantastic”… “While addressing the VIPS present during my Awards ceremony, I 
made it known to them, that by God's grace, we are bringing into Nigeria, the 
Father of all Jazz musicians. And that is none other than Rick DellaRatta and his 
team.” ~ Lumazio Azubuike - Jos, Nigeria 

July 31:  “the gains of inviting Rick DellaRatta will be presently and futuristically 
productive for LUGAM-I.  LUGAM and members stand to gain international 
prominence  and other benefits. Let us do our best to make this second event 
outstanding. The synergy between LUGAM and J4P will take us far and wide.” ~ 
Amb. Demola SANYAOLU, Africa PRO, LUGAM-I - Nigeria

 “Respected brother Rick and team of JFP,….we are gratefully thankful to you 
for….the support you had given us in the form of Jazz for Peace for the 
eradication of illiteracy from the children of our nation through NLSS. We 
officially appreciate your work, energy and time served to uplift New Life School 
System….for your kind support and all the services that you will do” ~ Aamir 
Isaac Sindhu & Shagufta Aamir, Director and Principal - The New Life School 
System, Lahore, Pakistan. (see full letter below)

  Respected brother Rick and team of JFP,
                                            We are fine,hope so you are fine, God may protect you and keep you all under the shine of His face in 
Jesus Name,Amen.

           We are so much excited to looking forward about the date 11th September 2019, the date when one year of New Life School 
System will be completed. We are thankful to God almighty in Jesus name that we have become able to start the school at 11th 
September,2018 in Bahar Colony Lahore Pakistan. Jesus made this possible to step forward in this regard.

          Secondly we are gratefully thankful to you for all moral support and encouragement and  about the support you had given us 
in the form of Jazz for Peace for the eradication of illiteracy from the children of our nation through NLSS. 
         
          I wished to tell you till date , in that period of time we went in many hurdles,crises, financial problems. but we didn't leave the 
vision to uplift the nation through education,so in its regard God blessed us and we become able to make New Life School System 
in Bahar Colony , Lahore.



 We both husband and wife , Aamir Sindhu & Shagufta Aamir acknowledge the services of JAZZ FOR PEACE  for The New Life 
Ministries Pakistan / New Life School System, we both are thankful to you for being the part of our little ministry.

            We officially appreciate your work, energy and time served to uplift New Life School System. Praying for you ,for your 
business,for your ministry, for your kind support and all the services that you will do for us and God may use you for His Glory alone, 
Amen. 

Looking forward for your reply in the name of Jesus of Nazareth.
Sincerely,
Aamir Isaac Sindhu & Shagufta Aamir
Director and Principal
The New Life School System, Lahore, Pakistan.

“God Bless You and All the Good that you do!!” ~ Kathleen Crispino - Cheshire, 
Connecticut 

July 29: “Wow! Congratulations.” ~ Arthur Howard, NYC

July 28: “Jazz for Peace sounds Amazing!! I Love It! ……You are a Peacemaker!” 
~  Shannan S. Taylor  - Sedona, Arizona 

“I am proud of you my friend…I believe in Jazz for Peace” ~ Nastazia Beikof - 
Athens, Greece

July 27: “Great job !!!” ~ Frank Calderone - NYC

“I think it is a great initiative“ ~ Massimo Battisaldo - Italy

July 26: “Great performance!” ~ Kathleen Crispino - Cheshire, Connecticut

july 24: “Very cool” ~ Barry Boyd - Wilmington, Delaware 

“So powerfully Love this” ~ Marvyn Mack - Marina Del Rey, California  (Talking 
about our latest video - Jazz for Peace™ performs a selection from the Classic 
Miles Davis Album Kind of Blue Live in Africa!  https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ee-yzGmwTSs )

“Excelente” ~ Pedro Enrique - Murcia, Spain

“amazing” ~ Maxmilian Nemec - Spain

July 13: “Thank you….. for this valuable information.” ~ Hervé BEBERT - 
Orleans, France

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee-yzGmwTSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee-yzGmwTSs


July 12: “Rick, I love this!! This is fantastic.” ~ Vincenza Dante - Kingston, New 
York

“Beautiful” ~ Vincent Chimezie - Nigeria

July 9: “Congrats my friend!! You are a Leader!! A visionary, caring human. Also 
talented  warm” ~ kadi princess Sleeman - Sydney, Australia

“Nice” ~ Brenda Higgins - Davenport, Iowa

“Perfecto” ~ Sergio Campos Avilés - Barcelona, Spain

July 8: “Pure GORGEOUSNESS..” ~ Cal Shummon - Chicago, Illinois 

“Rick is a fine musician !!” ~ John Flavin - São Paulo, Brazil 

July 5: “Wow  Amazing  Congrats” ~ Wayne Trager - Edison, New Jersey

July 4: “nice” ~ Raj Bhumihar - Bokaro, Jharkhand, India

“Fantastic..” ~  Yvonne R Sewall - NYC

July 3, 2019:  “Great job” ~ Yorsh Cardenas - Guadalajara, Mexico 

“Fantastic!” ~ Casey Herd - Netherlands

“it is an excellent idea” ~ Mauryne Magdeleyns - Lierneux, Wallonia, Belgium

July 2: “This is awesome” ~ Carmen Garza - Phoenix, Arizona

“Thank you for everything you do and be sure of all my gratitude” ~ 
mhamed ZERIGUI - Algeria

July 1: “Incredible. Great work!” ~ Lisa Ennis - Denville, New Jersey

June 28: “Wow, nice!!” ~ RL Fleming - Nashville, Tennessee 

June 27: “I love jazz music and so seeing this group of jazz artist using their 
music in such a special way was  so so Amazing. and so Touching. Peace is a 
human right that sometimes becomes scarce due to conflicts arising from how we 
share the available resources in the world.By helping Global communities with 



funding to support their people through various projects, your organization is 
greatly contributing to building everlasting peace in the world since your funds 
will help alleviate poverty, injustice, environmental degradation, 
inequality ,disease and other social ills that bring conflict in the world. I strongly 
support this organization which is a gift from Rick Della Ratta and Jazz for Peace 
to the People of the world.” ~ Joram Mathenge,  Executive Director Kiangure 
Springs Environment Initiative - KENYA -EAST AFRICA 
www.kiangurespringsenvironment.org

June 21:  “Congratulations on the amazing work you do at Jazz for Peace!” ~ 
Paul Dice - International Friendship Through the Performing Arts - Eagan, MN

June 14: “This is Great….Your visit is phenomenal.” ~ Alfayo Kemei - Kenya

June 2: “Love it! Thanks for all the great music and work your doing!” ~ Lori 
Gibbs - Salt Lake City, Utah

May 26: “Congratulations, Rick!” ~ Laszlo Gardony - Boston

May 8: “I am…honored to …grant the special Books for Peace 2019 award for 
your valuable artistic cultural activity of Peace.” ~ Prof. Antonio Imeneo  
Director, FUNVIC EU - Rome, Italy

May 5: “Beautiful….thanks” ~ Jesús Briceño - Miranda, Venezuela (commenting 
about Jazz for Peace GrantWatch Feature https://www.facebook.com/
GrantWatch/posts/1244649885687774) Check out  GrantWatch for the very finest 
in Grants!!! 

May 1: “I think it’s a blessing to have someone or organization that would allow 
me to be able to further pursue my music and ministry financially because as an 
independent artist thats where the struggle is” ~ Mr. Pickney - San Pedro, 
California

April 24: ”Jazz is the leader in music. Music is a peace-maker. Therefore, Jazz for 
Peace is the Leader of Peace-Makers. Peace requires love for others. Without any 
love, there would not be peace at all. Your love has driven me to feel free and 
enables me to come to you with boldness for your generous grant program. If I 
am approved to receive a grant support from you, it will make my life and my 

http://www.kiangurespringsenvironment.org/
https://www.facebook.com/GrantWatch/posts/1244649885687774
https://www.facebook.com/GrantWatch/posts/1244649885687774


music ministry much more better than what you could ever imagine.” - 
ThangSian MunKhai (a.k.a. Moon Zomie), Siansiam Christian Music Ministry - 
Yangon, Myanmar

April 23: “It is a great thing you are doing here Rick!” ~ Kyle Greene - Portugal

April 17: “Bless you Brother, Great Man” ~ Cal Shummon - Chicago

April 16:  “I am very inspired by the good works that Jazz For Peace is doing all 
around the world. May God Bless You Always. “ ~ Alissa Lee, Founder Cannabis 
For Children Inc.  Thank You.  www.cannabisforchildren.org  1-937-941-7567 
USA EST

April 13: “What a great cause..... as you know, Louis Armstrong did a lot of work 
all around the world as the "Ambassador of Peace" so its great you are following 
in his footsteps.” ~ Jon Seiger - Rochester, NY

April 11: “Amazing” ~ Khayam Zahoor Sindhu - Lahore, Pakistan (talking about 
the video “Jazz for Peace returns to Kenya!”)

“Love the quote!” ~ Les Leith - Tampa/St. Petersburg, Fl. (talking about the latest 
feature by GrantWatch).  https://www.facebook.com/GrantWatch/posts/
1244649885687774

“wow” ~ Chibuzo Governor Nwachukwu - Nigeria

April 10: “Jazz for Peace has not only been a crucial instrument to unite people of 
various culture, nationalities, races or religion, but it has also been a great 
assistance to people in the pursuit of acceptance, tolerance and equality in our 
conformist society. We in Infinite Hue (LGBT Camaman-an) are greatly honored 
for the opportunity that is given to us by Jazz for Peace. Thru its music and the 
events it will create, it will certainly raise awareness, education and support in 
the advocacy that LGBT+ rights are basic human rights. Resulting in peaceful 
harmony and pride in one’s sexual orientation, and gender identity & 
expression.” ~ FRANKIE GALARRITA, Infinite Hue Head Public Relations & 
Co-Founder LGBTIQ+ Camaman-an Cagayan de Oro City Philippines 9000

“I like it” ~ Terry O’Neal - Encino, Calif.

http://www.cannabisforchildren.org/
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2018/may/03/jazz-ambassadors-america-cold-war-dizzy-gillespie
https://vimeo.com/247928160
https://jazzforpeace.org/grantwatchfeature.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/GrantWatch/posts/1244649885687774
https://www.facebook.com/GrantWatch/posts/1244649885687774


April 8: “I love Jazz for Peace, so awesome!!” ~ Janet Feldman - Clinton, NC

April 7: We think it is wonderful Debra! lots of valuable insight....~ Georgia Paris 
- Boston, Mass.  (talking about our new Cultural Leader Link to help outstanding 
causes).

April 4: “Jazz for Peace org is doing a great work that is much needed in our 
world at large. From my understanding & perspective they’ve put together a 
well organized machine mechanism that tackles the logistics for orgs and creative 
individuals that share the same passion as they themselves share, and has made 
it super easy to go from level to level by providing much needed guidance and 
support. I will definitely be happy to work along side and be humbly 
appreciative for their efforts in assisting me in carrying my message of peace to a 
broader audience and then the world.” Much love ~ Win Thompkins - Tampa, 
Fla.

April 3: “What a great quote & so beautifully true!” ~ Aberjhani - Savannah, 
Georgia 

“thank you for all the great work you are doing!” ~ Pablo González Rodríguez 
(Pablas) - Sarria, Galicia, Spain

“Nice.” ~ Ranaldo Johns - NYC

Both of these quotes are referring to this JFP Grant Feature by GrantWatch.

April 1: “Nice :-)” ~ Matt Hugg, NonprofitCourses - Philadelphia 

March 31: “You’re a talented visionary air bender and I would enjoy an  
opportunity to work together with you. Your music is sublime…..Louis 
Armstrong is a gifted genius of a musician. You’re own music….is magical. Great 

music opens the eyes of the soul. ” ~ Paul Sayers - Changchun City, Jilin, China

March 28;  “That is brilliant thank you ever so much: ~ Mark Noble - Somerset, 
United Kingdom

March 27: “What a great idea and performance” ~ Harm van Oss - Eindhoven, 
Netherlands

https://jazzforpeace.org/cultural-leader.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/GrantWatch/posts/1244649885687774


March 26: “It looks like a great thing! Congratulations” ~ Patrick Pfeiffer - NYC

March 19: “That was great video. :-)” ~ Vladimir Samardzic - Serbia

March 18: “just got through reading about your very impressive organization.  
Local 16-248 would love to explore ways we could partner with you to further 
this cause, now more necessary than ever.” ~ Anthony Scally, President AFM 
Local 16-248 - Paterson, NJ

March 8: “We want JAZZ FOR PEACE NIGERIA. this is to help us invite more 
dignitaries, and to also make the Event a yearly Event.” ~ Lumazio Azubuike - 
Abuja, Nigeria

March 3: “Beautiful!” ~ Irina Zobacheva - Agrigento. Italy

Feb. 25: “Amazing video” ~ Maria Otero - Denver, CO

Feb. 23: “Amazing. I want to get started” ~ Jai Jai - Dover, Delaware

“I think Jazz For Peace is a wonderful program, to being peace and love of music 
to heal the soul of people who needs to heal, and find love again. Thanks to Rick 
for a great opportunity.” ~  Juanita Smith - Boston, Mass.                                            
                                                                                          

“I stumbled across Jazz For Peace on social media. It grabbed my attention 
because it’s goals lined up with my personal beliefs of what I have done with my 
former career of teaching as well as my personal contributions to others. One of 
the key words in their Facebook page was unity. Several weeks ago, I was 
thinking of my upcoming cd solo title of unity, but it has transformed into the 
name of Unified. This one word wraps it up I’m my thinking process of bringing 
people together to help raise awareness for charities, and  for bringing some 
positivity in this world”  ~ Georgia Paris - Boston, Mass.                                            
                                                                                                                                              
“I love what you’re doing to help the spread of music, and peace that one thing 
the world needs now is peace. Thanks to Rick, for your unity, as a lover of music 
I believe in this.” ~  Steven C Smith - Boston, Mass.                                                      



“Thank you for being the awareness we need in this world, for peace and 
healing, by using music as a young man, I can see that it is needed to help the 
world” ~ Johnathan Smith - Boston, Mass.                                                                     

Feb. 20:  “Congratulations on your work.” ~ Mirella Granelli - Brescia, Italy

Feb. 19: Awesome…..”Great job” ~ Richy Stano - Gainesville, Florida

Feb. 18: “Wow…..Amazing!” ~ Laurie Lamson - Los Angeles, California

Feb. 17:“I like this” ~ Jamelle Robinson - Mechanicsville, Virginia

“Keep using jazz to foster a peaceful word.” ~ Rick Scott - Marina Del Rey, Calif.

Feb. 14: “Awesome” ~ Sheraz Refal - Miami, Fla.

“It's amazing what Rick and his organization have done to support NGOs and 
humanitarian organizations.” ~ Bill McCarthy, Unity Foundation - Palm Springs, 
Calif.

“I read the document you have shown at screen during an interview, I am so 
much pleased to see your views about New Life Ministries of Pakistan' work 
over here in education and you have depicted wonderfully that how we are 
educating the children and women as well so that they may become beneficial 
citizens of our country and then can become the fruitful people of the world so 
others may get insight from them. God may bless you wonderfully and may use 
your for His Glory Alone in the name of Jesus of Nazareth , Amen. Now we are 
running New Life School System in Bahaar Colony, Lahore Pakistan too.  
Education is a Seed of Peace, We Are Sowing! “ ~ Aamir Isaac Sindhu - New Life 
Ministries of Pakistan

Feb. 13 “Beautiful” ~ Red Martin - Jacksonville, Fla.

“An honor is deserved to the Jazz For Peace Organization for this event to Help 
Cure/Support Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma B cell Follicular type Cancer!! Thank 
you for showing me with patience, strength and faith in honor of my beloved 
wife Becky Durham.” ~ Merlin Durham - Charmco, West Virginia

Feb. 12: “awesome!!!” ~ Georgia Paris - UK



“This would help many cancer patients that’s for sure including my wife.” ~ 

Merlin Durham - Charmco, West Virginia

Feb. 10: “This sounds great.” ~ Billy Joe Wiseman - Los Angeles 

Feb. 8: “Thanks to Burt, John and all beloved in the peace arena. I'm glad that it is 
finally landing our ground here in Nigeria. I don't have problem with where the 
event is connected to, because, Lumazio Global Aid Mission International is the 
right organization I believe is capable of making it work. With love and the 
understanding of what togetherness mean, it is sure to achieve. I want to thank 
you all for believing in me….You're a dream come true to so many lives. God 
bless You. ~ ABC4All Mentor. Amb. Rommy Wuhe {Atomgbe II}Coordinator 
Local ABC4All {Nigeria} Founder\CEO:  Atomgbe Foundation\Wuat Microm 
Foundation

Feb: 5: “I like what you are doing with this campaign…..there are some 
additional ways I can assist you” ~ Marcus Austin - Chicago

Feb. 1: “This is a great movement, I feel so fortunate to have known about this 
great move and that I thoroughly enjoy, and I wanted to let you know that you’re 
a big part of those who can change the World through your charitable works to 
humanity. Your enthusiasm and support to humankind make it a pleasure for me 
and i want to be part of it. I just thought you should know that you’re doing a 
great job. Thank you so much for this great opportunity” ~ H.E. Amb Justin 
Kingland (Abuja) Founder JKLFoundation - Nigeria (See all VIP Committee 
Members comments from this Historic Event by Scrolling back up to the top of 
this page).

January 30: “Respected brother Rick DellaRatta, It’s wonderful to hear from you 
that God is using you abundantly for His Glory Alone, I appreciate you for the 
marvelous work to transform the nations through music and guiding them to the 
path of Peace.  As the Chairman and Founder of the New Life Ministries of 
Pakistan and on the behalf of organization' body I am thankful to you to 
introduce our work in Education in your country and in the whole world 
through your interview and by sharing in your community. Its a wonderful 
interview as shown below.  Bruce Hurwitz Show "MEET THE EXPERTS!” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K73PQf  Here you have depicted the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K73PQfV91X0&fbclid=IwAR3btgYGWqj6_zTqF0wHaJOCMTfE5kcVIUsEYZoWa5-asyqAP7-CXY3JX0w


vision and mission of Jazz For Peace, God may bless you and your organization 
and may use you for the noble causes of the whole world, and may Peace Prevail 
Upon Earth through Jazz For Peace . Education is a Seed of Peace , We are 
sowing ! " Through Education we can transform the nation, so keep on working 
at education where it is needed your help and support. I am so much pleased too 
to see your views about New Life Ministries of Pakistan' work in Education, you 
have wonderfully highlighted how we are educating the children and women as 
well so that they may become the peaceful citizens of our country and can be 
fruitful for the whole world in spreading the message of peace within their 
capacity. Now we are running New Life School System in Bahar Colony, Lahore 
Pakistan. Keep on going to pray for us and vice versa. Sincerely, Aamir Isaac 
Sindhu - Founder & Chairman New Life Ministries of Pakistan

“I want to commend you and your wonderful foundation for the vitally 
important work you are doing utilizing world-class music to help fund cause-
related organizations alleviate global issues of poverty, hunger, injustice and 
environmental sustainability! As Vice President, Productions & Media for The 
Unity Foundation, I am deeply committed to supporting all like-minded 
organizations create a culture of peace, unity and cooperation throughout the 
world. I look forward to working together to create a world of peace & 
compassion – a world that works for all! Jazz for Peace deserves to be 
supported! ” ~ Lorien Towers - Bellingham, Washington

“Africa need a strong and helpful team like JAZZ for peace” ~ Vj Ringsta - 
Kenya 

Jan. 29: “Amazing things you are doing.” ~ Mikhail Shirokov - United Arab 
Emirates

Jan. 28: “Awesome” ~ Brent-Anthony Johnson - East Moline, Illinois

Jan. 26: “Here’s to Jazz for Peace, passion, sustainability, helping others & 
making a difference!” ~  Pamela O Karen - Paradise, California

Jan. 25: “Jazz For Peace is a unique organization using the true art form created 
in America domestically to bring the world together with the beauty of this art 
form call Jazz.”  ~ Philomena JM McNamara, President/Executive Producer Co-
Founder "A Children's Playpen Foundation"



Jan. 24:“i watched the video…it looks great and I can see the benefit. Thinking of 
cause worthy of the effort.  We need Diabetes Awareness for those dying from the 
disease…” ~ Ramesh "Kali" Azariah - San Francisco (commenting on Jan. 22, 2018 
Bruce Hurwitz Podcast "MEET THE EXPERTS!" featuring Jazz for Peace founder 
Rick DellaRatta - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K73PQfV91X0) 

Jan. 21: “I really want to appreciate the Jazz for Peace grant team for initiating 
this wonderful program that has contributed immensely to the development of 
human society through their selfless service; lifting the souls of men through jazz 
and building their bodies and minds through grants for societal benefit. Lumazio 
Global Aid Mission, Int'l is highly ecstatic to be part of this movement. ~  H.E, 
Amb. (Dr) Adetokunbo A. Azubuike, DEd  President, Lumazio Global Aid 
Mission Int'l - Jos, Nigeria

Jan. 19: “Awesome” ~ Donovan Henry - NYC

Jan. 17: “Dear Debra…I’m writing to you on behalf of UNESCO Goodwill 
Ambassador Herbie Hancock. We were honored to have you as our official 
partner for International Jazz Day in Washington, D.C. with the Jazz For Peace 
organization, and we would love to have you as part of our Jazz Day family 
again in 2019. Will you participate again this year? Please let me know if if there 
is anything we can do from our end to help make it happen. No matter how big 
or small the event is, we are very grateful for your partnership. I am available for 
a phone call as well if you would like to discuss details or ideas. Thank you again 
for helping to spread the global message of peace through jazz music! We look 
forward to working with you again this year!” Best wishes, ~ Thomas Pipkin, 
Herbie Hancock Institute of Jazz - Washington DC 

“talented individual enjoyed listening to him both vocally and instrumentally. 
Love the opportunity representing him to my clients base.“ ~ Jason Scheff, 
President at Fresh-Sync Talent - NYC

Jan. 14: “I watched your vids and listened to your performance of Giant Steps. 
Wow. You are a really wonderful improviser.” ~ Jamie Lebish - Portland, Maine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K73PQfV91X0


Jan. 9: “I am…really inspired by you, your ethics, works, portfolio, also the 
milestones you have achieved” ~ Peter Mkwawa - Tanzania

PETER MKWAWA VIP INVITE TEAM LIST OF NAMES & COMMENTS:

"As a Humanitarian and Volunteer in my community am so touched with the 
great works done by Jazz for Peace. Kudos to them" Josephine Malya MBA 
Tanzania

"Watched the video and explore their portfolio and as a Mother and 
Humanitarian I have to admitt Jazz for Peace is making the world abetter place"  
Lisa Natty Global Goodwill Ambassador

"Jazz for peace is the definition of making the world a better place. KUDOS to 
them." Maurice Isack MD Tanzania

"I'm so inspired by Jazz for Peace and warmly welcome them to Tanzania. They 
are incredibly awesome and Positive Change agent" Riziki Aloyce MD Tanzania

"The message of hope brought by Jazz for Peace clears all our worries. Here in 
Tanzania we say "HAKUNA MATATA. Many Thanks to Jazz for Peace" Rev. 
Krishum Mushi Tanzania

- “Much love to Jazz For Peace organizers who hear the cry of the poor”, CPA, 
Roselinda Temu Tanzania

- “Jazz For Peace are the Sowers of hope in the world”, Dr. George Mongoo 
Tanzania

- “What a noble mission, Jazz For Peace have!”, MD Ludovick John Dar es 
salaam Tanzania

- “It’s simply the modern stream of love”, MBA, Attorney Erick Chiza Tanzania



- “I feel loving jazz music more than ever before”, MD Suzane Njama Tanzania

- “No political speech can replace Jazz For Peace’s messages”, Sara Elia Tanzania

- “Wow! Great videos! We all clap our hands to the glory of Jazz For Peace 
Team”,
Beatrice Lusingu MD Tanzania.

- “Dear Jazz For Peace, even the terrorists will be transformed by your ministry”,
Deogratias Baraka., Kilimanjaro Tanzania

- “Unity in diversity is possible with Jazz For Peace.”, Rev Joseph Zawadi 
Tanzania

- “This world was a desert where the needy could not cry and be heard; but Jazz 
For
Peace is there to sing and be heard on their behalf" Dr. Allan Lucky Tanzania

 “The videos attest that someday Love and Peace shall overcome the evil forces in 
this world”, John Mtua MD Kenya 

Jan. 7: “Oh my Gosh! This man has gone deep in the music oh! Deep in it all 
really. You’re great!” ~ Christophe NSENGIYUMVA, Rwanda

Jan. 6: “Wow” ~ Ken Hall - Bundaberg, Australia

“Musically it sounds great” ~ Matt Fripp, London (commenting on the youtube 
recording “Rick DellaRatta plays Giant Steps”)

Jan. 4: “Great cause!!!” ~ Aaron Hern - Denham Springs, Louisiana

Jan. 3: “Thank you for…..the work that Jazz for Peace is doing to bring change 
and peace in violent stricken communities. It is a very laudable work and I think 
it is work that is rooted at the heart of the very perennial requirement for 
fulfillment of human existence.” ~ Etali, SUSTAIN CAMEROON - Africa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RH_1kXuZHqo


Jan. 2: “I have to admit to having novice ears for Jazz….the first time I got a little 
lost…..I then went and listened to Coltrane play it with his band….. I then went 
back and listened to yours and had a better understanding of what you were 
playing and as you added the cords in at the end it brought it all together!!! I 
liked it and I liked the challenge of it…..I’ve listened to it quite a few times 
now...to get a full understanding....sometimes you need to take a few more 
listens!!!” ~ Cheryl Lance - Boston, Mass. commenting on the youtube recording 
“Rick DellaRatta plays Giant Steps”.

“Wow, interesting video.” ~ Jennifer Williams - Hyattsville, Maryland 
Commenting on the video “Jazz for Peace Returns to Kenya!”

January 1, 2019: “Really glad you're doing this work. So important.” ~ Jo Hannah 
Afton - Blairsville, Georgia

“Jazz For Peace is based on a consequent balance of powers and involves a 
corresponding structure of expectations and patterns of cooperation by 
individual and collective Fundraise.” ~ SHOAIB HABIB MEMON-MA LLB - 
Sindh, Pakistan

December 31, 2018: “It is private independent (non-governmental) benevolent 
organizations like this which truly exemplify the true nature of American 
republican democracy! Bravo!” ~ Doug Moffett  - Seattle

Dec. 15: “Wow that is awesome!!! Love it!” ~ Delicia Nami - Los Angeles 

“A-one time click on the Jazz for Peace video clips opened my mind from doubt. 
I came to realize it was real after watching up to the end. Jazz for Peace brings 
about a diverse understanding of hope towards waging war against the root 
causes of poverty and ignorance among people and communities especially the 
target groups, making young people retrieve talents, fighting unemployment 
through innovative initiatives and entrepreneurship, fight food insecurity, 
environmental dangers and support resilience on climate change for agribusiness 
or agriculture sustainability. It’s by this reason that, I recommend Jazz for Peace 
organization commitment to making everyone count without discrimination and 
denial to services through series of concerts.” ~ Herman B. Kizito, Africa 
Intercultural Development Support Trust– Uganda 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RH_1kXuZHqo
https://vimeo.com/247928160


Dec. 11: “Excelente” ~ Ramiro Bianchi - Argentina

Dec. 3: “Oh wow…..awesome!” ~ Dr. TAB (Boulware) Stackhouse Ed.D - 
Baltimore

Dec. 1: “I love the term "empowerment tree”.” ~ Rita di Ghent - Toronto

November 24, 2018: “I appreciate ur efforts 4 peace” ~ Neil Perry - Portland, 
Oregon

Nov. 22: “Jazz for Peace is a fantastic organization and i want to work with them 
to contribute to education and to get the high cultural level worldwide.” ~ Jorge 
Valtuille González - Cuba

“Beautiful” ~ Dafne Petrizzo, NYC

October 30:  “Very amazing work well done to improve the lives of the needy.” ~ 
Ssebidde Ammex, Chairman/owner mercy-giving ltd - Uganda

Oct. 28: “It’s like the great blockchain of Grants….I dig your work. I love the 
international aspect. Beautifully planned and beautifully executed.” ~ Mike 
Robinson - San Jose, California

Oct. 25: “As a fan of the Fine Arts, I have a great appreciation for what you do…
Looking forward to working with you and Jazz for Peace. ~ Renee Hillman - 
Easton, PA

“Jazz for peace…..This is what the world needs to be (and get) better and united” 
~ Jay Washington - Tampa, Fla.

Oct. 23: “Your birthday deserves to be an international holiday because you are a 
special treasure for all that you've done.” ~ Price John - Nairobi, Kenya

Oct. 19: “this sounds really cool.” ~ Harry Rhodes, Growing Home Inc. - Chicago

Oct. 12: “my warm greetings to you , my friend Rick and other board Committee 
members of Jazz For Peace Foundation AND LET YOU KNOW THAT I LOVE 
YOU MY PEOPLE and thank you for your services how you serve the people 
and the entire world how you save the life of needy people who are poor and 



luck of humanity right.through Jazz For Peace many are now living a better 
future in their life with their family and lovely friends, truly this is a good 
organization have ever met before ,for knowing you this only 2 years in 
friendship have seen a lot through you helping people and how you served the 
world.” ~ Mr. Fredrick O. Ouma, Africa Projects Trustee Representative Manager 
& Coordinator - Kenya

Oct. 10: “This is awesome….” ~ Aemo E’face - Johannesburg, South Africa

Oct. 8: “As a professional jazz musician myself, I totally get it.” ~ Paul 
McDermott - Chicago

Oct. 4: “pretty cool” ~ Tony Kelly, NYC

Oct. 1: “i think its a fantastic concept” ~ Mark Rowe - London

Sept. 27: “Awesome!” ~ Sandra Booker - Beverly Hills, California

Sept. 26: “Awesome!” ~ Bryan Croxen, US Army Veteran - Pueblo, Colorado 

“It sounds….absolutely amazing” ~ Ewa K Ekblad - Sweden

Sept. 25: “Extremely Awesome !!!! Marco Castillo - Detroit , Michigan

“Your organization is truly stellar!” ~ Uli Geissendoerfer - Las Vegas

Sept. 22: “WoW! Powerful story!! Thank you for all you do!! 🎼 ” ~ Gene Sironen 
- Las Vegas

“Keep up the good work!” ~ Kevin Mackie - Hatboro, Pennsylvania

Sept. 21: “Great concept.” ~ Ivan Talaychuk - Helsinki, Finland

Sept. 18: “Rick DellaRatta article in Allegro….is very moving. I will look into 
applying for grants through Jazz for Peace.” ~ Yael Acher-Modiano - NYC

Sept. 17:  “Wonderful idea….music can reach across many divides!” ~ Ian 
Redmond - Gloucester, United Kingdom



Sept. 13: “This is amazing….Many continued blessing's upon you….unto the 
platform in which you've created my brother” ~ Juan Baez - NYC

Sept. 10: “Fantastic!!” ~ Ida Solomon Durand - Columbus, GA

Sept. 8: “sounds like a wonderful cause.” ~ Robert Strobel - Elizabeth, CO

Sept. 5: “Tremendous” ~ Eric Cohen - Liverpool, New York

“Thank you so much!!! A big hug!! Peace!” ~ Santiago Enrique Aquista Peña - 
Madrid, Spain

Sept. 4: “Keep the great music alive!” Red Martin - Jacksonville, Fla.

“You’re doing good work in this world.”  ~ Ruth Ullmann - Cincinnati, Ohio

August 29, 2018:  “It is incredibly unbelievable.” ~ Reza Fasahat, Iran

Aug. 28: “Jazz for peace is a very important and helpful charity organization 
standing among other NGOs making life easier for the poor everyday..keep up 
the good work..Peace and love!” ~ George Tselios, Greece

“That’s beautiful!” ~ Misha Brovkin, NYC

Aug. 26: “Great idea. Respect.” ~ Alexandra Nima - Estonia

Aug. 25: “this is very interesting…who would’ve known there is so much work 
and help going  for musicians… i really appreciate this” ~ James Lindsay - 
Alamogordo, New Mexico

Aug. 24: From one of our outstanding Jazz for Peace™ Empowerment Grant 
Candidates: “thanks for your great help! Everything looks good and I will start 
sending the Fundraising Link out today. I will get back in touch with my List of 
Comments soon! With Warm Regards,” Clarke Jones - Stuttgart, Germany  *See 
his complete outreach letter here - https://jazzforpeace.org/jfpgermany.pdf

https://jazzforpeace.org/jfpgermany.pdf


August 21: “What you do seems necessary, productive and rewarding. “ ~ 
Bridgid Brousseau, Woodshed Jazz Magazine- Publisher, Writer - Los Angeles, 
California

“I always have admired you as one of the best out there among keyboard players 
and jazz musicians” ~ Pepper McGowan - Cleveland, Ohio

Aug. 20: “wonderful project…..I look forward to hopefully working with you” ~ 
Mike Hall - Davenport, Iowa

Aug. 19: “The event looks awesome!” ~ Mickey Palha - Toronto, Canada

“That’s great” ~ Ron Preston - Springfield, Missouri

“Thank you for maintaining the Spirit of UNITY, LOVE& PEACE “ ~ Paye Banza 
- Calgary, Canada

Aug. 13: “Voices Set Free is thrilled to join Jazz for Peace in helping children and 
adults who live or have lived in violent homes overcome the lifelong adversities 
they face to live life at their fullest potential.” ~ Louise Bauschard, LCSW, 
Founder/Executive Director - Voices Set Free Beaverton,  OR

August 3: “I’ve read about your program. A lot of talent !” ~ Stephen Sturgis - 
Boston, MA

July 31: “this a really awesome project” ~ Amy Bormet - Los Angeles

July 28: “wow!…. It's very interesting, what you do and how you brought ot so 
far!!!!” ~ Maria Sournatcheva - Zürich, Switzerland

July 27: “wonderful organization with heart of a master living for others.kindly 
keep it up .your roles matter greatly..” ~ alfred astalco agama - Kenya

July 25: “Keep doing your thing. I really appreciate it.’ ~ Timothy Rausenberger - 
Haskell, NJ

July 24: “Fantastic project!!” ~ Federico Antin - Argentina

“You’re story is amazing!!!” ~ Laura Luther - Austin, Texas

http://www.voicessetfree.org/


July 23: Here is the list of Names & Comments from the 102 VIP Guests of Honor 
(SEE  TOP OF PAGE ABOVE)

July 20: “Awesome.” ~ Alexander De Khtyar - Los Angeles

July 17: “This is amazing work!” ~ Elisabeth Galassini - Philadelphia, PA

July 15: “What you’re doing is great” ~ Younes Teffahi - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

July 12L “I’m so grateful to JazzForPeace for such a wonderful and commendable 
work you are doing across the nations of the world. Bringing hope to the people 
of the world.” ~ Pastor Charles Waweru Wilken - Kenya. Africa

“Amazing! Congratulations…” ~ Victor Esso Tiki - Cameroon

July 8: “Jazz for Peace is an extraordinary organization and their work is 
amazing!  As a founder and Executive Director of Charity Centre for Children 
and Youth Development, I look forward to work with them and help provide 
basic education and vocational skills training for orphans and vulnerable 
children in Zambia.” ~ 

July 7: “Jazz for Peace is a great organization….I love what you guys are doing 
and the story behind it.” ~ Randy Roberts - Metairie, Louisiana

July 4: “this is great! You are an answered prayer! I am very interested for my 
clients surviving domestic violence and sexual assault.” ~ Pamela Ward - NYC

July 3: “Jazz for peace is an incredible organization, I will love to work with you 
to increase the awareness and create a platform where every young talented will 
be give chance to use there Arts to develop the society.” ~ OYENIYI GABRIEL 
OLUWASEUN, CEO Sigoarts Edutainment - Nigeria

Thank you for your answer. :)) ~ Albert Orgon, Hungary

July 1: “congratulations for your amazing project and your courage! I was really 
impressed.” ~ Guido Mallardi - London

June 26: “Thank Y-O-U for the fabulous work you do!” ~ Dr. Ingrid D. Hicks - 
Milwaukee



“your support for music education is very much appreciated!” ~ Joann 
Pierdomenico - Philadelphia

June 25: “Absolutely Wonderful !!!!” ~ Marco Castillo - Port Austin, Michigan

June 23: “I think it is wonderful” ~ Michael Wallace - Atlanta, Ga.

“Very impressed with this! Keep up the great work.” ~ Christina Chironna - NYC

June 18: “This is so great..!!!” ~ Tuliswensi Sinyangwe - Zambia

“so glad to see you are still promoting peace!!” ~ Joanne Morton - Savannah, 
Georgia

June 17: This is truly inspirational and quite singular.” ~ Joe Stebbins, San Diego

June 15: “This just feels so great and I'd love to get behind your project and 
spread it nice and wide. You speak directly to my soul with your words….Let’s 
bring your amazing project to the people of Czechia, the society here is in 
desperate need of genuine inspiration and I believe this project could help to 
wake them up.” ~ Michal Sarbu - Czech Republic

June 12: “Thank you for your good service you provide for all the aligned hearts 
“ ~ Lawrence Freiburg - Los Angeles

June 6: “Great job” ~ Rabeah (Asal) Razavi Alavi - Tehran Province, Iran

May 29: “How brilliant and good of you to do this “ ~ Fiona Savory - London

“Stirling work you're doing”  ~ Mike Richardson, UK

“I watched the video on YouTube, this is an interesting way of mobilizing 
resources. I have shared this with my colleagues for recommendations.” ~ Martin 
Ombima, Kenya

May 28: “this is really cool! Keep up the amazing work!” ~ Ranzel Merritt - San 
Francisco

May 26: “I love your playing. If you come to San Diego, let me know so I can get 
a lesson.” ~ Anthony Stevens - San Diego



“Hope you and your team are able to continue your work to provide inspiration 
to many.“ ~ Jamie Glaser - Provo, Utah

May 18: “Best of luck to you Rick with your cause. I believe it only takes one to 
facilitate systemic change! Keep shining.” ~ Lori L. Spencer - Carbondale, 
Colorado

May 17: “I find this fascinating.” ~ Paul Rothbart, NYC

May 14: “I like the whole idea” ~ Dr Rory McGoldrick, United Arab Emirates

May 12: “What a wonderful response to great causes!!” ~ Janet Feldman, Clinton, 
North Carolina

 “Wow what an outraged idea 😃  respect ✊ ” ~ Sheila Messina, Frankfurt

May 11: “God bless you for what you do.” ~ Precious Bracey, NYC

“awesome” ~ Salvatore Sebergandio - Los Angeles, California

May 7: “Great work!” ~ Dalya Massacre - San Francisco 

May 6: “keep up the great work” ~ Sandy Jordan, NYC

May 3: “ I love what you're doing” ~ Marilynn Hughes, NYC

“I think that's absolutely fascinating!  Thank you for stepping outside normal 
comfort zones and modeling that for others…..I’m into the support of people like 
you, who reach for dreams and weave them into tapestries of their lives….I love 
what you're doing and I can't wait to see what you do next!” ~ Nancy Rich (AKA 
WiseNrich Athena), DreamWeaver,Artist.Author - Los Angeles 

May 2:  “Wow! Very interesting. Eager to known more” ~ Hamis Ibrahim 
DUSABE - Burundi

May 1: “I would like to congratulate you for the good work you are on doing,  
and…..organising for another event soon this year in Kenya” ~  Abdirahman 
(Evans) Mutavi - Kenya, Africa



April 26: “I have forwarded your link to the editorial team, it is an amazing 
story” ~ Sabrina Bhaloda, International Arts Manager - Manchester, United 
Kingdom

April 24: “pretty amazing” ~ Greg DeGuglielmo, Boston

“Nice work” ~ Richie Grasso - Cape May, NJ

April 23: “Music IS the Food of Love (no ifs, ands or buts about it) ….Bravo to 
your group!” ~ Bobbie Horowitz , NYC 

“I am extremely interested in getting involved with this organization.” ~ Danielle 
Russell 

April 22: “Thanks for sharing the article. I lived in Lahore years ago, and jazz is 
one of my main musical interests, so there's lots of synchronicity.” ~ Jonathan 
Curiel, Writer and Journalist - San Francisco

April 18: “Jazz for Peace est une initiative remarquable pour nous aider dans 
notre action à destination des planteurs de cacao en Côte d'Ivoire... et lutter 
contre le travail des enfants dans les plantations.” (Jazz for Peace is a remarkable 
initiative to help us in our action for cocoa farmers in Côte d'Ivoire ... and fight 
against child labor in plantations.) ~ Johann DOMAS-CONZEMIUS - 
Luxembourg, Belgium

“great music” ~ Donald Marshall - Gainesville, Georgia

“What a great opportunity!…. I love to see professionals that inspire and educate 
through music. ” ~ Lalenia Maria, Lakewood, Washington 

“wow…keep up the good  work… you are doing the right thing” ~ James   
Edward Connors (AKA Jimmy Sizzle) - Colombia

April 16: “That’s great.” ~ Gerry Moningkey - North Sulawesi, Indonesia

“what a wonderful journey.” ~ Janet Fisher - Kailua Kona, Hawaii



April 13: “thanks to you all for…having such a great organization…..we will 
continue to bring awareness to Jazz for Peace.” ~ Princess Smith, SkillsUSA Vice 
President Student Advisory Board at Orange Technical College - Orlando, Fla. 

“this is fascinating!  Thank you! “ ~ Jacqueline Sterns - Bloomfield, New Jersey

April 10: “I really liked you're music…nice” ~ Kev Hutch, NYC

“yr wonderful work and caring are deeply appreciated!” ~ Janet Feldman - 
Clinton, NC

“Greetings!!! these are the document from our friends, family, team members and 
supporters after reviewing our personalized fundraising page that you created.” 
~  Michael Ambe Ngwa,President, GREEN AND BETTER WORLD of Cameroon, 
Africa.

1. Personally, I am really more than happy and appreciative to welcome you 

here in Cameroon, especially at this moment of political confusion. Your 

presence may impact a light of peace and unity to most of the citizens 

which will henceforth promote development and progress in our country.

THANKS, NJANG SIMON

2. From the perspective of someone who has been a partner to Green and 

Better World, I find this initiative a very important and like a stitch in time 

because peace is a much needed aspect in this time of our country and our 

region in particular. Social unrest and political fighting is destroying the 

one peaceful country of ours. I am happy and very pleased to welcome 

you and will be ready to contribute in my own way to make your coming 

here a success. Thanks    (Michel Tankwa)



3. I do appreciate the wonderful initiative you guys have taken to come to 

Cameroon to advocate for peace through your music. We are looking 

forward to see you guys. Stay bless. Ngalle Stanley.

4. JAZZ FOR PEACE I have seen your work and various project of your 

organization. I am really impressed with the way you people are 

improving the lives of people in various communities with these however 

I must say I recommend you to visit our country Cameroon. Ngomo 

Prosper Mbenge.

5. I sincerely appreciate and congratulate your cooperation with GREEN 

AND BETTER WORLD and your visits to Cameroon. Thanks.  Bobga Billa 

6. Its with great pleasure that after being informed of JAZZ FOR PEACE 

through Ambe Michael and searching on net, I most publicly say their 

objectives and activities are highly appreciated, moreover considering the 

relative peace that we need in some of our regions and state at large, one 

can support me to welcome the initiative of JAZZ FOR PEACE in the 

community championed by the civil society activist Ambe Michael CEO of 

GREEN AND BETTER WORLD. Paul Ngale.

7. It is my pleasure to write to your high office, I am a Cameroonian of name 

Baya Terence. I am highly motivated by your visit to Cameroon through 

the GREEN AND BETTER WORLD Organization. W e will be happy to see 

life enforcing peace by your presence. God Bless Cameroon.



8. I appreciate the JAZZ FOR PEACE for their good work they are doing in 

the world and we need them to come to Cameroon. Motoma Teke, 

Environmental Health and Education Director.

9. I appreciate and love the JAZZ FOR PEACE initiative to work with the 

GREEN AND BETTER WORLD. I hope this coming will help bring peace 

as far as our current political crisis is concerned. You are highly welcome. 

Mangue Yvonne Tomo

10. I am so delighted you are coming to Cameroon, I love the initiative, the 

idea, infact everything about you. You are welcome. Ekomba Ottans 

Ekuka

11.  We appreciate all the works you people are doing so we hope you will 

empower us economically, socially and politically in all our activities and 

most especially the most needed peace in our country. Your are highly 

welcome in our country. Mafiagwa Jerry Bah

12.  Good initiatives we watched your activities and they were very  

interesting so you are highly awaited in our country . Thanks Mokuke 

Eric 



13. We like your activities and we hope this will bring the most needed peace  

in our cities and our country.Welcome  Ngalle Poma Emilienne

14. You are very welcome, I will be there live, I hope this will bring positive 

change and peace in our country. Fotabe Maximilian

15. I appreciate your efforts in all what you have been doing and also we 

believe many youths will benefit from your activities. Vigram Elangwe 

Nanje

16. Congrats and you are highly welcome in our country so we hope many 

women and the underprivileged will be touched by your gesture and 

peace mission. Obah Berinet Akwi 

17.  JAZZ FOR PEACE we need you at this troublelent moment in our history 
so we are going to find comfort in your live concerts and activities.  Obase 
Mokube

18. Wow JAZZ FOR PEACE you are highly welcome and needed we 
appreciate all your efforts that you have been doing around the world, You 
are great so we know you will help us in bringing peace and sponsoring 
our activities on thank. Brenda Bih Tiku Ngwa

19. I will be there live to witness this great event, I appreciate your initiatives 
around the world. Nchang Mariana Ngwa



20. I love music, I love peace, I love creativity. Thank you for all the good work 
that you have done and what you will do in our country.Mary Ngum 
Ngwa Enow Njang

21. Welcome, we loved your initiatives and your activities, so we hope to see 
your entire team. Nchang Heredith Ngwa

22. Your are highly welcome JAZZ FOR PEACE it is our wish to receive you in 
our country as a family we need you as soon as possible to empower the 
youths and bring peace in our community. HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS CHIEF 
NDIVE WOKA DANIEL 

23.  JAZZ FOR PEACE you are highly welcome in Africa and in our country to 
promote peace, youth and women empowerment and communal 
development, I love music I will receive you all in a special way. I 
appreciate your initiatives. HIS ROYAL HIGHNES FON AARON 
KULA BUMKA OF ABAR VILLAGE.

24. Excellent initiatives, I want to congratulate you all for a job well done and 
for choosing our country Cameroon for this great event. Vincent 
Forbeteth 

25. Your presence is highly needed and it is going to change our situation. 
Welcome and we also appreciate you all for you work. Rex Likanjo

26.  You are welcome and my followers and I will be there, we love your 
initiatives and contributions towards peace building in the world.
Prince Mofondo Pius 

27. You are welcome, we are waiting for you to come and promote the culture 
of peace and empowerment of the people. Manock Gilbert



28. We the youths and women are highly waiting for you to come and 
empower us and bring the most needed peace through music, talks and 
tour in our various villages and cities. Sangha Mirabel

April 8: “awesome” ~ Nicole Kidd - Miami, Fla.

“Wonderful” ~ Juan Garcia-Herreros - Vienna, Austria

April 6: “I am so thrilled to read about your adventure with "Jazz Pakistan”!” ~ 
Phyllis Olchowski - Saint Augustine, Florida

“Jazz for Peace rocks!” ~ Richard Lamana - Albany, NY

April 5: “Wow….. u r doing great work” ~ Shaffy Francis - Bengaluru, Karnataka, 
India

“very interesting and unique….hope to work together in the future.” ~ Shari 
Watson - Philadelphia

April 4: “Beautiful” ~ Mark Neely - Mission Viejo, California

April 3: “I love what you do!” ~ Kelley Karel, NYC

March 31: “brilliant” ~ Dwain (Maestro) Howard - Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina

March 28: “You have such a wonderful ministry…..I hope you continue for many 
years. Music is the true testament in how it unites hearts and minds together, no 
matter where they are from.” ~ Cynthia Saarie - Phoenix, New York

March 26:  “To use your gift of music to spread love and peace and 
understanding and progress is amazing. You are amazing.......I wrote a poem 
about you…..This is for you…………."

Forearms solid, massive, strong
Fingers fast, flying along
Thoracic region rounded , flexed
Facial expression deep, perplexed



 
Calm, peaceful
Energy he has
So much expression
Emotion through Jazz
 
Signature hat
Loose, loud shirts
Through Jazz music
Lecture and humor he alerts
 
Jazz for Peace
Violence-Cease
Cure/Treat-Disease
Educate please
 
A B C D E F G????
No,  listening is the key
 
Respecting She
Helping He
Embracing differences
Between you and me
 
We're all humans
You see
The same needs
Have we
 
Jes......us
Peace....us
Together
 
We all can do better

With love and admiration,”  



Cheryl Campbell - Boston, Mass.

March 22: “How cool” ~ Eric Stadler, St. Louis

“this is pretty easy” ~ Jimmy Cintron, NYC

March 21: “Amazing. Going undercover to spread peace and educate women 
and children, in the most dangerous areas is great. Wow.” ~ Elivava (Tina 
Mensah) Mensah - Skanderborg, Denmark

“Jazz for Peace is a really amazing Power of healing that is uniting the world.” ~ 
Akeem Tijani, CANAFRICA - Washington, DC

March 20: “That’s an awesome organization you have set up!” ~ Daniel Cathey - 
Addison, Texas

March 19: “Any organization promoting peace within the context of furthering 
the arts has my support” ~ Steve Rubin, Director, Hudson Valley Jazz Festival - 
Westchester, NY

“Bless you my friend.” ~ Darryn Zewalk - Tulsa, Oklahoma 

March 11; “Peace is unquestionably a basic, essential and legitimate value 
affecting positively mankind, the world, likewise the whole Universe. Being in 
peace with ourselves, the others and the nature is a state of mind and a 
permanent quest… By connecting likeminded people and organizations around 
the world with the necessary resources by means of Jazz, the Jazz for Peace 
organization is somewhat a Glimmer of Hope fighting the root causes of poverty, 
hunger, illiteracy, injustice, wars… For this reason, this great organization 
deserves my support and total commitment.” ~ Aubin Oscar Zoetyande - 
Burkina Faso, West Africa

March 5: “I think it's a beautiful thing that Rick DellaRatta started after such a 
horrid event, and wonderful how he got recognition for it and gets to share this 
moment world wide now.” ~ Marina Pontes Ferreira - Orlando, Fla.

March 2: “Intelligent, impressive, impactful. With a 30 year career in working 
and consulting to domestic Non Governmental Organizations many with 



operations overseas, I found Jazz for Peace’s ability to bring adverse parties the 
Palestinians and Israelis to the same table an amazing act of humanitarianism. 
Furthermore, this world class organization provided funding for over 850 
domestic nonprofits through its innovative empowering tree growing model of 
fundraising. I urge you to watch their 3 minute video on how your organization 
can benefit from their guidance, resources and expertise.” ~  Jennifer L. Lough - 
Steubenville, Ohio

“I love what you do!” ~ Mary Pat (Grant) Boron - Washington D.C. 

Feb. 28:  “I have reviewed the material, and must say that I am totally moved by 
your ambition, and vision.  It is truly comforting and refreshing to find an 
organization that is dedicated to giving back to the community as opposed to 
taking.  What you are doing is in perfect sync with the goals and mission my non 
profit, The Andrew and Mary P. O'Neal Cares Project.  I am excited about the 
prospect of working with you. ~  Crescentia O’Neal-Seralathan, WCJS Radio - 
Washington, DC 

Feb. 26: “you are totally inspirational!!” ~ Janet Feldman - Clinton, North 
Carolina

Feb. 18, 2018: “This email is to inform you that your announcement has exceeded 
1,000 page views, so congratulations!” All the best, Michael Ricci - Publisher, All 
About Jazz - Click HERE for Article!

Feb. 16: “That is a very interesting video and does sound very empowering! “ ~ 
David Guitard - New Brunswick, Canada

“I have reviewed the shared video and its really amazing. As ngos we need 
funds to support our project of tree planting activities in degraded forest lands, 
schools and farms. As you know the world is loosing equivalent of 27 soccer 
fields to deforestation every minute.” ~ Paulino Damiano - Kenya, Africa

Feb. 13: List of Comments from United States Veterans and Supporters of 
Veterans Services:

https://news.allaboutjazz.com/grant-presentation-video-helps-jazz-artists-and-causes-obtain-vital-funding.php


Dianne M. Simmons - Business Supporter Past president, current Treasurer of 
The Leaguers of The Chicago Urban League, First V.P. Dearborn Realtist Board  
Here is my comment: "Jazz for Peace sound like an amazing opportunity not only 
for veterans to enjoy, but also the business community to join in and celebrate 
the courageous acts and deeds of our military personnel. 

Priggitte Fronce - Neighbor and Supporter 
Yes, I approve. this a great invite for Veterans and families. As a Veteran of the 
Navy, I feel all branches can enjoy this event. 

Violet Jones- Supporter
President and Founder- Seniors Helping Seniors 
To Whom It May Concern:

I, would like to first say "Thank You"  to the Jazz for Peace organization that has 
provided over 850 grants to organizations whom is making a positive much 
needed difference in our world today. As I come to advocate on behalf of 
Veterans Services Centers for Veterans I would like to also say "Thank You" to all 
the veterans that sacrifice their time, bravery and sacrifice. I'm asking the Jazz 
for Peace organization to stand with me in support of this organization that serve 
our veterans in which I have a lot of respect for because they are the reason we 
have peace and justice in our beloved USA. There are countless things that 
"Nabvets Illinois Center for Veterans Issues" has accomplished to raise support 
and awareness in the veterans communities. I pray that Jazz for Peace stand 
with me in support of this organization when considering recipients to receive a 
grant that  will honor the work accomplished by Nabvets Illinois Center for 
Veterans Issues which is to unify and empower the most vulnerable members 
(Veterans) in our society. Thank you.


Gloria Tucker Kennedy - Supporter
I love it. 

Cameron Whigham - Supporter
As the son of two vets, I am in full support of Jazz for Peace. This would show 
those domestic and abroad that we civilians appreciate their service. This will 
help make the defense effort more worthwhile 

Ronald T. Coleman / Supporter 
Respectfully, 
Ronald T Coleman Sr 
Executive Director 
Maranatha Counseling Services 



I believe in NABVETS! The mission and the vision for Veterans via NABVETS is 
a ever evolving organization in support of our beloved Veterans. I am looking 
forward to being a part of this event, I expect a great turnout and successful 
outcome. I pray that this will become an annual to semi-annual event as a result 
of the tremendous impact and appreciation from the Veterans and the general 
communities participation.. 

Pastor Russell McAfee - Supporter  
Praise the LORD we have support for our Veterans who need help in the 
community, we are supporting the efforts of this event s well others events. We 
pray God’s Wisdom  upon this organization to further you cause. You are 
Appreciated  

Krystal Burns Devoted C.E.O Tenants R Us - Supporter 
Jazz for Peace in Chicago will allow Veterans, Families, and Communities 
to remember, honor, and pay gratitude to those who have served our 
country.  

Terrell Odom -  Supporter / Veterans Affairs Coordinator / Kennedy King 
College 
I think it looks good. I'm looking forward to the event 

Sandra Bass - Supporter
President / Resk Behaviorial Services
The Jazz for Peace concept can work if they involve more grass roots, 
local advocacy organizations.

John Worthy - CEO / Spartan Holding Company - Jazz for Peace 
Supporter
Let's all of us get in on this project of healing for our Vets and 
Community Members

Victor Lagroon - Director of Veterans Affairs for Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel, City of Chicago and Supporter of Jazz for Peace
" We are in full support of this event to highlight the healing power of music 
to help and support our veterans in the community.

Commander Raheem Abdul - Supporter



Those of us from the Muslim Veteran Faith Community salute you for 
having such a great event in the name of Peace.

Lawrence Ross - Namibia Chamber of Commerce / Supporter
Thanks Commander Willis for including me, all the way from Africa. I will be 
at the event
 
Nina Sutton - Supporter I would like to participate selling food at this 
event. It's a worthwhile cause. Thanks for including me!

Regina A.S. Broadnax - Chase Bank, Affordable Lending 
Relationship Manager and Supporter of Jazz for Peace
Positive event, looking forward to endorsing the event

Daniel Habeel / President RTW ( Remake The World) - Supporter
it's seems like a good project, count me in!

Keystone Franklin / Warrior Summit - President
Supporter of Jazz for Peace
"Let me know how I can help, Thanks

Henry Darko - President / Sedemak Exporters Inc.  Supporter of Jazz 
for Peace
Hello sir, you can count on my support of this event to help the veterans 
and the community

Marvin W.- / Strike-Force Commander in support of Jazz for Peace
We will get the word out to all of our affiliates whose in support of this just 
cause.

Feb. 12: “excellent Foundation.” ~ Edwin Gutierrez, Puerto Rico 

“Wow that’s amazing…information” ~ Ricardo Johnson, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
(talking about our latest video “How to get a Grant in 3 and 1/2 minutes!”)

Jan. 31: “ I watched the video. Impressive I must say! I await your instructions re 
the next step.” ~ Marianne Kaduna - Sydney, Australia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axHe99bKbQ0


“an answer to many, many prayers….thank you to all who have dedicated 
themselves to creating this awesome venture!” ~ Jivana Kennedy, Scottsdale, 
Arizona

Jan. 30: “Nice video!!👏  “ ~ Elena Cecconi - Lombardy, Italy

Jan. 23: “Thanks for the wonderful work you do to give support to organizations 
working for peace and other causes that is helping to make a difference in the 
world.” ~ Andrew Greene - Baltimore, MD

Jan. 22: “I thank you very much for this opportunity to work with Jazz for Peace 
and in doing so we will be able to connect with people around the world 
providing such a great service to people, companies and organizations in 
need….I totally get it” ~ Johnny Walker - Virginia Beach, Virginia

“I watched the video on Jazz For Peace and I really love what you guys are doing 
and totally agree; Jazz music can break down barriers and create a warmness of 
love overflowing. This is one of the reasons I love singing jazz. I need help with 
putting together a jazz project with this in mind.” ~ Stephanie Jeannot - 
Brooklyn, New York

Jan. 21: “This organization looks amazing! I would love to have your assistance 
in getting my music career off the ground! Let me know how I can get started.” ~ 
Jesse Feinberg - Harpswell, Maine

Jan. 19: “Thank you again for your assistance, it is deeply appreciated.” ~ Brian 
Smith, BKS Events - Washington, DC

Jan. 17: “Very interesting group that I have been following. I have raised funds 
for some groups, and want to raise more: two ethnic history museums in 
Houston, an orphanage in Uganda, a mission-helping church in College Station, 
TX, and a Black township in Texas needing proper sanitation and water while 
they slowly lose their land. I look forward to working with the group and at least 
one of the projects to which I am connected!” ~ Edward Udell Sr. - Houston, 
Texas



“I'm passing your video on to a few colleagues (nice work, by the way)” ~ 
Marilyn Mehlmann, Legacy17 cooperative association - Gothenburg, Sweden

Jan. 5: “I saw the video and wonderful support you have been doing….we 
greatly desire to work in partnership with your organization.” ~ Eddie Boston-
Mammah - ABC4All Sierra Leone, Africa

Jan. 4: “you are doing a great job in providing social needs around the world. You 
are Change Makers.” ~ Sam Sheka Moi - Sierra Leone, Africa

Jan. 1, 2018: “Wow….That’s extraordinary!” ~ Caleb Ulku - Gulfport, Mississippi  
*Commenting on our latest video “Walking the Walk” (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfjy5U_-pB0)

December 27, 2017: "It has been indeed a great opportunity to interact with Rick. 
He is that talented not only in entertaining with the piano but also the ease with 
which he learns and adopts other people's culture, irrespective of their class…. 
His thirst in teaching empowerment skills to all people of age groups is a true 
testimony of the human welfare we inevitably need all over. Thank you Rick and 
thanks for Jazz” ~ Charles Kizito, founder & director of Ciskon school and St 
Joseph Ciskon NGO - Nairobi, Kenya

Dec. 15: “Thanks Rick for the great performance at the school today. It was great 
and I liked the old ladies team that danced with you. Keep the spirit” ~ Benjamin 
Okumu - Nairobi, Kenya

Dec. 15: “Your jazz for peace festival sounds great, it is a wonderful idea….Thank 
you for this great chance” ~ Waltraud Zechmeister - Vienna, Austria

Dec. 13: “Hi Rick…..We miss you. Can't forget the great show you had at Jazz 
Ville. Have a great trip and enjoy Kenya” ~ Chris Ireland, Owner of Jazz Ville 
Kampala - Uganda, Africa   *See Video! - https://vimeo.com/121222131

Dec. 8: “We need to do Jazz for Peace here in Indonesia” ~ Rully Mangunsong, 
Owner at JazzJakarta - Indonesia

Dec. 4: “In an era plagued by divisive rhetoric and constant conflict, it’s 
imperative to support institutions like Jazz For Peace. We need to build bridges 
instead of walls; cross cultural barriers in unity and peace. Jazz For Peace works 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfjy5U_-pB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfjy5U_-pB0
https://vimeo.com/121222131


tirelessly to achieve that through music.” ~ personal quote given by Marlena 
Fitzpatrick-Garcia, who is also a Theatre Rep. at AFM local 802, NYC

November 27:  “Wow... you have been very busy! What a great mission you're 
on! There are so many in need….My prayers and blessings are with you and 
those who work so hard with you.” ~ Cynthia Saarie - Albany, NY

Nov. 17: “I have such love and respect for Jazz for Peace and all of their 
accomplishments over the years. Thank you For wonderful music and peace ✌  
and love.” ~ Cleo Silvers, Memphis

Nov. 14: ”I want to thank Jazz For Peace for continuing to make a positive 
difference in the world. I believe that music is the one equalizer that can bring 
different peoples together. Jazz being the most democratic form of music can, by 
example, teach the value of cooperation and improvisation in life. I have seen it 
first hand among different people and cultures while traveling around the world 
with saxophonist Grace Kelly. I thank you for reaching out and having me be a 
small part of this great adventure." - Robert Kelly - Boston, Mass.

Nov. 12: “It is a blessing to learn that the art form of Jazz is being used to bring 
together the diversity of our planet's inhabitants regardless of one's political 
agenda, culture, faith, age or ethnicity. Jazz For Peace is living proof that amongst 
all the problems of our world it is, as it always has been, Music that awakens our 
sense of one family. The fact that Jazz Music is being used to reconnect the most 
difficult of opposing circumstances is yet again a glorious affirmation to the 
unique power of the art form of Jazz. I applaud Rick DellaRatta and all the staff 
at Jazz For Peace for their compassion, hard work, continued success and 
concern for our planet's future well being.” ~ Jon Crocco, Paris

Nov. 6: “Jazz for Peace is on a wonderful mission doing great things for the 
world.” ~ Loris Holland, NYC

Nov. 3: “I love it.. What you are creating is needed and on time.” ~ Glenn H. 
Friedman, The Music Umbrella - Santa Monica, California

“Jazz for Peace is doing important work to promote jazz and fund outstanding 
causes. They are a great resource for the community!” ~ Dominique Elkind, 
NAAHP Director of Membership



Nov. 2: “fantastic!” ~ Elva Bai - Zurich, Switzerland

October 30: “Jazz is a channel of creativity and joy, a treasure all the more valued 
in an era of fake news and fake sounds.” ~ Jeff Kaliss, KPFA Pacifica Radio  - San 
Francisco, Calif.

Oct. 27: ”Jazz for Peace is an incredible organization, and I look forward to 
working with them to help increase access to education for youth worldwide!” ~ 
Eric Musonza, American Institutes for Research / Yale University - Washington, 
DC

Oct. 24: ”Jazz for Peace is an organization and an effort worthy of attention and 
support. Music is a universal language. The one true American art form is jazz. 
What better way to bring about peace and cooperation among men and women 
who share this planet as their home? After serving nearly a decade (2004-2013) at 
Jazz at Lincoln Center as Assistant Director of Public Relations, I have seen 
firsthand what jazz can do to encourage peace and compassion. I applaud Jazz 
for Peace." ~ Scott Thompson - www.scottthompsonpr.com

“Thank you for your efforts to bring Israeli, Palestinian and American jazz 
musicians together with Jazz for Peace. Music has always been the international 
language, bridging many gaps throughout the ages. On International Jazz Day, 
may music once again be the peacemaker.” ~ Wanda Fischer -  Albany, NY

Oct. 20: “ jazz for peace is very inspiring for us….And we would love be a part of 
it with ur help and see Rick DellaRatta return and bring jazz for peace back to 
Nepal in 2018!”~ Gaurav Jung Kunwar, Nepal

Oct. 19: “We were very impressed” ~  The Entrepreneurial Musicianship team at 
the New England Conservatory Of Music - Boston, Mass.

“that initiative is good. Through music, message is received faster and with 
excitement.” ~ Florence Kakumana, Civic and Social Organization Professional - 
Uganda, Africa

Oct. 17: “very interested in merging our efforts” ~ Marvin Goldstein, Peace with 
Music Foundation

http://www.scottthompsonpr.com/
https://www.facebook.com/gaurav.jung.10


“There are fewer greater causes in the world.” ~ Richard DiPilla, Founder - 
Global Goodwill Ambassadors

Oct. 16: “I join you at your institution to celebrate the historic day of music, 
diversity and multiculturalism….peace missions and Rick and jazz for Peace 
throughout the world.” ~ Philippe Effa, Cultural promoter / initiator of the Jazz 
Festival Douala Jazz - Yaounde, Cameroon.

Oct. 14: “With the Growing tension between different communities in the region, 
there is immediate need for such positive interventions in the society. The whole 
GIDSS team want to congratulate Jazz for Peace for their mission to spread the 
message of peace and love through more than 500 concerts. We hope for the 
similar initiatives from Jazz for Peace in the future and welcome any opportunity 
to work together in building a Diverse and Multicultural society...Best wishes for 
your future endeavours.” ~  Raminder Singh PhD CFRP - Toronto, Canada 

Oct. 13: “Jazz for peace is great!” ~ Nao Suganuma - Aichi, Japan

September 29:  “Your awesome!….If I can join you guys and help let me know. 
Thanks and peace always” ~ Jim Hood - Los Angeles

Sept. 24: “What a wonderful and important organization you have 
developed….keep up your exceptional work.” ~ Deborah Peacock - Austin, Texas

Sept. 19: “you are wonderful thank you” ~ Rebecca Hirschfeld - Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia

Sept. 18: “Awesome!” ~ Michael Heavner - Little Rock, Arkansas

Sept. 17: “Excellent!!!” ~ Rafael Carrero - Madrid, Spain

“ I love what you're doing!!” ~ Bolton Sullivan - Boca Raton, Fla.

Sept 13: “congrats and continued success” ~ JaRon Eames, NYC

Sept. 12: “this is impressive!” ~ Bill Protzmann  - San Diego

“Being a jazz musician who advocates for peace, your organization sounds 
ideal.” ~ Orlando Fiol - Philadelphia, PA

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-dipilla-4820177/


Sept. 6: “You have a great project….Hope you to be succeed in all of your nice 
and humanity projects always.” ~ Zahra Rostami - Shiraz, Iran

August 27: “Love what you are doing ... keep up the great work.” ~ Kelly 
Salmans, Salt Lake City

Aug. 10: “Wonderful song” ~ EKOSSO NJOH - London

“an immense hug from Spain, blessings !!” ~ Javier Gonzalez - Mataró, Spain

Aug. 2: “I’m aware of some of your history which is significant.” ~ Scot 
Albertson, NYC

Aug. 1: “came across  and watched your interesting video named jazz for 
peace…I really love it. Thank you very much for the services you are offering to 
the nation.” ~ Edward Tweteise - Uganda, Africa

July 31: “Right on!” ~ Jarrett Cherner - Brooklyn, NY

July 27: “ I am amazed by you and your accomplishments!!” ~ Lisa Pappas 
Perrodin - Haughton, Louisiana

“Jazz for Peace looks awesome.....Keep up your wonderful work. - the world 
needs more” ~ Harry McAlister - London

July 26, 2017: “I enjoyed ISFAHAN😊 ……and we are very interested in knowing 
more about Jazz for Peace.  Please choose a date from the following list that Rick 
would be available for an interview.” ~ Kelli Campbell - JazzVoices.org (stay 
tuned for this exciting interview with Jazz for Peace Founder Rick DellaRatta)

July 22: “Dear John  De Angelis, I am delighted to communicate to you via this 
email, I am sending you names and comments from our team members who 
have watched the video and forwarded their comments to me, along with the 
project proposal (as attached). 

- Theophilus Ntamukunzi:  It is amazing how Jazz for Peace can change 
peoples' lives.

http://jazzvoices.org/


-Sam Nsenguyumva: Oh, great video! Jazz for Peace has benefited different 
souls. I can't stop watching and sharing.

-Joshua Kato: A landmark that has left my heart thanking Jazz for Peace for the 
gospel of peace spread. We can live in harmony if Jazz for peace does what I have 
seen in the video to our community.

-Festo Kamanzi: I am struck at heart that elsewhere (where Jazz for Peace have 
reached) there is value for peace, I am hoping to see the golden age of peace if 
Jazz for Peace comes to our rescue.

-Sheba Hanyurwa: Oh dear Jazz for Peace! Thank you for the video and your 
work, I cant control myself with these feelings left in my heart, longing to see my 
community experience this in their hearts as well.

-Ferdinant Iyakaremye: It's emotional to watch this video to see Jazz for peace 
giving a helping hand to different communities.

-James Niyibizi: What  a precious people Jazz for Peace are! I wish they can 
reach to our community.

-Godfrey Habumuremyi: How blessed our community would be after meeting 
Jazz for Peace! This video teaches me a lot. I praise you Jazz for Peace.

-Denis Byomuhangyi: Can't wait to experience Jazz for Peace concert around 
me, great Video.

-Jackson Sinamenye: This Jazz for Peace Ministry is great ever. Thank you for 
your helping hand in bringing peace and harmony through music.

-Moses Dukorerimana: Jazz for Peace! Jazz for Peace! Long live Jazz for Peace, 
the video is very educative, interesting and peace bringing. I am looking forward 
to inviting everyone is such event is to be held in our community.

Thanking you and looking forward for this memorable moment to happen.



Mr. Steven Rugigana.

Cordinator, Kisoro International Vicational Institute and Director Kisoro 
Community Volunteers Association. - Uganda, Africa

July 21: “People need to understand that Music especially Jazz is Candy for the 
Spirit, Soul & Body and Musicians has to understand how to stick together first 
before other societies take us serious. If we can open up and learn from each 
other , there will be room for all. But this is the goal and task at Hand. Thank you 
Debbie Cerritelli for all you do.” ~ Carlos A. Boyce Jr. - Minneapolis-St. Paul

July 19: “International Jazz Day could not happen without partners like Jazz for 
Peace….using concerts, community outreach and education programs to raise 
support and awareness for local and international charities…to promote 
charitable and service-based activities that help make a positive difference in the 
world…to unify and empower the vulnerable in our society. We are indebted to 
you for your steadfast support, and look forward to working with you…” ~ 
Herbie Hancock (see complete letter)  Click here for Video of Jazz Day 2017 at 
Washington DC Lincoln Memorial - https://vimeo.com/215577496   

July 11: “I really appreciate what you are doing and enjoying an artistry of Rick 
and his band” ~ Michael Zorich, Multicultural Arts Exchange - Philadelphia, PA

July 4: “God bless my friend….you are a great man…..Peace and music can never 
die.” ~ Brady Bullock - Salt Lake City, Utah

June 25: “….you’re doing great work.”  ~ Shel Horowitz - Hadley, Massachusetts

June 20: “Watching "Jazz for Peace" Right now…. Beautiful, Thank you !!” ~ 
Phyllis Kee - Stewart - NYC

June 17: “I have listened to the video and it is great! I have also shared it with 
board and team members.” ~ Michael Wiyual Tut - Juba, South Sudan

June 7: “Great work Rick indeed. Thank you for putting me in the loop” ~ Kai 
Eckhardt - San Francisco

http://jazzforpeace.org/herbie.pdf
https://vimeo.com/215577496


June 6: “Good effort” ~ Steve Kiarie - Kenya, Africa

May 29: “We support and congratulate your activity of Jazz for Peace.” ~ Ian 
Shen , Brenda Kanai, Chikako Koga - Saga, Japan

May 22: “Love what you're doing” ~ Oliver Brown - Los Angeles, CA

May 20: ”jazz for peace”….."empowerment tree” .. love it!!” ~ Bolton Sullivan - 
West Palm Beach, Florida

May 17: “Well done and the spirit comes across strong!!” ~ John Luongo - NYC

May 15: “That is great.” ~ niasony okomo - Cologne, Germany

May 13: “Very impressive!!!” ~ David "DJ" Rupert - Mesa, Arizona

May 9: “amazing work - congratulations.” ~ John Harvey - NYC

May 6: “you are so good, love your singing voice” ~ Joyce Marino-Thomas - 
South Carolina

May 5: “How could anyone not love people being proactive in planting seeds of 
peace upon this land.  Music is healing to the human soul.  Thank you for 
sharing....Thank you for sharing!!” ~ Patricia Pingitore, Event Specialist - 
Philadelphia, PA

“Nice idea.” ~ Ruth-Ellen Sternberg - Columbus, Ohio

May 4:“you guys are doing amazing work around the world.” ~ Rambabu Talluri 
- Rye, NY

May 3: “Wow that was nice!” ~ Theresa Bastien, NYC

May 1: “Greetings to you from Abidjan Cote D’Ivoire. I am conscious and even 
marveled at the fight for peace through the Jazz - nothing like it. You with my 
encouragement this is what I am interested in …. Artists who perform for the 
Jazz are to greet and thank. I am at your service” ~ Mr DOUMBIA Souleymane - 
President of FENDATCI - Abidjan, Ivory Coast



April 27: “I just went to your page and links and I love what you are doing. “ ~ 
Jenny Morales - Dallas

April 22: “thank you so much for your support!……I perused your other grants 
to date & they are sensational, & congratulations!!! Great work & dedication!! ~ 
Marianne Kadunc - Sydney, Australia 

April 18: “these projects look fantastic” - David Ruiz Molina - Córdoba, Spain

April 17: “I am quite aware of his event….and I will give Rick's event a mention 
as I run down the national aspects of Jazz Appreciation Month. Keep swinging! 
Linda” - Linda Yohn  Music Director, 89.1 WEMU

April 16: “I have checked the link you kindly sent, watched the video, and I must 
say, this looks very interesting indeed. I would be happy to participate” ~ Elliott 
Randall, Guitar Legend (including Guitar solo on Steely Dan’s “Reelin in the 
years”) - London, England

April 13: “Ain’t nobody playing like that!…..I’ve heard all the greats and you’re 
the next one.” ~ Glen Simpson, The Sleeping Giant of the Sax - Lawrence, Kansas  
(commenting on recent 2017 Rick DellaRatta jazz piano improvisation)

April 10: “Yay!  Jazz for Peace!  You're doing wonderful work” ~ Amy Denio - 
Seattle

April 7: “this is very important information.” ~ Robert Rosenthall - Jackson, 
Mississippi 

“Yes I would like to be included in Rick DellaRatta's 15th Anniversary for Jazz 
For Peace celebration.” ~ Dana Reedy, NYC

“I would love to participate.” ~ Corina Bertra, NYC

“Sounds interesting I think I will try to attend that event!” ~ Andrew Knox - 
Philadelphia, PA

April 6: “I watched the video and sounds like an amazing opportunity. ….let me 
know how to get started” ~ Daniel Turikumwe - Pittsburgh, PA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlBUeZ9aB7U


April 5: “I would love to be part of this celebration. Tell me more.” ~ Gregory M. 
Jones - NYC

April 5: “I played with Rick here in Charlotte around five or six years ago, and 
really enjoyed it. He's an excellent musician and a true ambassador for jazz 
throughout the world.” ~ Armen S. Boyajian - Charlotte, NC

April 5: “What a great event…..The video is amazing!” ~ Maria Brotherston - 
Denver, CO

March 27: “I would like to participate” ~ David Fernando - Miami

March 21: “congrats…..We honor your work and success” ~ Steve Rubin, 
Hudson Valley Jazz Fest - NYC

March 19: “Your historic 2002 UN Concert was an inspired precursor to 
UNICEF’s 2011 designation of April 30 as International Jazz Day with concerts in 
every country in the world.  I can think of no one better able to share this story 
with the gift of your music…”  ~ Jeanne Boardman, American Museum of Peace 
(AMP) - Washington DC (See full letter HERE)

March 18: “Very commendable.” ~ Marty Khan, Outward Visions, Inc. - Tucson, 
Arizona

March 11: “just wanted to congratulate you for your skills and talent.” ~ Daniel 
Capelo - Los Angeles

March 9: “I’m very interested in your jazz for peace program and I am thinking 
of ways to participate” ~ Bruce Gertz - Boston, MA

“I love the idea of Jazz for peace” ~ Jerone Roy - Dallas

March 6: “a worthy venture that has helped jazz.” ~ Scott Yanow, Jazz Journalist/
Author/Historian/Reviewer - Los Angeles, CA

“Jazz for peace around the world is extremely commendable!!!” ~ Ralph Hedges, 
Director at Chopin Piano Academy, Manhattan School of Music - Hawaiian 
Islands

http://jazzforpeace.org/ampinvite.pdf


March 5: “Congrats on your 15th anniversary of Jazz for Peace Concert as well as 
all of those grants!  Continued success for the future!” ~ Joann Fleisch - Milford. 
PA

February 24: “We are doing this ….Thank You for given me the opportunity!! ~ 
MarkyZ, Recording Artist - Clifton Heights, PA

Feb. 17: ”I love what you're doing and you're definitely an inspiration to us all" ~ 
Junior Archer - London

Feb. 10: “This is a brilliant idea! Wonderful Project!” ~ Amin Kamara 

Feb. 9: “absolutely amazing!” ~ Lynda Bell - Sarasota, Florida

"very cool" ~ Alfredo Ballesteros - Los Angeles

Jan. 31: “Great powerful story.” ~ Daniele Fiori - Rome (Talking about the article 
“The Story of Jazz for Peace” http://jazzforpeace.org/wpearticle

Jan. 30: “Cool video!” ~ Carl Anthony - Miami

Jan. 27: “That’s dam great!” ~ Terri Givens - Providence, RI

“magnificent” ~ Pedro Enrique Vega de la Nuez - Logroño Area, Spain 

“I love the therapeutic aspect you've created” ~ Greg Guggenheim - USA

Jan. 26:  “congrats on Jazz for Peace's success” - Armen Boyajian, CFRE Fund 
Raising Professional - Charlotte, North Carolina

Jan. 25: “That’s awesome….Wow!!! ……Great song and well performed.” ~ Guru 
Dave Powers - Snowbird, Utah (commenting on the new Video - All of Me - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-0kn3idDCc )

Jan. 23: “I find it extremely interesting and impressive….If I can refer someone to 
this program/grant, I will happily do so…..best wishes for continued success” ~ 
Elaine Sullivan - Providence, RI

"I think you're wonderful, period for this work..…Giving clear instructions step 
by step is a gift you have….I tip my hat” ~ Gabrielle Sido Islwyn - Siena, Italy

http://jazzforpeace.org/wpearticle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-0kn3idDCc


Jan. 20: “excellent” ~ Matthew Cummings - NYC

Jan. 18: ”I love the idea of Jazz for Peace!" ~ Taylor Quartet, Los Angeles

Jan. 17: ”very glad for your success. This is what music is here for, to bring 
people back to their real peace, to the balance that makes a note and a nation 
healthy.. all best to you, ~ Gabrielle Islwyn - Sienna, Italy

" I love the New Year video, and it is my privilege to know you." ~ Lloyd David 
Lieberman - Astoria, NY  (Talking about our Video - Rick DellaRatta & Jazz for 
Peace Starts NEW YEAR with BANG! https://vimeo.com/186064846)

Jan. 13: ”Very nice" ~ Dan Nelson ~ Levittown, New York

"Nice" ~ Jeffrey Collins, Miami

Jan 12: "Phenomenal" ~ Jay Washington - Tampa, Fla.

“Great” ~ CARLOS OROZCO - Fort Lauderdale, Florida

"You guys & Ladies are working hard... Thanks" ~ Solomon Hicks - NYC

Jan. 11: ”well done....congrats" ~ Beto Beserra - Nagoya, Japan

"It sounds great! Keep up the good work. The world needs people like you!" ~ 
Daniele Fiori (LION) - Rome, Italy

“interesting” ~ Ted Schuhle - Ronkonkoma, New York

"It is great work.... I like it." ~ Dilli Raj Devote - Pokhara, Nepal

“I like it " ~ Tobias Mastrocola- Project Development at Peace Corps Jamaica 
(speaking about our Easy Step to Apply (http://jazzforpeace.org/apply.pdf).

Jan. 7: ”Loved it." ~ Johanna Sparrow - San Antonio, Texas

Jan. 6:  “I read the Newsletter....sounds so great!!" ~ Sarah James, NYC

Jan. 4: ” It's a good project and a creative way to raise money. Good for you!" ~ 
Diane Acciavatti, NYC

https://vimeo.com/186064846
http://jazzforpeace.org/apply.pdf


“This is Great! Thank You for caring!!!” ~ Helen M. Laffier, Art therapist at 
Soaring Art Therapy - Southeastern Ontario, Canada (commenting on our “How 
to apply” link - http://jazzforpeace.org/apply.pdf).

Jan. 2, 2017: “John, here are the 15 comments on Jazz for Peace video from Mike 
Armando fans and friends so far. Thanks” - Mike Armando, NYC

1) Mike Armando ~ I thought it was excellent.  

2) Carol Armando ~ I think Jazz for Peace is a great idea. I think the video was 
well put together and educational. Jazz is an international music and is the 
perfect music to bring peace to the world though jazz exposure young and old.  

3) Anita Lopicalo ~ I thought Jazz for Peace video presentation was great. The 
only thing I noticed was at the very beginning it had a map with New York City 
on the west coast but corrected itself in a latter frame. Other than that it was a 
great presentation and a great idea to use Jazz for Peace. Mike Armando and his 
collaborators have been making great music for many years. His style tends to be 
mellow yet he varies styles from funk to blues and in between. Consistently 
great!!  

4) Gali Amarmilio ~ I love this video!! “Jazz for Peace” Your music is always an 
inspiration for me… Excellent video / music!!!  

5) Andrew Golba ~ I have watched the videos. This seams like a worthy 
situation. Jazz For Peace seems like a good organization with a great mission. 
Seems like a good thing to be part of. Thank You  

6) Artt Frank ~ I just watched the video, Jazz For Peace, and really think it is a 
great idea and feel that it will help people everywhere to get an idea that Jazz 
music not only makes for good listening and education, but to also promote 
peace and goodwill throughout the world. Thanks for posting the video. - Artt 
Frank, Hall Of Fame inductee and longtime drummer with jazz trumpet icon, 
Chet Baker.  

7) Michael Alexander ~ Seems like a very good idea. Spreading great music and 
good vibes around the world..  

8) Joe Izzo ~ A great cause. The world needs more of this. 

http://jazzforpeace.org/apply.pdf


9) Warren Wygand ~ I think Jazz for Peace is a great idea. Jazz is a very creative 
music. Jazz for peace is introducing jazz to people who may have never heard of 
this music. Jazz for Peace is doing the world a great loving service. Thanks a lot.  

10) Susan Wade ~ I really enjoyed the video. I was really happy to see an 
organization spreading peace though music and that is jazz. I think it is a very 
good idea. Mike Armando would be a great choice to perform for Jazz for Peace. 
Wow. Great idea.  

11) Patrick DeBernaredi ~ A good idea long overdue. Jazz for Peace video was 
put together very well. A lot of information. I think it will help people in the USA 
and the world. I hope to see Mike Armando with his group perform and hope he 
does get this grant. He would be the ideal person to perform for Jazz for Peace 
and that is peace though jazz. Thank you for your video a great idea.  

12) Marlina Griffin ~ What a great way, Jazz for Peace. You are doing an 
important work. Good luck and success in your endeavors.  

13) Michael Cochrane ~ Jazz for peace is a great idea. I support bringing jazz to a 
world stage.  

14) Boris Kurganov  ~ Jazz for Peace is a great Idea  

15) Nancy Monroe  ~ Music certainly is a way to bring people together in peace. 
One way to create a world community is through jazz. 

16) Laurie Bertolini Simpson ~ Jazz for Peace is a great idea, and Mike Armando 
is the perfect ambassador of jazz music. Mike's talent, his original compositions, 
brilliant performance, along with his ensemble playing consistently demonstrate 
his depth of sensitivity to the art. Music is an international language and the 
energy of jazz is predisposed to reach across social strata. Mike's music contains 
the magnetic pull to bring all people together. I believe there is no better genre 
than jazz for peace and, no better player than Mike Armando's tightly-woven 
and virtuoso musicianship.

Dec. 20, 2016: From the Board Members of an outstanding organization in 
Jacksonville, Fla.



Jerry Fraiser: I watched both videos and I think that this organization is doing 
great things and I know that they will be able to help us in our effort.

James Baggs: I liked how they went around the world to help people through 
music and that is what C.B.Cane is trying to do.

Monya Williams: The concept of Jazz For Peace and their grant work embodies 
everything that help is supposed to be about. The videos were very informative.

Greg Martin: I liked the music and the founder really explained the work that 
they do in detail. I think that this organization can really help Cane with this 
work.

Carrie Fraiser: We have been looking for a grant source for a long time and this is 
the answer to our prayers. The process that he explained seems simple enough 
and it will help the effort and the goal CB is trying to reach.

Marva Daniels: I don’t understand a lot of this technology, but I understood that 
this is a good idea and a way to help people.

C.B.Cane: I viewed these videos several times and each time my take away was 
different. I learned the importance of togetherness and I have a new perspective 
when it comes to ministering to others needs. The videos were so good, I really 
liked them

Dec. 19: “This is fine and interesting. More grace and power to your able. I shall 
apply also.” ~ Vitalis Ken Duru - Nigeria

Dec. 17: ”Love all the information passing it on to other colleges in my field." ~ 
Miguel A. Hernandez - Social & Civic Activist for Peace & Justice. Brooklyn, NY 

Dec. 14: ”I look forward to working with your group because this will be a real 
help in getting this project and many similar things done for this cause." ~ CB 
Cane - Jacksonville, Fla

Dec. 11: “That’s Wonderful!” ~ Sarah James - NYC

“your article is quite useful.” ~ Claudio Parodi - Genoa, Italy

Dec. 8: ”Bless you and all you do!" ~ Mary Jo Papich, Chicago



Dec. 7: ”Totally awesome" ~ Jay Washington - Tampa, Fla.

"I think your process is brilliant! It is one thing to help people by handing them a 
check. Your process is much more than that. I will start step 1 and send out the 
letter/email tomorrow.” ~ Lisa Wolfe, Build-A-Band Music Education - 
Coatesville, PA

”Great news and great grant program!" ~ Elisa Trocmé - Toulouse, France

Dec. 6: ”Keep up the great work, Rick!" ~ Christopher Burnett - Kansas City, 
Missouri 

"Very creative and impressive" ~ Edward Stephon - Allentown, PA

Nov. 30: ”Beautiful musical project you have." ~ Diego Sax - Sevilla, Spain

Nov. 29: ”Nice!” ~ Rose de Vries - Amsterdam, Netherlands

Nov. 26: ”I just caught your newsletter. Wonderful work you're doing!" ~ George 
Markey, NYC

Nov. 23: ”Thank you for your work and article, it is impressive :)" ~ Katerina 
Barampouti - London

Nov. 18: ”Awesome!” ~ Randy Ellis, CEO at Mo'Horns - Randallstown, Maryland

Nov. 16: ”Congratulations to You Amen" ~ Melvin Lane - Pomona, California

“it is (a) great idea” ~ Rambabu Talluri - Rye, NY

Nov. 14: “you are doing an amazing job and it matters. With respect,” ~ Gregory 
Rivkin - Jerusalem, Israel

“GREAT presentation” ~ Joe Samuel - Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

Nov. 7: ”Thanks for the great work" ~ KAISE IVAN, Uganda

Nov. 5: “Bravo!” ~ Diane Sears - Philadelphia, PA

“Awesome!” ~ Melinda Grayson - Washington, DC  Commenting on our latest 
video "Standing Up for our Grant Recipients!" - https://vimeo.com/189388286

https://vimeo.com/189388286


Nov. 4: “Amazing! What a great way to empower so many around the world 
through a unique funding model! More power to Jazz for Peace! ~ Nick Noorani 
- Vancouver, Canada

Oct. 30: ”Lovely!” ~ Paye Banza - Calgary,Canada Commenting on our new 
video, Jazz for Peace Grant Workshop: https://vimeo.com/186064846

Oct. 30: ”Amazing! " ~ Lynda Bell - Sarasota, Fla. *** Talking about our NEW 
video - Standing up for our Grant Recipients! https://vimeo.com/189388286

Oct. 29: ”beautiful jazz music. Great jazz for Peace on the Earth" ~ Sergey 
Stepanov - Ukraine

Oct. 25:  “Not only was the "Jazz For Peace Live In Pakistan" video astounding 
but the article was tremendous as well.” ~ Eric Cohen, Music Director at WAER 
Radio - Syracuse, New York

Oct. 24: “The video was both informative and certainly presented an important 
message!!” ~ Harry Freedman, Independent Fundraising Consultant - 
Philadelphia, PA (Talking about our NEW Grant Workshop Video).

Oct. 17: Lynette Johnson commented on your video, Jazz for Peace Grant 
Workshop: https://vimeo.com/186064846 ~ “ I love how easily it is to get a 
grant with this organization"

Oct. 12: ”Great video." ~ Kiril Zafirov - Sofia, Bulgaria (Talking about our NEW 
Grant Workshop Video - https://vimeo.com/186064846).

Oct. 12: ”you’ve done a great job!" ~ Panagiotis Theodossiou - Athens, Greece

Oct. 5: “You’ve really made your process much easier to understand...thank 
you!” ~ Christina Conti - Philadelphia, PA

Oct. 3: “Lovely!” ~ Diane (Amale Kasambu) Urban AMBASSADOR OF 
FINANCE at THE UNIVERSAL WORLD COURT Dallas, TX  **** Talking about 
the Jazz for Peace Grant Video performance of Cherokee. ****

https://vimeo.com/186064846
https://vimeo.com/189388286
http://www.apple.com
https://vimeo.com/user44045883
https://vimeo.com/186064846
https://vimeo.com/186064846
https://vimeo.com/186064846
https://vimeo.com/186064846
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8ajOppuiRE


September 29: “Thanks Rick for your great presentation and music performance. 
You demonstrated in person that #MakingMusicIsAProfession. Respect!” ~ 
Sohrab Saadat Ladjevardi , NYC

Sept. 27: “Thank you for the enlightened work you are doing….Nothing is more 
important than world peace” ~ Ron Halliday - Canada

Sept. 22: “you are great…..God bless the work of your hands.” ~ Rambabu Talluri 
- Rye, NY

Sept. 20: “Please extend my good wishes to Rick….I admire what he is doing.” ~ 
Dave Liebman 

Sept. 16: ”Rick! I love what you do!" ~ Kelley Karel, NYC

Sept. 15: “As a former jazz tenor player, and now a gerontologist, I really found 
the work you are doing to be very be very interesting. Thanks so much” - Bill 
Lane - Homer, NY

Sept. 11: "I love your initiative and way of supporting the peace with Jazz music!" 
~ Simone Honijk - Amsterdam, Netherlands 

Sept. 9: “intense” ~ Joe Bjornson - Vancouver, Canada

Sept. 8:“Pegasus of human altruism.” ~ George Demetrios Vlatakis - Greece

Sept.5: ”Awesome Story" ~ Oba William (Billy) King - Chicago

August 24: “Thanks for taking the time today to walk me through your program. 
The scope is very impressive.” ~ Paul Speidel - Boston, MA

Aug. 19: ”Thank you very much for all you do, and have done in making a better 
world through music! " ~ Ricardo Rose - Cherry Hill, NJ

"I am sincerely humbled" ~ Temitayo Akinjogunla - Durham, NC

Aug. 15: ”Keep up the promotion of world peace my friend!!!!" ~ Bobby Watson, 
director of jazz studies at umkc conservatory of music - Kansas City, Missouri

Aug. 14: ”I always enjoy reading your articles." ~ Avril Henry, Toronto



Aug. 12: “You are doing excellent work!” ~ Markus Gottschlich - Miami, Fla.

“Interesting article, congrats” ~ JULIEN MCROBERTS ~ NYC

Aug. 11: “very cool work you are doing….Meaningful work!” ~ John Harvey, 
NYC

Aug. 9: “well done” ~ Tania de Jong - Melbourne, Australia

Aug. 8: “dude, you're amazing.” ~ Leo Traversa, Bassist Extraordinaire - NYC

Aug. 5: “thanks for the work you are doing.....This has really touched me” ~ 
Josephine Isaac Joan, Vision of Hope - Uganda

Aug. 3: “it’s great what you're doing.” ~ Jessica Williams, Jazz Pianist & 
Composer - Seattle

"A very interesting read....Thank You!" ~ Johnny Arco - Brooklyn, NY

August 2: ”This is a powerful account of how music is the universal language. 
The way Rick was able to connect with the people particularly the young people 
is extraordinary. Given the area of the world he describes makes this all the more 
meaningful” ~ Alan Kinsey - Philadelphia, PA

"a very enlightening article" ~ Libby Hikind, GrantWatch.com - West Palm Beach, 
Fla.

July 29: “It was a great article and I applaud Rick and his courage and 
commitment to bring peace through jazz.” ~ Gail Boyd, Owner - Gail Boyd Artist 
Management, NYC

July 28: “Great story.” ~ David Berger, NYC

“I saw the videos! Great!!!" ~ Zé Luis Oliveira - NYC

July 26: “peace & love!!” ~ Marco Sarti - Bologna, Italy

July 25: "Great philanthropic effort. Keep up the great work."  ~ Melanie Gachot - 
West Palm Beach, Fla.

“Beautiful” ~ Greg "Jazzman" Chako - Rochester, NY



“what you're doing looks fantastic.” ~ Linda Lysakowski, ACFRE - Boulder City, 
Nevada 

July 22: ”It is very good. Rick looks very inspired" ~ Bruce Hawes, Philadelphia

July 21: ”amazing" ~ Derrick Foggy - Philadelphia

Ju;ly 20: “You are doing great work." ~ Shari Gantman Vice President, 
Communications, Health Foundation of South Florida

July 19: “inspiring, to say the least!” ~ Reuben Jackson, Jazz Host at Vermont 
Public Radio - Winooski, VT

“A brave person, following his faith and talent….” ~ Charlie Boyer - West Palm 
Beach, Florida

July 18: “It is a wonderful article and a beautiful story…wonderful musician.” ~ 
WENDY OXENHORN Vice Chairman/ Executive Director: JAZZ 
FOUNDATION of AMERICA, NYC

July 16: ”Amazing story" ~ Don Braden, NYC

“Great article.” ~ Jose Rodriguez - Long Beach, CA

“This is very interesting” ~ Bobby Molina, NYC

Ju;y 15: "Awesome" ~ Samuel Stilwell, Musician - Brooklyn, NY

“Great effort.” ~ Lazaro Vega - Grand Rapids, Michigan

“Inspiring article.” ~ Garry Hinton - Sydney, Australia

“A very impressive effort.” ~ Jeffrey Ortmann, International Arts Alliance - 
Trinidad & Tobago 

July 14:  “so impressed by all that you have accomplished.” ~ Todd Isler - 
Brooklyn, New York

“Awesome work. The world needs more heart to heart, art to art connection.” ~ 
Spyder Webb - Sedona, AZ



July 13: “checking out the Jazz for Peace Live in Pakistan video. Very much 
enjoyed it..” ~ Eric Cohen, Music Director at WAER Radio - Syracuse, New York

July 12: “what an interesting article about your show in Pakistan!!” ~ Rogerio 
Jardim - Long Beach, CA

July 11: “thank you for loving humanity…..May the almighty God continue 
aiding you.” ~ WAMALA CHRISTOPHER, Uganda

“God bless you for your charitable works.” ~ Suzi Akrofi, Jazz for Peace 
Empowerment Grant Recipient and President of Bi-Habawalk, NYC

“Interesting worthy project.” ~ Gene Santoro, NYC

“Inspiring” ~ Bradley Opland, Chicago

July 9: Referring to article in July 2016 issue of Allegro Magazine - http://
www.local802afm.org/2016/07/letter-from-lahore/ -  “What a great article!! 
What a wonderful thing you are doing!!” ~ Linda Reindel - Westwood, NJ

“Wonderful work you did, we are happy to see this articles, Praise the Lord. 
Congratulation dear brother Rick DellaRatta. New Life Ministries of Pakistan 
acknowledge your services and you pain to uplift the children's literacy in 
Pakistan.” ~ Aamir Sindhu - Lahore, Pakistan

July 6: “Thanks for sharing your wonderful project with me. Jazz encompasses 
all the qualities and tools one should have in order to become a better person, 
such as communication, pluralism, accepting different ideas, innovation, team 
work, improvisation and creativity and exposing all of those to children might 
have a tremendous influence on the way they perceive life. It seems that your 
initiative is very successful and i am admiring your devotion and dedication for 
this.” ~  Amikam Kimelman. Founder and Artistic Director at The International 
Jaffa Jazz Festival - Israel                                                                                                        

July 4: “We commend you on the great philanthropic work that you do to 
empower others. Warm regards, Yvonne R Sewall, CEO & Founder, Max’s 
Kansas City Project - NYC

http://www.local802afm.org/2016/07/letter-from-lahore/
http://www.local802afm.org/2016/07/letter-from-lahore/


July 1: “love what you are doing….I have been truly inspired by your work with 
jazz for peace.” ~ Roger Moisan, Founder, Freedom for Musicians - London

“You do great work” ~ Timothy J. Peterson, NYC

June 26: “Thank you very much for your precious services” ~ ABDERRAZAK 
BEN HAMMOUDA - Tunisia

June 24: ”I watched the video pretty awesome" ~ Sophia Daniz - Charlotte, North 
Carolina

June 22: “Extremely important work!   Thank you for being.” ~ Mitchell Rapport 
- Austin, Texas

June 13: ”This information is awesome." ~ Cassandra Allen - Washington, D.C.

June 9: “well done” ~ Paweł Tomaszewski - Slawno, Poland

June 6: “Very beautiful work you're doing…..I enjoyed watching the video very 
much." ~ Paula Weiss - Albany, NY

June 2: ”I appreciate your JAZZ FOR PEACE Movement. Oh what a worthy 
cause" ~ Clyde Bermingham, NYC

May 28: “Thanks for your tireless work” ~ Lloyd David Lieberman - Port 
Jefferson, NY

May 27: “Jazz for peace is very important to our community and we all need it 
alive and well." ~ Itaiguara Brandao - Brazilian Jazz Artist, NYC

May 24: “I love your jazz melodies!!! Your great” ~ Sarah Michel - Austin, Texas

May 23: “What you do is fantastic." ~ Philippe Dejardin - Paris, France

May 21: “Great program” ~ Charles Holmes -  Seattle, WA

May 20: ”Keep up the good work!" ~ Maxwell Kofi Donkor - Monroe, NY

May 17: “Congratulations on all your success with Jazz For Peace !!! I can say I 
knew you when you were 18 months old” ~ Linda Reindel - Westwood, NJ 



May 14: ”enjoyed the vid from your uganda journey .....respect for your work!" ~ 
Wolfgang Schlögl, Austria

May 13: "Great Cause and Performance" ~ Albert Quon Wing - Los Angeles, CA 

May 9: ”what a great thing you are doing my friend!!! All my blessings" ~ Dr. 
Rev. M. R. "Doc" Michaud - Boston, Mass.

May 8: ”Love what you're doing." ~ Spyder Webb - Sedona, AZ

May 7: ”What you are doing is very heartening and very special — it's when we 
stop doing things only for ourselves that the world starts to move." ~ Jessica 
Williams, Pianist and Composer - Yakima, Washington

“I watched your video……I love your way!” ~ Princess Mansia M’Bila - Brussels, 
Belgium

May 6: “Very nice work !!!! Well done !!!” ~ Christos Triantafyllou - Greece

"Congrats on the anniversary! Twelve more productive years ahead." ~ Ibrahim 
Brian Cox, Electric Bassist; Bandleader - Nigeria

May 5: “Very much keeping up on the Lahore story and I am very 
moved…..looking forward to future dialogues. ~ Aaron Todd, CEO at Wisdom 
Project Consulting/BlackTree Recordings - Los Angeles, CA

“Congratulations on your 12 year anniversary! You've helped so many people 
and organizations.  Wishing you all the best!”  ~ Carol Gibson, Compassionate 
Artists - Los Angeles, CA

April 26: “Your role in people's lives is very angelic……Your organization does 
not only give hope to needy, it promotes cross cultural programs across the 
globe. Thumbs up for the good and beautiful works which you and your entire 
team are doing. I am really impressed….What a way to let the world go round! “ 
~ Olalekan Oduntan - Nigeria

“I have seen your program . I find very good. I am glad that such good people 
like you with music can (be) Helping.  I love how they play jazz. :-))) i wish you 
much success …with Love”~  Forough Djafar-Zadeh-Karimi - Wien, Austria



April 25: “we really respect and love the kind of purposes that you support with 
your activity, so we would really be happy to collaborate…” ~ Gianriccardo Pera, 
Entertainment Producer and Artistic Director - Milan, Italy

April 19: “We hereby thank Jazz for peace grant program for all his efforts and 
peace supports around the world. We have watched series of videos and read 
interesting reports on your great work around the world with several non for 
profit and agencies, from Haiti, Pakistan and other where. Indeed, we are a Youth 
volunteer peace group, non for profit organization located in Eastern of Congo, a 
party of the world that has faced more than 2 décades of wars, conflicts, sexual 
violence, poverty, ... We are really interested to apply for Jazz for peace….. to 
implement our youth, peace and sustainable community development projects.” 
~ Leon Simweragi, AJVDC Youth peace group - Congo, Africa

April 17: ”awesome" ~ Daniel Ochoa Jr. - El Centro, California

April 16: “You are doing great things” ~ Vasko Dukovski, NYC

April 14: ”this is indeed a worthy cause....I wish you every success" ~ Isabel 
Cervera - Valencia, Spain

“God bless you and enlighten you always” ~ TÂNIA SERRANO MACHADO - 
São Paulo, Brazil

April 13: “You are doing a great thing.” ~ Jeffrey Traver - Philadelphia, PA

April 9: ”Thank you so much for your good will." ~ Takeshi Asai, NYC

”I appreciate your work" ~ Steve Rubin - Hudson Valley, NY

April 8: "great work." ~ Shel Horowitz - Springfield, MA

April 5: “A big thanks to you from the board members and our entire 
keephopealive Org. we have watched jazz for peace live in pakistan and we have 
gone through step 2 and it was so amazing. we never knew such kind…. 
organization like jazz for peace. keep the good work, our prayers are always 
toward you guys…..it has been a great enjoyment to watch  jazz for peace help 
people around the world..may God keep their great spirit alive ...thanks so much 
jazz for peace for bringing us this far.” ~ Francis Mara, Kenya



April 3: “checked…your video in Pakistan. He is undoubtedly a great pianist & 
singer.” ~ Programato Musicus - Kolkata Area, India

“I see you are making a difference out there. All the best on you're journey!” ~ 
Steve Sacco - NYC

April 1: “your organization is doing great work around the world and that is 
what's sorely needed today and always! Best of everything with your project and 
much continued success!” ~ Larry Kimpel - Chicago

Mar. 31: “Thanks for the opportunity…..you’re doing great things” ~ Richard 
Lamanna - Albany, New York

Mar. 30: ”Super!!!” ~ Tjeerd Mosbach - Luxembourg

“I'm just shocked by your energy!” ~ Ronald Daniels - Chicago

Mar. 29:  ~ As per your request, please find below the responses from my 
colleagues and friends. They were all very pleased to know there are still caring 
people in this world. Thank you for allowing me to share such a wonderful 
video.


Mike Russoneillo - Completely changed my outlook on caring in this world

Peggy Armbrust - The video made me cry, you are doing such great work

Katrina Summers - I was amazed at how many people Jazz for Peace has touched

Anton Avington - Jazz for Peace CAN make world peace

Will Velez - There are no boundaries for where Jazz for Peace can touch, thank you

James Beckman- It was nice to see children smile who face such adversity

Steven Speaker- Thank you for shining light in the world!

Pierre Coudreau- Jazz for Peace is needed everywhere, I loved the video

Paul Kracht- Wonderful video, thank you for sharing

Gary Wallace- Great events in the video, peace is what the world needs!

Patrick Storey- God Bless the children, and Jazz for Peace

 

Thank you once again for allowing me to share such a powerful video. I look forward to 
hearing from you soon so we can grow our empowerment tree!!

Sincerely,

Robert G. Harris 



Mar. 28: ”I can't thank you enough for introducing CHRP to this 
opportunity! ...this is amazing and important work that you are doing!!" ~ Lane 
Alexander - Chicago

Mar. 24: “Super article!" https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/have-you-reviewed-
step-1-see-video-john-de-angelis ~ Mohamed Reda KOULHA, Algeria

"I have been a big fan of yours for a long time. Used your cds on my Jazz 
Program. " ~ Aaron Fensterheim - Hallandale, Florida 

Mar. 22: “Thank you for making me aware of this as I had not seen the video. I 
have shared Jazz for Peace widely.” ~ Sandy Holland, Piano teacher &  
University Tutor in Music Education -  Lancaster, UK

“you have a great cause. You're an awesome pianist.” ~ Aaron Rhines, 
Composer/Jazz Pianist - Baltimore, MD

Mar. 21: “we wish Jazz for Peace boundless cosmic energy and great creative 
Projects. May Jazz for Peace spread its wings and fly to every corner of our 
Earth”  ~ Stepanov Sergey, Ukraine

Mar. 17:  "saw the video. Great!....passionate work...and fun." ~ Florin Farcas, 
Pianist - Zürich, Switzerland

"Awesome!" ~ JOHNNY ARCO™ Alternative Rock Musician Brooklyn, New 
York

Mar. 13: ”Great job, Rick! Keep up the good work." ~ Lipbone Redding - NYC

Mar. 10: “May your music spread its wings and fly to every corner of the 
universe in 2016” ~ Rod Harrod - Dinas Powys, Vale of Glamorgan, United 
Kingdom

Mar. 9: ”Your project Jazz for Peace is impressively overwhelming….I love the 
concept, and hopefully, soon my activities can be included in this world wide 
effort” ~ ARLENE HILTON - Philadelphia, PA

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/have-you-reviewed-step-1-see-video-john-de-angelis
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/have-you-reviewed-step-1-see-video-john-de-angelis
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/have-you-reviewed-step-1-see-video-john-de-angelis


Mar. 8: ”I have watched the video, It is very interesting, Jazz for peace has made 
great work" ~ Leon Simweragi, CEO at AJVDC Youth Entrepreneurship Program 
- Democratic Republic of the Congo 

"Let Peace reign...thank you very much for connecting. I am deeply honored." 
~Jaz Gill - Vancouver, Canada

"Keep up the good work." ~ Steve Tintweiss - Fresh Meadows, New York

Mar. 5: “ I have been watching the latest videos from Jazz For Peace and I want to 
congratulate you and your team on all the great things you are doing! It is truly 
inspirational to see music being used for connecting with people all over the 
world, and for everyone's benefit!” ~ Jacquelyn Schreiber - Dallas, Texas

Feb. 29: ”Super!’ ~ François Saubadu - Bordeaux, France

“Thank you so much sharing this great work with Rick DellaRatta and Jazz for 
Peace with me. i am sure these events helps to restore the broken people in so 
many countries.” ~ Eric van Zonneveld - Rotterdam, Netherlands

Feb. 28: “Thank You” ~ Janez Rozman - Slovenia

"The music is awesome!" ~ Niyonsaba Serge - Rwanda

"Thank you…looks interesting, I saw you did this also in Kenya, i'm working on 
a project in Kenya, will check it out” ~ Robert Wrabel - Austria

Feb. 26: ”Very nice" ~ James Signorelli - Seattle, Washington

Feb. 25: “Great job. Long live Jazz for Peace.” ~ Chudamani Subedi - Pokhara, 
Nepal

“WOW! I just love it!!! “ ~ Willy Wagner - Frankfurt, Germany

“Can't thank you enough. Good Luck, Good Program. “ ~ Adam Johnson - New 
Rochelle, NY

"Rick always plays great, and for a great cause too." ~ Mitchell Kessler - Albany, 
NY 



"We sure enjoyed Rick." ~ Gerald "GW" Staton  - Ann Arbor, Michigan

”Very, very beautiful cause and talented artist. Many Thanks for sharing!" ~ 
Angela Falco - Philadelphia, PA

"I'd love to get involved with the Jazz for peace program!" ~ Dave Ross - 
Brooklyn, NY

Feb. 24: ”It looks fabulous. Moving the needle for peace anywhere, affects peace 
everywhere."~ Antoinette Montague -- Fairfield, Connecticut

Feb. 23: ”Please keep up the good work." ~ Ashfaq Ishaq, International Child Art 
Foundation Washington, DC

“Cool. Good work!” ~ Rob Maletick - Washington D.C.

Feb. 22: ”Excellent please keep up the great work" ~ Oscar Hernandez Leader/
Musical Director at SPANISH HARLEM ORCHESTRA - Los Angeles, CA

"Great work!" ~ Marco Campos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

"That is great" ~ Raminder Singh, GIDSS - Canada

”the service you provide is invaluable…I absolutely embrace, and support the 
significance of "Jazz for Peace" in our World! Love it.” ~ Ricardo Rose - Cherry 
Hill, NJ

“very good” ~ John Irizarry, NYC

Feb. 20: “nice work.” ~ Madd ness ~ Washington, DC

“The Jazz for Peace Foundation Empowerment Grant will enable our non-profit 
organization - Health Improvement Foundation of Cameroon (HIF-CAM) – to 
reach out to the millions of people living in the rural communities of Cameroon 
without access to basic health care and clean water and sanitation. These people 
will need your help in order to transform their lives. Accessibility to health care 
and clean water is an inalienable human right and Jazz for Peace can highlight 
this awareness as well as mitigate the plight of these vulnerable 
communities…….It’s my sincere wish that our nonprofit (HIF-CAM) works with 



you in 2016 to save lives in the underprivileged rural communities of 
Cameroon.” ~ Chief Lewindia Nicholas, Cameroon

Feb. 19: “Thank you..!” ~ Paul Carr - Washington, DC 

Feb. 17: ”Beautiful Music!!" ~ Eno Edet - NYC

“I just listened to the clip…..and was pleasantly surprised. I was not aware of 
your organization until now and I am very pleased to see such wonderful things 
happening. Music has been and continues to be that medium that allows all 
people to communicate with each other on so many levels - truly the "Universal 
Language". You are doing wonderful work and I applaud your energy and 
commitment. I plan to view more of your published works and will follow your 
progress as I can. I wish you the very best as you proceed in making the human 
connection through music. Thank you for what you are doing.” ~ Lou Casini - 
Scenery Hill, PA

"congratulations for your efforts!" ~ Sandro Ferrera - Viterbo, Italy

Feb. 16: “Rick, congrats! You're great! May God bless you always.” ~ Amanda 
Pessoa - Brazil

"Very very good!!! I love it!" ~ Louis Brochu - Montreal, Canada

“I must say your work is…great” ~ Alexis Andre - Columbus, Ohio

"awesome!" ~ Matt Dorman -  Las Vegas, Nevada

Feb. 15: “a wonderful effort to bring humanity together around the freedom jazz 
represents" ~ Steve Barta - Colorado Springs, CO

“nice, keep the good things working" ~ Ruud de Grood - The Hague, 
Netherlands

Feb. 14: “You are doing great work.” ~ Sharon Hoffmann, San Francisco, CA

“very nice...I love the music….it was a pleasure to listen” ~ Andreas E. Thoma, 
Hong Kong

Feb. 13: “love the concept and the music…..great stuff” ~ Jack Morelli, NYC



Feb. 12: “great work...thank you for all of it” ~ Jack Healey, Human Rights Action 
Center- Washington D.C. 

“Awesome” ~ Tom Malone Musician/Arranger at Late Show with David 
Letterman - NYC

“This looks great. Keep up the good work!” ~ Kit McDermott - Springfield, MA

“I very much enjoyed this kind of thing what You do! It's very fantastic” ~ 
Sławek Dudar - Wroclaw, Poland

“Very inspiring.” ~ Jennifer Mudhan,Head of Arts / Swan Christian College -  
Perth, Australia

“One of the better 'How-To' videos I've seen. Clear, direct, and with the music in 
the background, there's no confusion about what the 'product' would be.” ~ Rona 
Carr Founder & Principal, The Austin International Group - New York, NY

Feb. 11: “I applaud your noble effort in helping bring world peace and promoting 
jazz in the process.” ~ Chuck McPherson - NYC

“I just watched the Jazz for Peace video, and I am excited. I would love to be part 
of this great cause…I cannot wait to get started.” - Robert G Harris 

"excellent work and organization. Jazz and Peace--I love them both!" ~ Stanley 
Zappa, British Columbia, Canada

"Great!!!" ~ Kuzma Prizmic - Croatia

“Great video and terrific work! All the best to bringing beautiful music to the 
world!”~ Sarah James - NYC

Feb. 10:  "what a wonderful initiative. Fantastic." ~ Patty Broese van Groenou - 
The Hague, Netherlands

"very interesting....it is a good initiative" ~ Patrick Farrant - Kiel, Germany

“Great stuff..! Bless you for all you do!” Frank Rondell-Chiarelli - Toronto, 
Canada



Feb. 9: “Congratulations on the wonderful job you have done! “ ~ Takeshi Asai - 
NYC

“thank you very much for your information about the Jazz for peace grant. It 
seems to be a nice goal to work for peace and we wish you all success!” ~ Ilka 
Dalai / Alex Pera Ramos Management - Cuba

“thank you very much for sharing this video. I love it. Really good job! Thanks 
and peace. God bless U” ~ Loek Leasa - Netherlands

“I'm fascinated from the idea Jazz for Peace, may we have further conversation in 
german or do you prefer english? ~ Andy Pearson - Zürich, Switzerland

“this is a very good cause……it is very valuable in our crusade for peace around 
the globe” ~ Steven F. Adams - Bakersfield, CA

Feb. 8: “awesome, I salute your work to help others! “ ~ Diane Latiker - Chicago

“you’re a legend Rick. Good luck with all your endeavours.” ~ Marie Morrow, 
Music Specialist/ Arts Coordinator - Melbourne, Australia

“Looks good, sounds good! Tickle those keys for love and peace.” ~ Paul Metzke 
- NYC

“Excellent! Congratulations from Argentina” ~ Carlos Alberto Laguilón - 
Argentina

“Wonderful video. Thank you for sharing and I'm so very happy to hear of this. 
What an excellent way to spread peace around the world. Congratulations” ~ 
Paula Soito, Arts Row - Redding, CA

Feb. 7: “I watch it. You are doing an amazing job.” ~ Former Empowerment 
Grant Recipient Suzi Akrofi, President at Bi-Habawalk, Inc - NYC

“Amazing” ~ Doc Michaud - Boston, Mass.

“Great! I love it.” Jeff Drummer - Vicenza, Italy

“Great video nice concept”~ Rick Addis, Associate Director of Development, 
Holy Cross Mission Center - Notre Dame, Indiana



Feb. 6: “this is great!” ~ Mark Renda - Martinsville, NJ

“I love the concept of Jazz For Peace. Helping individuals from all around the 
world through music is a beautiful thing. I wish you much continued success. 
Many blessings, Bobby Molina - Clear Dreams Productions, NYC

Feb. 5: “Very good. I never associated Jazz with Pakistan, but love the tune…” ~ 
Tom Keefer - Buffalo, NY

“very interesting for musicians, bravo! Respect….I like your times, especially 
those passed in africa! cool movie bravo and good work” ~ Lucia Gorenszach - 
Paris, France

Feb. 4: “Amazing!  Love everything, the mission, the music, the words, the peace, 
the beauty ….” ~ Manal Deeb - Washington, D.C.

“Love it!” ~ Marla Glen - Cologne, Germany

“Ambitious and thoughtful presentation!” ~ Michael Morangelli - NYC

“ Very impressive.” ~ Vincent Scuderi, AFFINITY SOUNDS - NYC 

"keep up the good work and never give up your beliefs" ~ Edward Rezzonico - 
Milton, Delaware

"i like it. The pianist is....very talented." Elizabeth Akinyi, Africa Air Rescue - 
Kenya

Feb 3: ”Awesome Man, Sounds Awesome!!!!!" ~ Fran Jaye, Jazz, Gospel & R&B 
Singer - Mount Vernon, New York

"Very Nicely done! Wonderful backdrop for music and love!" ~ John Luongo - 
NYC

Feb. 2: ”VERY, VERY,NICE !!!!” ~ Antonio Tarantino, President and Artistic 
Director:  FRIENDS OF JAZZ SAN SEVERO - Puglia, Italy

“Compliments very good initiative and musician! " ~ Nicola Marinoni - France



Feb. 1: ”(Rick DellaRatta) can certainly play the piano! Great work you're doing." 
~ Nick Sweetland, UK

"Great Tune, and Video!" ~ John Lee Music Instruction - Singapore

"Jazz for Peace: a great initiative" ~ Henk van Beurden, Chairman, Sinti Music - 
Eindhoven, Netherlands

“Nice work! Wonderful!” ~ David Chasse, Netherlands

Jan. 31: “Thanks a lot for sharing this event with us! There can never be enough 
artists/people in the world to improve life under nearly hopeless conditions” ~ 
Edda Brandes - Berlin, Germany

“great job.” ~ Douglas Harris - NYC

"Rick DellaRatta really can play, and all for a good cause." ~ Rick Wilson -  
Xiamen, Fujian, China

Jan. 29: “Dear John, your Grant is really remarkable." ~ Claudio Parodi - Genoa, 
Italy

 "Wow. I love it." ~ A-Louise Ali - Newark, NJ

"Doing humanitary work with such quality music, I believe it is great." ~ Simon 
Širec, Austria

"The music in both (videos) was excellent and very moving. Thank you for 
letting me experience this most noble work." ~ Ron Graner, Lost Music 
Productions- Toronto, Canada

"wonderful to expose children to the creative arts.....Keep up the good work.” ~ Ron 
Pelletier, Jazz from Gallery 41 - San Francisco, CA

"great video! Wonderful music for a wonderful cause!” ~ Ron Handy -
 Montgomery, Alabama

Jan. 28: ”a great presentation for what Jazz for Peace is doing and has done for 
the children and other people of Pakistan.” John Slovacek - Schenectady, NY



“Beauteous Maximus!" ~ John Flora, Educator at Jersey City NJ Board of 
Education.

"well done ..." ~ Steve Dodds - Toronto, Canada 

"I Like the way you play. I love sing Jazz. Keep up the good work" ~JAMES 
CLINTON WILLIAMS ~ Saarbrücken, Germany

"terrific and very uplifting!" ~ Greg Grispart - Manahawkin, NJ

Jan. 27: “Congratulations for the amazing concert in Lahore!  Your endeavor is an 
added value to the semantics of music.” ~  Anna-Majlinda Spiro, Professor of 
Flute at National Conservatory of Greece.

“I watched the video. Great job! Bring art to young minds and hearts before 
hatred finds its way there. Keep on the good work.” ~ Philippe Lachaise, Co-
founder at WHOZIC.COM - Saint-Lubin-de-la-Haye, Centre, France

Jan: 26: “It is a great program. The pianist is superb.” ~ Richard DiPilla, Berkshire 
Hathaway Media Group Corporate / LinkedIn Global Goodwill Ambassadors 
Founder - Referring to the video Jazz for Peace Live in Pakistan! - Click HERE to 
see this video.

"well done…..your work is well appreciated” ~ .Dr. David Kenneth Waldman 
Founder/President To Love Children Baltimore, MD (Also commenting on Jazz 
for Peace Live in Pakistan!)

Jan. 25: “I’ve always loved your work….Much love and Peace ~ Lawrence 
Freiberg - Los Angeles, CA

Jan. 24: “your movement is powerful and is possibly the next big thing!” ~ Clay 
Monsanto - Bridgewater, Mass.

Jan. 17: “such a wonderful mission!" ~ Anne Smith - Miami, Fla

Jan. 16: “wonderful way to communicate.” ~ Sharron Batsch - Edmonton, 
Canada

http://whozic.com
https://vimeo.com/151107991


“It's a GALLANT effort and should be supported.” ~ Melton Shakir Mustafa - 
Miami, Fla.

Jan. 14: “Awesome” ~ Qazi Adnan, Pakistan

Jan. 13: “Great work” ~ Paula Atherton - NYC

Jan. 12, 2016: “Great video! Well done and for such a worthy cause.” ~ Ruby Page 
- Melbourne, Australia

December 21, 2015:  “….so many delightful possibilities when we consider the 
healing qualities in music including various forms of Jazz.  I remember videoing 
Rick DellaRatta and being fascinated how the piano was an instrument used by 
him to express the inner depths of his soul.  Despite being in a setting 
encouraging noise and talk, when he played as a guest for 17 minutes during 
intermission, those in the room STOPPED TALKING TO EACH OTHER and by 
the end of 3 pieces HE RECEIVED A STANDING OVATION!” ~ Dr. Burton 
Danet, Abc4all - Torrance, CA

Dec. 21: “It is really inspiring all you do to help non profit org. and all you do 
with Music.” ~ Loren Ellis, Art for Healing - NYC

Dec. 17: “Great works from jazz for peace for reaching out to lives across the 
globe. I'm impressed and looking forward to more. Motion crew has also been 
very instrumental in the transformation of society through their events.Though 
their events have an entertaining posture,they're development oriented at their 
core.This Jazz for Peace grant will really be a push for motion crew and will go a 
long way to touch a lot of lives.” ~ Pwaberi Denis Wedam, Reunion Media - 
Ghana

Dec. 16: “I have watched the video of works and it amazed me. Your 
organization is really doing  wonderful; transforming lives, putting smiles on the 
faces of the less privileged and helping making people achieve their dreams. So 
great. May the Almighty God richly bless you. May God grand you the energy to 
do more as you support generations.” ~ Abraham Atosona, Growth Line 
Foundation - Ghana



Dec. 16: “I have watched the video and am not just inspired but I feel blessed and 
motivated to continue a positive cause for the greater good.” ~ Daniel Amoatika, 
MotianCrew - Ghana

Dec. 10: “This project is inspired.” ~ Karin Venegas, Exploring the Arts - New 
York City

Dec. 4: “Awesome” ~ Aarti Bhavariya - Vadodara, Gujarat, India

Nov. 29: “Congratulations on your tremendous success and good works” ~ Lisa 
Kirchner, New York City

Nov. 25: “Thank you so much….It was exactly what I needed to know! Perfect 
timing :)” ~ Paola Munda - Palermo, Sicilia, Italy

November 9: “thankful to you for all your support and kind heart for me and my 
family….thankful to you to encourage me, to step forward….I am struggling 
hard to uplift our poorest of the poor students……thankful to you for the kind 
support and love for these children……I have learned a lot from jazzforpeace.org 
in these months…..faithful for this event in Pakistan” ~  2015 Jazz for Peace 
Grant Recipient Aamir Sindhu, Founder, New Life Ministries - Pakistan

Nov. 4: “Congratulations for your organization Jazz for Peace. Well Done!!!” ~ 
Ramón Farrán - Madrid, Spain

Oct. 31: “Enjoyed learning of this wonderful Jazz organization and work!” ~ Bob 
Vandivort - Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Oct. 30: “I have seen the video and I am very impressed with what Jazz For Peace 
is all about.” ~ Doug Sides, Canterbury, England

Oct. 28: “we can't  percept the speaking English….Nevertheless  we can percept 
and understand your beautiful jazz music…..Great jazz for Peace on the Earth.” 
~ Sergey Stepanov - Ukraine

Oct. 23: “grateful for the video that I watched… it's really great and I cannot wait 
to learn what it takes to secure the grant courtesy of Jazz for Peace.” ~ David 
Kimani, Nairobi, Kenya

https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?f_G=in%3A6552&trk=prof-0-ovw-location


Oct. 22: “I love Jazz and I really want to salute the amazing inspirational work 
that Rick DellaRatta & Jazz for Peace is doing for humanity around the world 
and making a difference in the lives of millions in need.” ~ Bremley W B 
Lyngdoh, Consultant at United Nations Development Programme - London, 
England

Oct. 19: “…there surely should be more of these events, not only in Finland but in 
the region as well.” ~ Pekka Pylkkanen, Scandinavian Saxophonist & Jazz for 
Peace™ Artist Grant Recipient - Helsinki, Finland

Oct. 1: “You taught us a great lesson . We salute your philanthropic vision. We 
are very eager to see you soon next year.” ~ Gopal Joshi, Andrew J. Wild College 
- Kathmandu, Nepal

Sept. 25: “If the world was allowed to vote for president, Rick DellaRatta would 
win in a landslide!” ~ Surendra Shakya, EduVision - Nepal

Sept. 17: “This is amazing…..Please let me know how I can network with you 
further to accomplish my dream and help others to make and get on the path to 
accomplish theirs.” ~ Lala Smith, San Francisco, CA

Sept. 12: “great work !!!”~ Friederike Brück - Berlin, Germany

Sept. 10: “Absolutely wonderful…!!!” ~ Ralph Hedges, Director, Chopin Piano 
Academy - Hawaii

Sept. 7: “I must say I am blown away! What a great project.” Mark Buselli, 
Director of Jazz Studies at Ball State University - Indianapolis, Indiana

Sept. 6: “the video was reviewed and it was so fantastic…..you’re doing a great 
work to people in the world“~ Josephine, Vision of hope Isaac & Joan foundation 
- Uganda

Sept. 3: “Congrats and thank you, for the work you are doing to introduce and 
use jazz to help with outstanding causes around the world!” ~ Michael Shirtz, 
Jazz Education Network - Lakeside, Ohio

Sept. 3: “what you offer is exactly what our project need in this moment.” ~ Juan 
Manuel Sanchez Aristizaba, Colombia



Sept. 2: “Great work indeed!  Doing it for real!” ~ Bruce Mack, NYC

Sept. 2: “Awesome opportunity.” ~ Victoria Golden - San Antonio, TX

Sept. 1: “Jazz for Peace is absolutely incredible!” ~ Jane West - Tampa, Florida

August 31: “I am very excited about the Jazz for Peace grant program. It is 
exactly the infusion of support and hopefully funding I need to expand the Jazz 
education program” ~ Michael Marcus - Bellingham, WA

Aug. 30: “watched the video and I must say, I am deeply impressed by all the 
good work you did and the outcomes are astonishing” ~ Clemens Grassmann - 
Boston, MA

Aug. 26: “Great heart! Great demonstration of love. As a pastor, I am sometimes 
awe-struck by witnessing acts of true love. I visited your website and spent quite 
a bit of time…I was moved by everything” ~ Don Wilson, St. Louis

Aug. 18: “Wow…wonderful” ~ Elisabetta Albanello - Bern, Switzerland

Aug. 13: “Words cant really explain the excitement you brought to my 
organization…..I have watched the videos and i deemed it very necessary and 
important to partner with your cause” ~ Sylvester Atitsogbe, VARAS - Ghana

August 13: “Fantastic!” ~ Shannon Wallace - Phoenix, AZ

Aug. 12: “just watched the video and honestly I can say that what you are doing 
is great..!” ~ Spiros Deligiannopoulos, Ministry of Education - Greece

Aug. 12: “Very informative video!“ ~ Tom Borum, “Rudy & the Bluefish” - 
Washington, D.C.

July 25: “Awesome!” ~ Alex Torres - Albany, NY

July 23: “Great job!” ~ Mike Edwards, Philadelphia, PA

July 22: “No words can express, no act of gratitude can relay, no gift can 
represent what your love and support have meant to many. Your work is 
excellent even here in Kenya.” ~ Grace Kimari, Kenya

https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?f_G=ch%3A4928&trk=prof-0-ovw-location
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClNWo-_tuaKb1ZeVp2NM7ng


July 18: “Amazing way to get grants and funding. This is truly a noble cause.” ~ 
David Ochieng, Kenya

July 16: " Amazing, great work. May God grant you strength and resources to 
continue this exciting work." ~ Rose Nana, Kenya

"Happy to learn about the organization.I can see you have been to Kenya a 
couple of times,thanks for walking the talk." ~ Susan Awuor, Kenya

July 15: “Wow! Thank you for sending me the information. I am so impressed 
with Jazz for Peace and Mr. DellaRatta! I have been looking over the website and 
information for hours. I keep thinking of the possibilities…” ~ Payton Andrews - 
Wilmington, North Carolina

July 14: “This is an inspiring mission to help people all over the world without 
discrimination be blessed on the good work. What a wonderful organization” ~ 
Andrew Momanyi, Kenya

”I love Jah bless you soul, for this Amazing work, so kind. i want to work and 
play music for this cause…With people like Rick DellaRatta Africa will have a 
chance, better yet the world will have a better way out. through music. God Bless 
us all.” - Eritaj Kayanou - Port-au-Prince, Haiti 

“saw the video its so good” ~ Stanley Ndawula - Uganda

July 13: “Great stuff” ~ Grace Testani, NYC

“Excellent video….Keep up the good work!” ~ Janet Schmidt - Lincoln, Nebraska 
(commenting on Jazz for Peace Live in Uganda - https://vimeo.com/121222131 )

July 12: “Saving Lives” ~ Burt Danet - Manhattan Beach, CA

July 11: “wonderful” ~ Raoul Adomon - Abidjan, Ivory Coast Africa

July 10: “Highly appreciable program! Wish to be a part of such great activities.” 
~ Anees A. Razmee, Evolution of Integrated Spiritual Awareness -  Kolkata, West 
Bengal, India

July 1: “Keep up the wonderful work you are doing for peace!” ~ Daniel Lubiner, 
NYC

https://www.youtube.com/user/chakario
https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?f_G=us%3A920&trk=prof-0-ovw-location
https://vimeo.com/121222131


July 1: “I appreciate what you're doing and accomplishing.” ~ Betsy Hatfield - 
Executive Director, Preservation Kentucky

June 25: “this is amazing….great work.” ~ C.B. Whyte, NYC

June 24: “Nice!!” ~ Ivone Ferreira - Novara, Italy

June 23: “You have done some powerful work around the globe” ~ Mark Kerback 
- Performing Arts Consultant, San Francisco, CA

June 23: “video was great” ~ Charmaine Neville, New Orleans

June 22: “…you guys are doing great things…” ~ Loris Holland, Producer - NYC

June 22: “Good video!” ~ A-Louise Ali - Newark, NJ

June 19: “I think it is amazing that Jazz for Peace is willing to accept a small 
organization like ours and to help us grow our base of support. They are willing 
to come along side us, to guide us through the process--so that we can have the 
income we need……...we finally have help!” ~ Peninah (Peggy) Blumhagen BSN, 
MA - Kansas Tick-Borne Disease Advocates, Inc.

June 17: “awesome video” ~ Shahbaz Pasha - Delhi, India

June 15: “This was really helpful.” ~ Thomas Hutchings, NYC (in response to our 
Next Step located at http://jazzforpeace.org/afterwatchingvideo.pdf )

June 2: “wonderful” ~ Claudia Wedl - Austria

June 1: “Congratulations on your success” ~ Ron Sanfilippo, Boston

May 28: “awesome!” ~ Linda Sweet - Schenectady, NY

May 28: “awesome video…Thank you…for helping so many people.” ~ Raquel C 
Paxton - Pacoima, CA

May 21: “wonderful” ~ Sammy Lutomia, Global Youth Groove - Boston

May 21: “thanks for the jazz for peace foundation. I'm grateful for people with 
the talent to play so beautifully well and accomplished (who) takes the time to 

https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=34157518&locale=en_US
http://jazzforpeace.org/afterwatchingvideo.pdf


bring a foundation to the forefront of a new generation” ~ Beverly Keys, 
Plattsburgh, NY

May 20: “This is spirit-lifting.” ~ Patricia Herlevi, Bellingham, Washington

May 18: “I’ve watched the video and now I understand how Jazz for Peace 
works. Wonderfull! What a Joy that brings to many many people...Maybe apart 
from my apply, I could do some work or support for the organization, I would 
love to!” ~ Hans Schoon - Netherlands

"Being a musician myself, and coming from Japan, I feel strongly devoted to the 
idea of combining jazz and and world peace.” ~ Shinichiro Kamoto- Tokyo, 
Japan

"I just love this whole concept! Fabulous!!!”~  Yoko Kitajima, Tokyo, Japan

" We both watched the video and were really impressed over the philosophy of 
this organisation, and also how these events were put together. Really 
impressive!” ~  Olli and Arja Pylkkänen, Helsinki, Finland

"I think that jazz for peace is an amazing initiative and shows that music, and 
especially jazz, is a universal language that breaks down borders”~  Melanie 
Scholtz, Cape Town, South Africa

"Jazz For Peace is a serious, and fantastic attempt to stand for the most important 
things in the world: humanity, helping people and the arts!” ~ Mike del Ferro, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands

May 12: “I am really amazed about the things you are doing!!” ~ Glaucus Linx, 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

May 12: “impressive documentary. We look forward to partnering with you” ~ 
Mrs. Elizabeth Owusu- Nsiah, Millennium Child Support Group - Ghana

May 11: “Very impressive.” ~ James Weidman, NYC

May 9: “It’s wonderful” ~ Teri Roiger - Woodstock, NY

May 8: “very proud of your work all over the world” ~ Elliot Emmanuel 
Agripah, Ghana



May 7: “great” ~ James Migwi, Filmmaker - Kenya

May 7: “this is the best idea and project that I have ever seen for a positive 
movement of humanitarian awareness with results. Albert Einstein was a great 
humanitarian and stated that music was one of the most important vehicles for 
all humanity. I am certain he would be very proud and thankful to you.” ~ Jim 
Robitaille, Boston

May 6: “very informative. Very straightforward” ~ Ava Brown, NYC

May 2: “I think what you are doing is wonderful.” ~ Christina Conti, 
Philadelphia, PA

May 1: “Congrats to Rick and his great organization….I watch all the 
videos....your work is wonderful. I'm very impressed.” ~ Grace Testani, Artistic 
Director, Grace Notes Music - NYC

April 28: “What an incredible resource.” ~ Cj Shearn, New York Jazz Workshop

April 28: “I have viewed the video it's pretty remarkable” ~ Mike Montoni - 
Ontario, Canada

April 24: “Great, great work!…meaningful…Very heart-centric, truly impressive. 
You…are a rare breed.” ~ Lisa Sherman , NYC

April 24: “truly awesome and very inspiring.”~ Nicci Canada - Charlotte, NC 

April 20: “your video is amazing... will help to raise funds..for our 
Organization…..it teaches us on how to love the poor marginalized communities, 
love and equal respects, gender balance, creativity and innovation and various 
strategies on how to combat poverty and other social problems that hinder our 
life progression. Congratulations……We will continue to pray for your amazing 
and interested work you are doing in this world to support the poor.” ~ Majaliwa  
Mbogella, CCDO - Tanzania

April 17: “inspiring….I sincerely believe in your organization, and couldn't 
possibly find a better way of approaching art, education and working towards 
peace and equality, than what I have seen here” ~ Pekka Pylkkanen, Finland



April 14: “VERY IMPRESSIVE..You are a doing the greatest service you can for 
the world with your talent..” ~ Steve Love, Love Productions - NYC

April 13: “great work!“ ~ Dwayne Aikens Jr., WELO - Oakland, CA

April 13: “I learned a lot from the video….This is a vision to make a change that 
impacts the world as a whole.” Yvonne Redmond - Baltimore, Md.

“Hi Rick, VERY IMPRESSIVE.. Not only can you play a mean game of 
basketball and can do 40 pull ups…. You are a doing the greatest service 
you can for the world with your talent..Very nice…Keep up the good work 
and see you on the court.” ~ Steve Love, Love Productions - NYC

April 3:  “incredible……I truly laud your efforts and the impact that your work is 
creating,” ~ Tanda Godwin Ade - Cameroon, Africa

April 1: “inspiring” ~ John Ndegwa, Kisima Imarisha International - Kenya

March 31:  “Congrats on all you do for others!” ~ Ashley Holmer, Red Sweater 
Project - Portland, Oregon

March 26: “you’re Amazing with all the things u do and have done!” ~ Tina 
Hightower - Charlotte, NC

March 20: “Awesome!” ~ Wanda Brandon, Certified Grant Writer - Shreveport, 
Louisiana

March 14: “verry nice!” ~ Roxana Poena, Sincretix - Bucharest, Romania

March 13: “I have to say that I haven't heard or seen anything so impressive and 
powerfully effective…around the world.” ~ Pandeli Lazaridi - Exec. Director,  
Lazarideus Voice Academy of Sound and Music - San Diego, CA

March 13: “wonderful…keep up the good work!” ~ Veronica C. Minier, Memphis

March 13: “very fantastic” ~ Azadeh Jaberi - Iran

March 10: “Fantastic!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” ~ Zérró Santos - São Paulo, Brazil

https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?f_G=us%3A768&trk=prof-0-ovw-location
https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?f_G=us%3A768&trk=prof-0-ovw-location


March 9: “Congratulations! “ ~ Tracey L. Beeker - Washington, D.C.

March 7: “I want to congratulate you on the incredible work you are 
doing……..May your efforts in this regard become even stronger and more 
widespread as time moves forward. ~ Rick Reid, Actor - NYC

February 27: "amazing. Congratulations.” ~ Mark Peterson, NYC  

Feb. 26: “Awesome!” ~ Carrie LeBlanc - Sheridan, California

Feb. 19:  “we find the presentation in this video clear and interesting” ~  Oumar 
Couli, Rosa Parks Foundation - Paris, France 

Feb. 18: “Great work and great video” ~ Mikey Adam Cohen, San Diego, CA

Feb. 18: “your organization is making a great contribution to the hearts and 
minds of people throughout the world.”~ Michelle Coltrane, Los Angeles, CA

Feb. 16: “veryyyyyyyyyy great work” ~ Bechir Selmi, Ministry of Youth - Tunisia

Feb. 16: “Great” ~ Celia Rowe - Robinsonville, Mississippi

Feb. 10 “amazing work” ~ Barret Germain, AFM Local 85-133 Scotia, NY 

Feb. 10: “Quite an accomplishment” ~ Jon Montgomery, Bridge Across Prod. - 
Cape Coral, Fla. 

Feb. 8: “just watched....outstanding!!!” ~ Stacy Anmarie, Washington D.C. 

Feb. 6: “Amazing” ~ Melissa Grayson, Music Consultant/Fundraising Specialist 
- Nashville 

Jan. 29: “Impressive....Please tell us more about what you would like us to do for 
you and Jazz for Peace here in China.” ~ Ssicy Lo - Shenzhen, China 

Jan. 28: “Great Video” ~ Toro Orero, San Francisco

Jan. 24: “WONDERFUL” ~ Ptah Brown - Yarmouth, Massachusetts 

Jan. 23: “awesome” ~ Nicole Jackson - Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?countryCode=tn&trk=prof-0-ovw-location


Jan. 22: “I was impressed...would love to...contribute” ~ Minerva Smith, Boston 

Jan. 21: “very impressed” ~ Kristine Massari - Bloomfield, NJ 

Jan. 16: “very cool video” ~ Francoise Voranger, Hybrid Movement Company - 
Brooklyn, New York 

Jan. 15: “to the whole team of JAZZ FOR PEACE, I am really happy with your 
beautiful work you have done everywhere in the world” ~ Ndiaga Mbaye, 
Senegal 

Jan. 14: “very interesting cause mate!” ~ Silvio Canargiu, Capoterra, Sardegna, 
Italy 

Jan. 12: “Very noble cause & excellent work to present it.” ~ Stan Stolarski, NYC 

Jan. 11: “so nice to hear and to share such feeling of humanity from different 
culture” ~ Ali AHAMED, Western Sahara 

Jan. 10: “you have a great program” ~ Charli Glenn, Columbus, Ohio 

Jan. 9: “I watched the video and I really admire and appreciate what DellaRatta 
and Jazz for Peace are doing, for peace, and for jazz, too , it resonates with my 
views-not just musical- in many ways.” ~ Ferdinando Argenti - Methuen, 
Massachusetts 

Jan. 2: “very interesting” ~ Joanna, Hybrid Movement Company - Brooklyn, NY 

Jan. 2: “WOW!!!!...This is amazing. I love the video and what you are doing. how 
can I get my newly formed nonprofit linked up with you?” ~ Genesis Liu, KSAP 
- Hackensack, NJ 

Jan. 2: “Mucho coolness...inspiring reality grown of spiritual awareness” ~ Lloyd 
David Lieberman - Port Jefferson, New York 

January 1, 2015: “This is powerful...” ~ Carlos Jimenez, Bronx, New York

 
Dec. 26, 2014: “watched the video and...so excited about working together” ~ 
June Panagakos Podagrosi, Child's Play Touring Theatre - Chicago



 
Dec. 25 - “Great video and i love the cause!!” ~ Michael Frick - Ft. Myers, Fla. 

Dec. 25 - “WOW Jazz For Peace is Amazing!” ~ Joseph B. Escobar, Summer 
House Orphanage Foundation - West Palm Beach, FL 

Dec. 22 - “Your story is quite inspiring.” ~ Barbara Abramowitz, Certified Grants 
Management Specialist, Nonprofit Finance Specialist, New York City 

Dec. 22 -“very impressive” ~ SAINT CHARLES, Solar Music Group - San 
Francisco Bay Area 

Dec. 19 - “Wonderful!” ~ Carlos Alberto Laguilón - Argentina 

Dec. 11 - “Your work is wonderful” ~ Yael Acher-Modiano, New York City 

Dec. 9 - “Great video and it is wonderful how it helps fund other causes/artists.” 
~ Gina Mills - Kansas City, Missouri 

Dec. 8 - “The video was amazing wow” ~ JAH PEACE 
Motivational & Inspirational Speaker, District of Columbia Public Schools 

Dec. 8 - “Very cool!” ~ Malia Rideout - Kailua Kona, Hawaii 

Dec. 8 - “very interested in your program...” ~ Vinx De'Jon Parrette - Professor, 
Berklee College of Music 

Dec. 7 - “your organization is fascinating, and I'm very impressed with the 
success that you've had.” ~ Jonah David, Chicago 

Dec. 7 - “Amazing” ~ Adir Habany, Israel

 
Dec. 5 - “very good job, Congrats!!!” ~ Makis Ablianitis, Greece

 
Dec. 4: “Nice Work” ~ Michael Levine & Juke Joint Jazz, Amherst, MA



 
Dec. 3 - “Wow, I'll make sure to share this.” ~ Emer Mae Butler, Johannesburg, 
Africa 

Dec. 3 - “It’s GREAT!!” ~ Gustavo Buscamante, Colombia 

Dec. 1 - “Wow! What an amazing mission.” ~ Emily O’Hara, Social Innovation 
Advocate 

Nov. 29 - “i am happy...very nice video” ~ Ndiaga Mbaye, Senegal 

Nov. 29 - “watched this video...Great work, respect.”~ Radovan Milićević, 
Director at Civic Action LINGUA, Kraljevo, Serbia 

Nov. 28 - “You have done and are doing some great things!” ~ Gina Mills, Kansas 
City 

Nov. 26 - “I have viewed the video....its a great work...i have seen many projects 
global you are really a great organization to the disadvantaged communities 
worldwide.” ~ Kayongo Christopher - Executive Director at Hope Childen's 
Centre, Uganda 

Nov. 25 - “Congratulations my friend!!” ~ Guillermo Caro, Co-Founder of 
OurMark - People Doing Good, Argentina 

Nov. 24 - “I watched it i really love what you are doing...it’s always better to give 
and help people in this world because you never know what life may bring 
tomorrow...keep up the great work” ~ Mark Bistany - Musician & VP, Linius 
Software, Los Angeles, CA 

Nov. 24 - “Beautiful job. Congrats!”~ Didinho Haddad. Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Nov. 24: “This is wonderful moment to see what you do to help people who are 
living with poverty diseases.This is why i need to partner with my Organization 
to help vulnerable communities in Kenya . God bless your work.” ~ John 
Mwanga , AT.FAMICA Kenya 



Nov. 22 - “This is wonderful and now I know exactly what you do to contribute 
to humanity.” ~ Diane Urban, 2014 Nominee Medal of Excellence for 
International Peace and Human Rights. 

Nov. 20 - “I salute you this day. After watching the video, I have realized that you 
are what we need.” ~ Douglas Rugano, Kenya 

Nov. 19 - “Gr8 work, I luv it.” ~ Roger ‘Jah-D’ Guthrie - Suhnrae MUzik - 
Melbourne, Florida Nov. 18 - Great video!!! We are very interested!!! ~ Amery 
Jean - Artists United for Haiti Inc. 

Nov. 14 - “I like your contribution to humanity...very inspiring.” ~ Joe Di Marco - 
Sony Music Entertainment 

Nov. 13 - “the video and message is clear and done in great taste!” J.J. - JJ’s Music 
Scene, East Orange, NJ 

Nov. 13 - “I just sent the video to my VP and this was exactly what we had in 
mind! “ ~ Sheryl Denise Landry, Atlanta, GA 

Nov. 10 - “Very Nice” ~ Stacy Wilson, Washtone Media, Dedham, MA

 
Nov. 6 - “Just watched your video and want to commend you for all that you 
do.” ~ Carmela Rappazzo, NYC 

Nov. 5 - “It’s wonderful” - Dahal Samuel Gbaa - Netherlands 

Nov. 4 - “very interesting and empowering.” ~ Kristal Pineros, Vienna 

Nov. 3 - “I have watched the video twice and its simply amazing....our 
humanitarian projects requests are becoming more and more increasing and we 
believe that with Jazz for Peace...we will be able to achieve this goal.” ~ Penjo 
Baba, Cameroon 

Nov. 3 - “watched the video....now I understand... Well Done!” ~ Maxim 
Micheliov, Founder of Design 4 Music, Lithuania 

Oct. 31 - “incredibly proud...for this initiative. It’s amazing and so giving!” ~ 
Rachel Z Hakim, New York. 



Oct. 27 - “to you and your team...your works are magnificent” ~ Mang’ana 
Boniface - Tanzania 

Oct. 26 - “John is well know for the work he does. I admire his tenacity (for) 
making the unknown known. I look forward to working with him in the near 
future assisting me with grant funding for VCHFoundation.org.” ~ Vilma 
Walker, Executive Director 

Oct. 21 - “FABULOUS!” ~ Donna Stevenson - Legacy Performing Arts, Inc. 
Philadelphia, PA 

Oct. 20 - “About the video: it was very inspirational and warmed my heart to see 
that this organization really helps people in need all over the world. After this, I 
want to get involved even more than what I was previously planning.” ~ Shekar 
Ramaswamy, Bay Area, CA 

Oct. 14 & 15, 2014 "This is a terrific video. Jazz for Peace offers a breakthrough 
approach to build cross-cultural connections and friendships between people 
from Sierra Leone and the United States. With the tremendous needs of the Ebola 
Crisis in Sierra Leone and other West African countries, and important 
organizations such as B-Gifted Foundation, health security and peace can come 
at last. I endorse the efforts of these two organizations to come together in 
partnership to drive social change.” ~ Nancy Deyo, Deputy Director, 
WomenStrong International” 

“WE WANT THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR ALL WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
FOR PEOPLE IN THE WORLD” ~ ABDERRAZAK BEN HAMMOUDA, ADDVO 
PRESIDENT, TUNISIA 

"It is a great conversation of the heart and soul. The video says it all.” ~ Sylvanus 
S Murray. Tanzania 

"Jazz for peace is a real communication and connection between people. I feel so 
connected with other people I saw in the video who share the same feelings of 
hope" ~ Sheku Syl Kamara Belgium 

"Jazz for peace is the best way to ....shares love with people in remote 
communities.” ~ Mohamed Dabo Freetown 



"After watching Jazz for peace video I gained an appreciation of the special love 
people can render through their creativity and talents. As an artist it helps me to 
believe in my dreams and feel we were taken seriously as artists, musicians." ~ 
Lustin Jay, Freetown 

"The real true beauty of Jazz for peace music is that it connects people. It carries a 
message, and Rick and all the musicians, are great messengers." ~Margaret 
Greene UK 

“Waoh! I see Jazz music and the band as some sort of superhero! They change the 
lives of real people and share real emotions.“ ~ Lindsey Sherwin 

“The idea of Jazz for peace is to bring together one of the finest Jazz musicians 
who represent a voice of the voiceless and oppressed and can connect the world 
with each other in music for peace. Jazz for peace music concert brings all people 
together like one family, and through their songs they try to harmonize everyone 
and each other.” ~ Lamin Syl Kamara 

"This is truly incredible fundraising I in love with the video will love to be part of 
it." ~ Kate Cumming NY 

"This is truly amazing how jazz for peace can be used as a weapon to 
help humanity am truly touched with this noble cause". ~ Fredrick Diaz, NYC 

"It takes patience and persistence to put together a good music 
initiative such as Jazz for peace. I wish you every success" ~ Maxwell Adew 

"Awesome video very touching". Eddie Lincoln Seattle WA 

“After watching the video and saw the Extent Rick and his team can go, I feel 
Jazz for peace is the last refuge of weary soul. I enjoy the Jazz musicians and their 
music and I believe anyone listening to them does.” ~ Cecilia Greene UK 

“It's high time we begin to feel the pain of others and device an innovative 
approach like Jazz for Peace to help solve them is a great video everyone must 
watch.” ~ Kyle Taylor - Detroit 

"Jazz for peace musicians are doing what they're born to do. Through their Jazz 
songs they have tuned into a purpose of raising support for worthy cause. Their 



songs and outreach are really align with such goals. They are setting up funding 
goals so that their collective vision is an expression of that purpose to make a 
difference in the lives of others. “ ~ Andrew Benson Greene 

"Jazz for peace are not only musicians but activist. They feel for people in 
challenging circumstances. “ ~ June Gorman CA USA 

Received: Oct. 13, 2014 - “its a great movement. I have liked the video.” ~ 
Wambayo Samuel, Executive Director, Kids Club Kampala - Uganda, Africa 

Received: Oct. 10, 2014 - “.....worthwhile and very much needed” ~ De Wayne 
Williams General Manager, BCRD 

Oct. 9, 2014 - “A wonderful video ! Its humbling and Im grateful for grant 
programs like yours. Thank You!” ~ Helen Demers ~ Soaring Art Therapy, 
Ontario, Canada 

10/08/14 - “Oh, what you do is so noble. Thank you so much...” ~ Rachel Walker 
- British Columbia, Canada 

10/04/14 - “Amazing” Kim Kilesti - Executive Director, The Living Museum. 
10/03/14 - “it (Video) was great!” ~ Ulrike Zillner - Los Angeles, CA 

Sept. 30, 2014 - “I watched your youtube video it's nice and touch my heart about 
the company and the message of you peace that you bring around the world. I 
really want to say it great your video.” ~ Kedar Elion, Africa Cohac manager - 
Columbus, Ohio 

Sept. 28, 2014 - “Mr. De Angelis, thanks for the Video and I applaud your vision 
and outstanding service to worthy causes and Artist. Many thanks,”  
Ricardo Rose - CEO, RoseGroup Entertainment 

Sept. 25, 2014 - “Wonderful” - Dean Lowman - Teacher, Heaven’s Reach 
Ministries 

Sept. 24, 2011 - “Rick...that is the heaviest thing i’ve seen! congratulations,” - Leo 
Traversa - Bassist Extraordinaire 



Sept. 24, 2014 - “Great video and great things that you guys do!” - Aries Deng 
Sept. 24, 2014 - “Rick congratulations!!!!” ~ Guillermo Caro - Co-Founder of 
OurMark - People  Doing Good 
September 19, 2014 - This is great John!!!! Thanks for the send on this!!!!!! ~ 
Lasana Akachi 

September 18, 2014 - “Saw your website and I must say I am amazed at what you 
have accomplished with this program. Touching the lives of that many people 
across the planet must have a fantastic lifting effect to your life. Very satisfying 
indeed! We could use this kind of benefit on the islands as well, especially in the 
schools......I would love to be a part of this positive experience.” ~ Darryl 
Pellegrini - Drummer for Amy Hanaiali'i - Hawaii 

September 17, 2014 - “Dear Rick, You are truly talented and inspirational. 
I am so impressed by everything you do around the world.” ~ Carissa L. Bozzo, 
Psy.D. 

September 17, 2014 - “I think your organization is fabulous” ~ Kat Gang - Jazz 
Singer, NYC 

September 15, 2014 - “This is brilliant!” ~ Debbie Dean - Performing Arts 
Professional, NYC 

September 14, 2014 -“...awesome video!” ~ Pratima Strong - GIS Analyst, 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 

September 12, 2014 - “Wow, that’s outstanding. Great work. Looking forward to 
collaboration.” ~ Daniel Njuki - Executive Director at Genesis Arts Creations, 
Kenya, Africa 

September 3, 2014 - “Very cool video!” ~ Jaqui Rae Stewart - Boston Collegiate 
Charter School / Club Passim 

Click HERE to see a Sample VIP List!

http://jazzforpeace.org/slquotes.pdf


 
Click HERE to see a Sample (Page 1) of a successfully 
completed GRANT Application Form! 

FAQ - Why is the list of VIP names of our family, friends and 
supporters so important for us to have on Page 1 of the Grant 
Application? Click HERE for Answer 

READY TO APPLY? Click below for Grant Application 
form and contact us at info@jazzforpeace.org  to assist 
you with the 3 Easy Steps for Grant Approval.

https://jfpgrant.wufoo.com/forms/zgihbwb0whc400/

http://jazzforpeace.org/grantexample.pdf
http://jazzforpeace.org/faq27.pdf
mailto:info@jazzforpeace.org
https://jfpgrant.wufoo.com/forms/zgihbwb0whc400/

